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Abstract

High Flequency (HF) skywave communications have long been employed for 3 kHz voiceband

channel. The ionospheric medium is well-known for its time-varying effects in which the prop-

agating signal must contend with distortion, noise and interference. With the development of

advanced digital signal processing (DSP) technology, the reliability and data transfer rate have

been increased through the use of modern HF data modems. In equatorial regions, the char-

acteristics of the ionospheric medium axe very subtle and complex leading to the degradation

in the performance of HF communication systems. To optimise system performance, particu-

larly of HF modems, the channel characteristics must be investigated. However, the ionospheric

characteristics at low latitudes a¡e often unknov¡n or only exist in very limited databases and

for certain geographical locations.

The subject of this thesis is an evaluation of HF modem performance in equatorial regions

based on experimental data. A bit error rate (BER) performance estimation method based on

the channel scattering functions (CSFs) at vertical-incidence (VI) is proposed. The proposed

CSF-based BER Estimation Method (BEREM) is developed using a collection of CSFs obtained

in Thailand (lat 12.70"N, lon 100.65"E). At this location, the variability of the ionosphere is

affected significantly by the presence of the magnetic equator which is approximately at 9oN

geographical latitude. The CSF data are obtained and used for channel characterisation and

simulation. The proposed BER estimation technique was validated using the results from on-air

HF modem trials conducted on a 612-km skywave path across the Gulf of Thailand where the

geomagnetic equator situates just south of the reflection point of propagation.

The major component of this stud¡ which forms the CSF-based BER estimation technique,

involves the characterisation of the 612-km skywave path based on VI Doppler ionograms. An

investigation is undertaken on the implementation of the equivalent frequency transformation

(or also known as the range-conversion technique) from VI to oblique-incidence (OI) ionograms,

assqming stationarity of the ionosphere over 15-minute period and over a 306-km radius from

xvl



ABSTRACT xvtr

the VI sounding system. The study also focuses on the equivalent Doppler frequency transfor-

mation (range-conversion for Doppler frequency) in order to obtain a CSF of an oblique path,

or more specificall¡ a CSF of a 612-km skywave path similar to that of the on-air trials. To the

best of my knowledge, the Doppler transformation technique has not yet been investigated in

relation to an evaluation of HF modem performance. The result would encourage the use of the

range-conversion techniques, both for frequency and Doppler frequenc¡ for real time frequency

management. Comparisons between range-converted ionograms and actual OI ionograms are

presented.

The second component of this study is the investigation and implementation of channel

simulation system which is based on the Vogler and Hoffmeyer wideband model. The model can

represent a wider range of propagation conditions than those offered by the Watterson model.

The propagation condition such as spread-F, which is typically observed at low latitudes, can

be simulated and studied. The channel transfer function is generated and applied to the test

HF modem waveforms.

Finally, the performance of two HF modem waveforms, Fbequency Shift Keyed (FSK) and

Fbequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) or chirp waveforms, a,re evaluated using the

simulated channel. The results are the approximated BER performance of HF modem waveforms

under the channel conditions based on the range-converted to 612-km CSFs. The validation of

the CSF-based BER estimation method is made using the performance of HF modems measured

during the on-air trials at the time close to the VI Doppler ionogram sounding.

The proposed technique offers an alternative approach to HF channel simulators and could

be implemented to assist real time frequency managements. Other types of modem waveforms

could be applied to this technique. However due to certain proprietary software, information

for implementing some modem waveforms was not available. The proposed technique has also

proved to be very useful for simulating all types of ionospheric channel conditions either obtained

from actual measurements or generated by models. The technique is not restricted to the

equatorial regions and can be applied to mid and high latitudes.
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Chapter 1-

Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Since satellite-based communications entered service in the early 1970s, High FÏequency (HF)

radio communications has experienced a downgrading in importance due to its lower reliability

and lower available data rates. However, owing to the development of advanced digital signal

processing (DSP) technolog¡ the HF digital-data transfer rate has been increased through the

use of modern HF modem waveforms. F\rrthermore, reliability has also been improved by the

use of advanced error-detection and correction schemes employed in the data modems. Today,

HF communications are still in high demand for medium and long distance communications,

especially for military applications.

At low latitudes, the characteristics of the ionospheric medium are very subtle and complex

Ieading to the degradation in the performance of HF communication systems. To optimise

system performance of HF modems, a knowledge of the channel characteristics (i.e' delay

spread, Doppler shift and Doppler spread) is required.

This chapter includes a review of some important aspects of HF propagation, the ionospheric

variability in equatorial regions, HF digital data communications, and frequency management

techniques. It also discusses the problems in evaluating the performance of HF modems and

possible solutions to the optimisation of their performance. Finally, an outline of this thesis is

given at the end ofthe chapter.
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L.2 HF Radio Communications

High Flequency (HF) radio refers to the frequency band from 3 to 30 MHz. In this frequency

band, the channel is characterised by propagation beyond line-of-sight. This property is due

to refraction via the ionosphere. The ionosphere is defined as a region at an altitude from

approximately 60 to 1000 km. The radio signal is refracted by layers of partly ionised plasma

within this region. Depending on the frequency of the radio signal, total reflection may occur

and the radiowave is returned back to ea,rth. At frequencies beyond the so-called maximum

observed frequency (MOF), the radiowave will penetrate the ionosphere escaping to the upper

atmosphere. It is such properties that permit HF users to communicate beyond the horizon and

around the world. More details on HF skywave propagation are discussed further in Section 1.3.

The advantages and disadvantages of HF radio communications can be summarised as the

following:

Advantages:

o Long distance coverage

o Relatively low power requirement

o Relatively low cost of operation compared to other long distance communication systems

such as satellite communications

o No relay equipment required for over-the-horizon applications

o Sufficient bandwidth for many applications (particularly those existing up to the 1960's)

Disadvantages:

o Distortion caused by non-uniform variations in the channel

o High levels of noise and interference

o Limited HF spectrum availability due to temporal variations in the channel (e'g. diurnal,

seasonal variations and sunspot)

Two distinct types of HF propagation occur. The first, ground wave plopagation, involves

propagation over limited distances (often beyond the horizon) across the earth's surface. The

second type of propagation, skywave propagation via the ionosphere, is the main subject of this

thesis, although ground wave propagation will be briefly discussed in Section 1.4.

2



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 HF Skywave Propagation

As depicted in Figure L.1, the HF radiowave propagates via the ionosphere, which is formed by

the partial ionisation (by soft x-ray and ultraviolet radiation) of the upper atmosphere. The

ionosphere spans the approximate altitude range 60-1000 km. At this range, the radiation from

the sun at different wavelengths is the primary source of energy that excites neutral atoms at

different altitudes and forms several stratified layers called the D, E, F1 and F2. However, at

a location close to the magnetic equator, the transient F3 layer can also be observed as well

as the F1.5 layer at reflection points farther from the magnetic equator (Lynn et al., 2000)'

The F1.5 and F3 layers are defined as extensions of the F2 layer either to the bottom- or

top-sÍde. Most HF propagation prediction software does not take into account such additional

transient ionospheric layers. However, these layers could cause multi-mode propagation at the

recommended frequency without prior notice, leading to sudden degradation of the performance

of HF communication systems. The effect of F1.5 and F3 layers to HF communication systems

could be studied in the future. In this thesis, the focus will be only on the D, E, Fl., and F2

layers unless the F1.5 and F3 layers are clearly observed through the ionograms.

F2Layet

Ionosphere - -
Fl Layer

_ E layer

Sþwave

Groundwave

D layer

Transmitter Receiver

Figure 1.1: HF radio wave propagations

Only the E, F1 and F2 layers are important to long-range HF communications. The D layer

mainly absorbs radio signals at the lower end of frequency band, often resulting in unacceptably

3
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Iow signal strengths over oblique paths.

The E layer provides both advantages and disadvantages to HF users. Irregularities within

the E layer called sporadic E (Er) are characterized by strong ionisation in the E layer and

extended MOF(E') values which sometimes extend beyond the MOF(F2). This phenomenon

can cover a wide range of frequencies which totally obscures the F layer (Wagner, 1987). This

type of sporadic E is called blanketing sporadic E. More discussion of E-layer irregularities is

presented in Section 1.5.1.

The Fl layer extends above the E layer. It provides long-range communications during

sunlit periods. The most important layer is the F2 layer, which exists at the highest altitude

and it is present at both daytime and nighttime. At night, the D layer disappears due to rapid

recombination resulting from high neutral air densities in the lower ionosphere, while F1 and

F2 merge to form one layer. More details on the physics of the ionosphere can be found in the

suggested text (Davies, 1996).

The existence of ionospheric layers and their properties can be studied through an iono-

gram. The ionogram is a record of ionospheric conditions describing the relationship between

radiowave frequency and group delay. Conventional radiowave sounding systems can be monos-

tatic (vertical-incidence, VI) or bistatic (oblique-incidence, OI) and typically transmit a swept-

frequency radiowave in the range of 2-30 MHz. Examples of conventional VI and OI ionograms

obtained in Thailand are shown in Figures 1.2(a) and 1.2(b). The presence of E, F1 and F2

layers can be observed in both ionograms. As shown in Figure 1.2(b), sporadic E layers are

evident with MOF(E') higher than MOF(F2). Occurrence of sporadic E is typical during day-

time in this equatorial region. A large sepa,ration between magneto-ionic components (o and

x components) is also clearly shown suggesting the occurrence of travelling ionospheric distur-

bance (TID). Apart from conventional ionospheric sounders, there is a variety of methods for

characterising the propagation path such as rockets, incoherent scatter sounders, backscatter

radar (Houminer et a1., 1996) and a GPS satellite-based ionosonde (Webb and Essex, 1999).

Even though skywave propagation offers the ability to communicate over a long distance,

the radio signal suffers significantly from distortion due to the variability of the skywave chan-

nel. The constantly changing nature of the ionosphere results in a combination of amplitude

and phase fluctuations in both time and frequency domain (fading), time and frequency disper-

sion (delay spread, Doppler shift and Doppler spread), all caused by some form of multipath

propagation. In order to achieve reliable communications, it is important to understand the

characteristics of the channel and to know how to deal with them appropriately.
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Figure 1.2: (a) Vertical-incidence (Sattahip-to-Sattahip) ionogram collected at Sattahip, Thai-

tan¿ - Date: 24 September 1999 Time: 1058 LT (b) 612-km oblique-incidence (Songkhla-to-

Sattahip) ionogram collected at Sattahip, Thailand - Date: 24 September 1999 Time: 1051

LT

t.4 HF Ground 'Wave ProPagation

Unlike skywave propagation, the ground wave tends to sufier from transmission loss affected

by the electrical cha,racteristics of the ground and related physical factors (Maslin, 1987). The

main physical factors include ground conductivity and type of terrain. Over terrains with a

high conductivity (e.g. sea water), the radiowave propagates further in distance than those

with lolver conductivity (e.S. dry land, desert). The type of terrain (such as a thick forest or

Iand with vegetation) also plays a role in absorbing signal energy as it propagates' In addition,

irregularities in the terrain create a shadowing effect which may prevent the transmitted signal

from reaching the receiver.

Even though the ground wave does not suffer from distortion as much as skywave propaga-

tion, the limited coverage has restricted the use of ground waves'
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1.5 Ionospheric Variability in Equatorial Regions

The use of HF radio communications in equatorial regions is known to be a challenge due to

what could be considered internal and external channel factors. In this context, the internal

factors refer to the time varying characteristics of the channel caused by the variability in the

ionosphere, which include irregularities and disturbances, particularly those influenced by the

proximity of magnetic equator. Channel distortion induced by the time varying characteristics is

defined in this context in terms of frequency-independent and frequency selective fading, Doppler

shift and Doppler spread caused by multipath propagation and motion of the ionospheric layers.

Generally, distortion caused by multimode effects is inherent in the HF channel' even with no

irregula,rities or disturbances. However, irregularities and disturbances in equatorial regions

will have more pronounced effects which further degrade the operation of HF communication

systems. The external factors include additive effects such as noise and interference.

1.5.1 Irregularities and Disturbances in the Equatorial Ionosphere

The characteristics of the ionosphere are dependent on diurnal, seasonal, geographical (par-

ticularly, latitude dependence) and solar-geophysical (e.g. sunspot and solar flare) variations.

The most severely disturbed conditions and anomalous behaviour are observed at high and low

Iatitudes (Aarons, 1993; Bröms et al., 1997). Two events which are typically observed at low

latitudes are equatorial spread-F (ESF) and equatorial sporadic E (E ).

Equatorial spread-F is a nighttime phenomenon, caused by irregularities in the ionosphere,

which can have acute effects on HF communication systems. Spread-F could result in focusing

and defocusing of the transmitted signal, contributing to fluctuations in amplitude and phase

of the received signal. During such events, the rapid change in the altitude of the layer can

give rise to Doppler spreads of more than 20 Hz (Fitzgerald et al., 1993). A sharp gradient in

electron density in the bottom side of the F layer is also commonly observed (Fejer and Kelly,

1980). The study of the Songkhla-tosattahip OI ionograms collected in Thailand showed that

during ESF events, extreme multipath (up to 2 ms) could be observed. The duration of such

events could last from 30 minutes up to several hours and several apparently independent events

could occur during a single night.

Equatorial sporadic E (Er) exists within the E layer and is cha¡acterised by a group of

patchy temporal and spatial variations, often with very high localised electron densities. The

results can be a complete blanketing of radio signals from propagation to the F layer, or multiple

6
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modes of propagation between the E, and F layers (also known as a ducting effect which traps

the radio signal between the E, and F layers). At low latitudes, sporadic E is often associated

with the equatorial electrojet. This is a different situation to that at high latitudes where the

geomagnetic activity and aurora are the main causes of sporadic E. Equatorial sporadic E can

be divided into two classes based on observation over the Gulf of Thailand (Clarke, 2003a). The

first, episodic sporadic E displays similar characteristics to those observed at mid latitudes. It

is a daytime phenomenon lasting less than one hour to several hours' This type of sporadic E

tends to be observed twice a day: in the morning and in the a^fternoon. The second, non-episodic

or electrojet sporadic E, is also a daytime phenomena driven by the equatorial electrojet. The

occurrence spans through the day with a maximum at midday'

Irregularities in the F region, controlled by the electrojet, are prominent at low latitudes.

The east-west electric field in association with the magnetic field causes a rapid uplift (E x B

drift) of the plasma in the F region. The plasma is then transported along the magnetic field

lines toward higher latitudes. This electromagnetic E x B drift commences at sunrise in south-

east (S.E.) Asia. The results are a reduction in the F layer plasma frequency known as the

Appleton or equatorial anomaly at the vicinity of magnetic equator and the concentration of

plasma at =E20o latitudes (Davies, 1996). This results in a north-south gradient during this

anomaly. Without such phenomena, the plasma frequency in the F layer would increase after

sunrise and reach its peak at midday. Howevet, because of the electrojet, the plasma frequency

decreases for several hours before increasing after midday'

Disturbances known as travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs) are characterised by wave-

like structures having its wavefront tilted forward. TIDs can cause distortion of the ionospheric

layers resulting in focusing and defocusing of the transmitted signals. Such disturbances are

known to travel over long distances, especially from high latitudes, with speed depending on

both internal (horizontal and vertical wavelengths) and external (neutral air density) factors'

L.6.2 Noise and Interference

Noise and interference also play important roles in affecting the quality of HF communications

in equatorial regions. Their combined effect is the reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio or signal-

to-interference ratio available for reliable communications. Atmospheric noise, man-made noise

and interference are the main factors as they usually dominate at frequencies below 20 MHz

(Maslin, 1987).

The levels of atmospheric noise in equatorial regions are high, as the main source is light-

7
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ning which is generated by thunderstorms especially during the monsoon seasons. As a result,

the atmospheric noise level is the greatest in equatorial regions and decreases with increasing

latitude.

For man-made noise, the magnitude varies with location and source. The sources of man-

made noise include ignition, electrical and mechanical devices and may even include intentional

jamming signals. In S.E. Asia, the level of man-made noise is relatively high due to the large

population densities and complexity of the society.

Interference is the result of multiple useÌs occupying a limited band of frequencies. More

studies are required, pa,rticula,rly in S.E. Asia, to better characterise its temporal and spatial

variations. In contrast, noise and interference has been widely studied in central Europe and

Australia in terms of congestion (Pantjiaros et al., 1997; Percival et al., 1997). The knowledge of

interference is necessary for HF frequency planning and frequency allocations in order to avoid

interference from other users.

1.6 High Frequency Data Communications

The most common traditional use of the HF channel has been for voice and telegraph commu-

nications, typically in a 3 kHz bandwidth. Nowadays, with advanced DSP techniques, digital

communications have become the main attraction in the HF band. The data can be transferred

with higher integrity, reliability and higher information rate. Distortion of the received signal

can be mitigated through the use of proper modulation schemes, error control coding, error

detection and correction schemes employed in modern HF data modems. Additional techniques

such as automatic repeat request (ARQ) and automatic link establishment (ALE) can also be

adopted to ensure error-free performance. Furthermore, other techniques such as spread spec-

trum and frequency hopping may offer a further improvement in data transmission. However,

systems employing these approaches usually require a wider bandwidth than the 3 kHz typically

used.

The compatibility of digital data modems to modern equipment has contributed to a real-

isation of la,rge-scale digital HF communication networks, especially for military applications'

Information from one node can easily flow to the others (for example, a land-based station to

ships or other mobile platforms) using networking protocols. Modernisation of HF communica-

tion systems of defence forces in several countries has been implemented (Cook, L997; Grifrth'

1gg7; Vyden and Wilson, 1997). In this thesis, the on-air HF modem trials were undertaken

8
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to support an HF communication modernisation project being implemented by the Royal Thai

Navy (RIIN). The ionosonde network described in Chapter 4 and 5 also provides a means to

assist frequency management which is an important aspect of modern HF communications.

t,7 HF Modem Performance Er¡aluation Schemes

In digital communication systems, a typical measure of HF modem performance characterisation

is the bit error rate (BER). The integrity of the received data is described in terms of BER at

the average signal energy per bit to noise spectral density ratio (E5/Ne) or signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR). A comparison between modems is made where a modem having a better performance

exhibits the lower BER than another modem at the same E6/No or SNR.

Performance estimation and prediction are generally achieved through the use of channel

simulators. The most common HF channel model recommended by CCIR is known as the

Watterson model (Watterson et al., 1970). Different approaches to characterise modem perfor-

mance are found in recent literature. The multi-dimensional HF modem characterisation method

(Arthur and Maundrell, 1997) employs the Watterson model to simulate the HF channel for per-

formance characterisation. The three-dimensional plots (describing multipath, Doppler spread,

and SNR) at fixed BERs were derived for different HF modem configurations. An application of

this characterisation technique is the matching scheme between channel characteristics and HF

mod,em performance at various BERs which can be generated as a lookup table. Once the char-

acteristics of the channel in terms of delay spread, Doppler spread and noise levels are measured

through proper measurement systems, the transmitted power and modulation schemes can be

adjusted through a lookup table to achieve a desired BER'

Another BER prediction method is known as the BER estimation technique (Ruchirapha

et aL, 2002). This technique utilises the Vogler and Hoffmeyer wideband model and assessment

of vertical-incidence Doppler ionograms to determine the BER. This technique is useful when

the characteristic of the channel on an OI path whose midpoint is within effective correlation

range (the range from the vertical sounding system over which range-converted ionograms agree

with the actual oblique-incidence ionograms) is unknown. The development of this technique is

discussed in more details in Chapter 6.

In general, the Monte Carlo simulation technique has been used to obtain the BER versus

SNR performance. A different scheme called the EVEREST (Extremely Versatile Error Rate

ESTimator) is based on the maximum likelihood principle, instead of applying the Monte Carlo

I
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technique, to obtain BER under specified channel conditions (Scholz et al., 1992). The technique

requires a sufficient library of histograms of the decision variable and its corresponding error

rate in order to predict BER.

1.8 Frequency Management

Fbequency management is defined as a process of selecting the best frequenc¡ typically based

on the use of monthly median historical data, to achieve an acceptable performance of commu-

nication systems. On the other hand, the Real Time Flequency Management (RTFM) methods

involve an evaluation of the propagation conditions in order to choose the optimum operating

frequency during the transmission periods. RjIFM techniques have been widely employed as a

means of achieving high fidelity in HF communications as the characteristics of the channel vary

continuously due to wide ranging dynamical processes of the ionosphere. For data communica-

tions, an adaptive system is preferable for coping with temporal va¡iations. Three methods are

typically adopted for frequency management (Maslin, 1987). These methods are:

o Prediction

o Ionospheric sounding

o Channel evaluation

Prediction methods are derived from historical data collected around the world. The typical

inputs for this approach are the location of the system, characteristics of the HF equipment,

and time. The outputs of the frequency management scheme are the ma¡cimum usable frequency

(MUF) and modes of propagation to achieve acceptable performance over a designated link. The

ionospheric sounding methods provide a better opportunity than methods based on prediction

for finding the best frequency, as information is obtained near real-time. Channel evaluation

approaches are the most complex systems, yet provide more details (such as noise and interfer-

ence) which the two previous methods might not ofier. Recommendations on the RTFM options

are presented in Chapter 7.

1.9 Statement of Problems

Data communication systems rely on digital data modems as an interface between the digital

and analog systems. The development of HF modem waveforms has been based mostly on

10
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the use of the Watterson HF skywave channel model recommended by the International Radio

Consultative Committee (CCIR) (1986a). The Watterson channel model was validated using a

B6-minute data sequence from on-air experiments undertaken at mid-latitude and it therefore

has restricted applicability. It is still in doubt whether the Watterson channel model is suitable

for modelling HF channels at low and high latitudes, especially in disturbed conditions (e.g'

spread-F). Recently, the wideband model (Vogler and Hoffmeyer, 1993) has received attention as

it provides a wider range of propagation conditions. In this thesis, an analysis and investigation

of these two models is undertaken and is discussed in Chapter 2.

Furthermore, ionospheric data in S.E. Asia, particularly in Thailand, is not often available.

For example, information relating to the Asian region provided by the Australian IPS Radio and

Space Service website only covers mid- and high-tatitudinal ionospheric propagation conditions

over Japan, Korea and Russia. Previous experimental studies concerning the equatorial iono-

sphere mainly involve Indian, American or African sectors (Fejer, 1993). Only one paper that

have been found in recent literature describes the Doppler And Multipath Sounding Network

(DAMSON) project in Thailand (Cannon et al., 2000). The aim of the DAMSON project was to

assess the channel distortion in equatorial regions. The data was collected in terms of the channel

scattering function (CSF) which describes Doppler and multipath spectrum. The results shorved

median Doppler spread of. 4.5 Hz during the day and less than 2 Hz at night. It is interesting to

note that the experiment was undertaken during summer in 1997 when the values of T-indices

are low (less than 20 from January to August). Nevertheless, the Doppler spread was quite

high. As a result, more ionospheric data at low latitudes, particularly in the S'8. Asia region

and at higher sunspot activity levels, is required to better characterise the potential of skywave

channels for their use by HF communication systems. Therefore, Doppler ionograms collected in

Thailand at higher sunspot activity periods by the RTN ionosonde network will assist the study

of HF channel and modem performance evaluation. The Doppler ionograms used in this study

to derive representative CSFs were recorded during moderate sunspot activity levels (monthly

T-index of 80).

In addition, most ionospheric data (particularly in the form of ionograms) are obtained

at vertical-incidence. This type of data does not give a direct measurement of MOF and other

characteristics of the channel at oblique incidence. The application of VI ionograms must include

some form of range-conversion to be used for HF communications. These techniques have been

investigated by previous workers for application to mid-latitude scenarios (Lynn, L993; Lynn and

Kelly, 1993). However, such studies and their validation have not yet been made at low latitudes.

In equatorial regions a rapid change in the north-south gradient of ionospheric layers during some
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periods of the day makes it difficutt to apply these techniques using simple assumptions. The

accuracy of these techniques in equatorial regions is investigated in Chapter 5.

Once the channel characteristics are available, the next problem is how to deal with the

effects introduced by the channel. One solution is to develop a new HF modem waveform capable

of coping with specific problems (e.g. intersymbol interference, Doppler spread, Doppler shift,

noise and interference) Iikely to be experienced in designated locations (e.g. S.E. Asia).

Another solution is to use existing HF modem v¡aveforms with careful selection of oper-

ating parameters. These parameters include data rate, interleaving, modulation schemes' and

frequency management.

In this thesis, the investigation of the performance of HF modems operating in equatorial

regions show that the advanced HF modem waveforms developed by the Australian Defence

Science and Tlechnology Organisation (DSTO) perform very well in this region' As a result, the

second. solution has been adopted in this thesis where modem parameters, pa.rticularly modula-

tion schemes, are chosen by using the proposed CSF-based BER Estimation Method (BEREM).

The BER estimation approach is based on an analysis of ionograms and CSFs obtained from

the RITN ionosonde network, an investigation of on-air HF modem trials conducted in Thailand,

and an evaluation and implementation of channel simulation system. The performance of two

low speed HF modem v¡aveforms: FSK and chirp a,re investigated under the simulated channel

and an evaluation of modem trials.

1.10 Outline of Thesis

This thesis is concerned with an analysis and evaluation of HF modem performance. Two

approaches are implemented for validation of the proposed CSF-based BER estimation technique

based on VI Doppler ionograms. These two approaches are:

o on-air experimental evaluation of HF modem performance

o computer simulation of HF channel simulation and HF modem performance evaluation

The study and implementation a¡e described in chronological order.

Chapter 2 commences with an ¿msessment of HF skywave channel models. A review of

HF channel modelling in recent literature is discussed. The main subject of the analysis is the

accuracy of the Watterson and the Vogler and Hoffmeyer wideband models. In this chapter, it
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is demonstrated that the latter wideband model is capable of generating the fading channels as

also is the Watterson model. The advantage of the wideband model is discussed as the model

forms part of the modem performance evaluation technique proposed in this thesis.

Chapter 3 provides a review of selected lov¡- and medium-speed HF modem waveforms,

especially those employed during an on-air experiment in Thailand. The characteristics of each

modulation scheme are discussed. It also contains a description of the software implementation

of two HF modem waveformsr FSK and chirp.

Chapter 4 discusses the results of on-air HF modem trials undertaken in Thailand. The

performance of five selected HF modem waveforms is evaluated and analysed. The aim is to

obtain the performance of HF modem waveforms in actual ionospheric conditions and at the time

close to that subjected to ionospheric sounding. The results are used to validate the estimated

BER obtained by the BER estimation technique.

Chapter 5 is concerned with the analysis of conventional and Doppler ionograms' The

analysis forms part of the proposed performance evaluation technique. The channel behaviour

obtained by a network of ionosondes is analysed and certain functions are performed on the data

to be used for HF channel simulation. The main focus is an investigation of the applicability of

the range-conversion technique imposed on radiowave frequency and Doppler frequency (i.e. on

conventional and Doppler ionograms respectively), for application in the equatorial ionosphere.

Chapter 6 describes an implementation of the CSF-based BER estimation technique and the

assessment of suitability of the wideband HF channel model for applications at low latitudes.

Chapter 7 discusses recommendations on Real Time FÏequency Management (RIFM) op-

tions for reliable HF skywave communications at low latitudes. These suggestions a,re mainly

based on findings through an investigation of experimental data.

Chapter 8 provides a conclusion and recommendations for future resea¡ch.



Chapter 2

Revieu¡ of HF Propagation Models

2.t Introduction

In HF modem design and system evaluation, two methods a¡e usually employed to assess radio

equipment and system performance. These methods a¡e on-air measurement and laboratory

simulation (the latter is usually computer based).

On-air measurement delivers a representative result which is likely to be experienced in

practice. However, due to a high degree of variability in the HF ionospheric medium, it is

almost impossible to repeat the measurement under the same channel conditions. F\rrthermore,

because of high cost, time consuming and complexity factors, on-air testing is typically employed

only in the final stage after the design has met all specifications.

As a result, computer simulation has become an alternative for system testing and perfor-

mance evaluation. The repeatability of a channel simulator overcomes the problem of standar-

dising channel conditions. Comparative results between different equipment can be obtained

under similar propagation conditions. F\rrthermore, the costs of computer and Digital Signal

Processing (DSP) devices have decreased dramatically in recent years while their performance

(in terms of speed and storage capacity) have increased. Hence, they are readily available to

most users. These advantages have allowed computer simulation to be more widely used than

on-air testing.

For the aforementioned reasons, computer simulation of HF skywave channels seems to be an

ideal approach for testing HF modem design and subsequent performance evaluation' However,

the accuracy of the channel simulator depends entirely on the channel model applied' Since the

channel model is the key element in a channel simulator either in hardware or software, it must

1.4
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closely replicate the characteristics of a real channel.

The development of HF channel models has received attention from many researchers. The

characterisations and modelling of the time-varying skywave channel, including the implemen-

tation of channel simulators, have been widely reported (for example, Bello, 1963; Hoffmeyer et

al., 1991). However, the best known HF channel model is the Watterson (Gaussian scattering)

model (Watterson et al., 1970). The Watterson model has been adopted into CCIR standards

a"s a basis of HF channel simulation (CCIR, 19S6b). In recent ye¿rs, the so-called wideband

HF channel model (Vogler and Hoffmeyer, 1988, 1990, 1992) has been proposed for wideband

applications. However, the Vogler and Hoffmeyer (V&H) wideband model can also be applied

to narrowband systems.

This chapter introduces a means of characterising the HF channel and the definitions of

several correlation functions including the channel scattering function (CSF) are presented' A

review of several channel models is also made; however, the main subjects of this chapter are

the Watterson model and the V&H model. Investigations of the characteristics of simulated

channels based on these two models are assessed in terms of fading characteristics in both the

time and frequency domains.

2.2 The HF Channel

In a time-varying channel such as the HF skywave channel, the received signal is assumed to be

a combination of several skywave components, each with a different group delay and Doppler

shifts. The received bandpass signal r(ú) can be represented by the sum of delayed versions of

the transmitted signal s(ú) with changes in amplitude'

r(t) : !ø(ú)s(t -r¿(t))
n

i,=1,

(2.1)

or equivalently in continous forms,

r(t) : lae(t)6(r - r¿(t)) s(t - r) dr
à:7

h(r,t)s(t - r) d,r (2.2)

where ø¿(ú) is the attenuation of the i}h propagation path (i :7,2,3,."n), r¿(t) is the propagation

delay of the i¿h path, d is the delta function, and h(r, ú) is the impulse response of the channel.

Considering signals at baseband, the complex equivalent lowpass terms of the transmitted

Ë

Ë

fL
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signal, received signal, and channel impulse response are described as the following:

s"q(t): s(t)e-iz"Í"t

r"q(t) : r(t)e-i2nf"t

h"o(r,t) : h(r,t)e-i2t'Í""

Thus,

16

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)

r (t) : I a¿(t) s 
"o(t - r¿(t))d2r !'(t-r)

n

i'=l
(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

or equivalently,

At baseband,

r(t) : t- lÉ a¿(t)6(r- 
'o(t)] 

s"q(t - r¡"i2nÍ'(t-r) dr
.l _oo L ¿=1

r"q(t) : /_ lÐ a¿(t)6(r - rà(t))e-i2n'"')""0r, - r) d,r

: 
I]_n"o(r,t)s"oQ - r) dr

r"q(t) : s,o(t) * h"o(r,t)
roo: I t"o7)r"qç,t)ei2rÍr dl

: F-rl1"q(l)'H.oU,t)l

Due to the variation in the ionospheric medium, the amplitude and phase of the received

signal rro(t) will fluctuate in a quasi-random manner. Hence, r"o(t) can be modelled as a

random process. This implies that the channel impulse response h"o(r,t) is also a random

process. \{hen h"oft,t) is modelled as a zero-mean complex Gaussian process, the envelope

lh"q(r,ú)l has Rayleigh distribution and the phase lh.o(r,ú) is uniformly distributed (Proakis,

1ee5).

By taking the Fourier tansform of h"o(r,ú) with respect to r, we obtained the time-varying

channel transfer function H"o(f ,t):

H"q(l,r): I:h"o(r,t)e-i2nr' 
dr (2.9)

or equivalently, 
n

H,q(Í,ú) :I o,i(t)e-i2rr"rl(r) (2.10)

i=L

The channel transfer function H"q(j,ú) will be used in Chapter 6 for HF modem performance

evaluation. The received signal r"o(t) is obtained through the frequency domain since while the

convolution process can be implemented in either the time or frequency domains, the frequency

domain is more efficient computationally. These processes can be described as:

(2.11)
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where

* is the convolution oPerator'

s"o(ú) and Sr(l) are the transmitted signal and its Fourier transform.

h"o(r,t) and, H"o(f ,ú) a.re the channel impulse response and its Fourier transform

with respect to r.

F-rl.) is the inverse Fourier transform operator'

2.3 Channel Scattering Function

In this thesis, the channel is characterised statistically by the channel scattering function (CSF)'

a function which describes the channel in terms of the propagation delays r and Doppler fre-

quency shifts /¿ imposed on the radiowave. The CSF is the power spectral density of the

time-varying channel impulse response h(rrt). However, before the CSF is discussed, several

correlation functions must be defined'

The relationship between these correlation functions is illustrated in Figure 2.1 (adapted

from Witrisal et al. (1998)). It commences with the spaced-frequency, spaced-time correlation

function ón(Al,Aú). This function provides two characteristics of the channel which are im-

portant to HF modem design: (i) the coherence bandwidth (A/)" and (ii) the coherence time

(Aú)" which in turn lead to the multipath spread T* and Doppler spread B¿'

The space-frequency, space-time correlation function ón(Aî,4ú) is the autocorrelation func-

tion of H(l,t).When A/ equals zero, the function ón(Al:0,4ú) represents the space-time

correlation function ón(At). The spread of þ¡¡(At) is defined as the coherence time (Aú)". The

Fourier transform of {¡¡(Aú) is the Doppler power spectrum SnUo) with Doppler frequency

variable f¡¡ (lnHz).

If Aú in ön(Al,Aú) is set to zero, function þ¡¡(A,f ,Aú : 0) now represents the spaced-

frequency correlation function öu(tl). This function provides a mea,sure of the coherence

bandwidth (A/)". The Fourier transform of d¡¡(A/) yields the multipath intensity profile ÖnG)-

The bandwidth of {¿(r) determines the delay spread T*. The relationship between (Al)",7^,

(Aú)" and B¿ is shown in Equations 2.12 and 2.13. The coherence bandwidth and coherence

time a¡e proportional to the reciprocal of the delay spread and the Doppler spread respectively.

(a/)" È + Q.rz)'lm
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Figure 2.1: Relationships among correlation functions (adapted from Witrisal et al. (1993))

(Aú)"
B¿

(2.13)

Flom the knowledge of these parameters the characteristics of the channel can be determined'

For example, the channel is described as frequency selective if the coherence bandwidth (A/)"

is smaller than the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Thus, the transmitted signal will

be severely distorted. The coherence time (Aú)", meanwhile, indicates the fading period of

the received signal. Since the effects caused by the channel can be measured, the operating

pa,tameters of the HF modem can be selected to suit the propagation conditions.

Finally, the channel scattering function S(r,ln) is the Fourier transform ofthe autocorrela-

tion function of the channel impulse response QQ, At) with respect to Aú. Equivalently, S(r, Í o)

is the double Fourier transform of. S¡¡(Af ,At) or the Fourier transform of Doppler cross power

spectral density Sn(Al,/¿) with respect to A/.

FT

1

: 
llonO,at¡e-iznÍnÃt 

dat

: I: I:óu(Ll,at)e-i2nrott.)2trrai 
dat dal

: l* s*{tt,¡e)et2"'^î da¡

(2.t4)

(2.15)

(2.16)

s(r,lo)
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2.4 Definitions of Fading Characteristics of Simulated Channels

In this thesis, the characteristics of the simulated channel are investigated based on any of five

criteria in both the time and frequency domains. Tlpically, each criterion affects the others as

will be explained. These criteria include fading rate, fading period, fading bandwidth, fading

depth and phase derivative.

The fading rate can be found by measuring the threshold-crossing rate (TCR) which is

defined as the average number of positive crossing per second where the amplitude of the signal

crosses a specified threshold. The fading rate is proportional to the Doppler spread.

The fading period, or coherence time (A¿)", provides the mean period between each fade'

The fading period is the reciprocal of the fading rate. As a result, the fading period is also

proportional to the reciprocal of Doppler spread ((Aú)" = h).
The coherence bandwidth (A/)" is measured in the frequency domain and is proportional

to the reciprocal of multipath delay spread ((A/)" = +). It therefore provides a measure of

the average bandwidth between each fade.

The phase derivative provides information on the fluctuations in amplitude and phase. Phase

stability is very important in phase shift keyed (PSK) systems where propagation-induced phase

shifts can cause irreducible errors, which are errors una,ffected by an increase in the transmitted

power level.

The fading depth is calculated by finding the difference between the maximum and minimum

amplitude of each fade. The depth determines the attenuation of the signal where deep fades

with signal attenuation below the noise level can cause severe degradation to communication

systems. The fading depth is closely related to the phase derivative.

2.5 The Discrete HF Channel Model

To illustrate the fading cha¡acteristics arising from multipath propagation, a transmitted sinu-

soidal waveform with carrier frequency /" is considered. The bandlimited received signal r(ú)

can be described as a sum of multiple sinusoid waveforms, each ith path having an amplitude

ø¿, Doppler shift /¿,, phase 0¿ and group delay r¿. Each path is assumed to have no Doppler

r(t) : i ondl'^<¡"+Í o)G-r')+e'if
spread and delay spread.

'i,=l

(2.r7)
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Its complex baseband equivalent form (removal of the /.ú term) is shown to be:

r 
"q(t) 

: i oo¿l'" <- f "ra¡ ! 
p u$-t¿)) i 0 ¿l

20

(2.18)

i:l

The model can be thought of as a tapped delay line, each tap having a tap gain function

representing one Doppler shift. The amplitude of the resultant or received signal in the time and

frequency domains will fade at a rate depending on the relative attenuation, Doppler frequency

shift and time delay of the various components. To give a demonstration, two discrete skywave

components are assumed with operating frequency f . of.10.6 MHz. The values of the amplitude

ø¿, Doppler shift /¿u, height of reflection lr¿, group delay r¿ and phase 0¿ axe as shown below:

. a! : t; lor: -0.3 Hz; h1: 300 km; 1 : 2'9 ms; 0r : 0;

¡ ú2 : t; ln, : +0.2 Hz; h2: 400 km; 12: 3'4 ms; 0z : 0;

The path distance is set to be 612 km. The values of 11 and T2 8tÊ calculated assuming flat earth

and flat thin ionosphere and reflections occur at the height of 300 km and 400 km. The two

components have equal attenuation (ot: or: 1), the differential time delay ('z -'ù of 0'5 ms

and Doppler spread which is defined as difference between two Doppler components (ln" - Í nr)

of 0.5 Hz.

The expected fading characteristics of the channel can be calculated based on the given

input parameters. The coherence time is proportional to the reciprocal of the Doppler spread

and the coherence bandwidth is proportional to the reciprocal of the delay spread. Since both

discrete components have no delay and Doppler spread, the differential values are taken as the

delay and Doppler spread (Ar : 0.5 ms and B¿ : 0.5 Hz). As a result, the coherence time is

expected to be 2 seconds and the coherence bandwidth is 2 kHz.

In Figure 2.2, the resultant signal shows fluctuations in amplitude and phase in the time

domain and at "f" : 10.6 MHz with the coherence time of 2 seconds. Fading depth is 48 dB

below the signal level. Theoretically, the resultant signal will have infinite fading depth when

there is an antiphase. In the simulation, the depth depends on the operating frequency and

sampling rate. Figure 2.3 shows the channel characteristics in frequency domain at the time

instant t -- 6.4 s. The channel is frequency selective with the coherence bandwidth of.2kHz.

These two results agree with the calculated values and they demonstrate a fundamental concept

of multipath fading in the time and frequency domains. However, there are some aspects that

have to be addressed.
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Firstl¡ the assumption made in this discrete channel model considers each component as a

discrete skywave signal with no delay and Doppler spread. In practice, the signals propagating

via the ionospheric medium often experience small delay and Doppler spread even in quiet prop-

agation conditions. This characteristic can be simulated by adding more discrete components

into the model to simulate the spread in time delay. This means that the weight function corre-

sponding to each tap also needs to be predetermined. Secondly, the time-varying characteristics

are not treated as a random or stochastic process in the discrete model as the function on each

tap only introduces frequency shift. To introduce a random process, a white Gaussian noise

process can be passed through a lowpass filter to obtain a weight function at each tap' Hence,

it is difficult to make a comparison between the model and measured data statistically. As a

result, more details must be included in the modelling process. Such details will be discussed in

the investigation of the Watterson and the Vogler and Hoffmeyer wideband model described in

Section 2.6 and 2.7.

2.6 'Watterson Model

In 1970, Watterson proposed a channel model which claimed validity under several assumptions.

The model arlsumes stationarity of the channel over a short period (approximately less than 10

minutes). The Watterson model has become widely accepted in the HF user community as a

standard approach for HF transmission system evaluation. The CCIR recommendations (1986a)

provide a guideline with relevant parameters for describing HF multipath fading channels. The

CCIR fading channel is defined by differential time delay and Doppler spread. Three channel

conditions are defined as Good, Moderate and Poor having values as shown in Table 2.t' k

¿tr¡sumes two skywave components with equal mean attenuation, equal frequency spread and no

Doppler shift.

Channel Good Moderate Poor
Differential Delay 0.5ms 1ms 2ms

Doppler Spread 0.1H2 0.5H2 7Hz

Table 2.1: CCIR fading channel parameters

The lVatterson model can be described as an ideal tapped delay line, as shown in Figure 2.4.

The transmitted signal s(ú) in equivalent baseband form is fed to a tapped delay line with

adjustable delays. Each tap represents a resolvable discrete mode of propagation. The signal
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entering each tap is modulated by a complex tap gain function G¿(ú). The baseband resultant

signal r(ú) is the sum of each tap gain output plus additive Gaussian noise n,(ú). Generally, the

delay line structure is commonly used to model a time-va,rying channel. Howevel, the distinct

characteristic of the Watterson model is the tap gain function G¿(t) which describes the Doppler

characteristics of each skywave component. The assumptions that have been made are the

following:

1. The tap gain function is a complex Gaussian process with a Rayleigh amplitude distribu-

tion and uniformly distributed phase,

2. The tap gain power spectrum has a Gaussian shape or the sum of two Gaussian compo-

nents, in the latter case representing the ordinary (o) and extraordinary (x) magnetoionic

propagation components,

3. Each tap gain is independent and hence implies no correlation between each component'

r(t)

n(t)

Figure 2.4: Watterson model structure

The ith tap gain function G¡(t) can be described as the sum of two magneto-ionic compo-

nents, the o and x components represented by Go¿(ú) and Gr¿(t), expressed in Equation 2.19'

G¿(t) : Go¿(t)¿2"ro"ut + G,¿(t)d2nf p,ut (2.19)

The Doppler shifts (lo, and lo,n) are introduced to the transmitted signal by exponential

terms. Under three CCIR fading channels, both o and x components have no Doppler shifts'

The Watterson model restricts the two magneto-ionic components to be unresolvable in time and

appear in the same tap gain function. Generally, two components are resolvable in time if their

difierential time delay is greater than half of the reciprocal of the designated bandwidth (e.g.

¡(¿)

Gt

Tapped Delay Line

G¿(t)

XXX

D
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0.L66 ms differential time delay for a 3 kHz voiceband). However, based on empirical results, two

components in the Watterson model are resolvable when their differential time delay is greater

than one fourth of the reciprocal of the designated bandwidth (Watterson et al., 1970).

The Watterson channel was validated by on-air sounding over a 36-minute period on a1294-

km mid latitude path (Watterson et al., 1970). The data analysed was chosen when the channel

appeared stationary and stable. The valid bandwidth (B) over which the model can be applied

is empirically found to be approximately one fourth of the reciprocal of the time delay spread

(zp)-
1.1.D- / ì (2.20)" - 4\2p)

For example, the valid bandwidth for a maximum time spread of 0.1 ms (p : 0.0¡ ms) is 2.5

kflz. As the delay spread increa"ses, the available bandwidth decreases. The values based on the

measurement are 72 kHz during daytime and2.7 kHz at nighttime. It can be seen that, under

extreme conditions with large delay spread (e.g. spread-F), the model becomes invalid for 3 kHz

voiceband channels since time delay spreads caused by spread-F propagation often exceed 1 ms

(B :250 Hz fot 2p : 1.0 ms).

The software implementation of the Watterson model and its results will be discussed further

in Section 2.9.

2.7 Vogler and Hoffmeyer Wideband Model

The restriction of the Watterson model to narrowband applications has motivated the researchers

at the National Telecommunication and Information Administration (NTIA), Boulder, CO,

USA, to develop an HF channel model which is valid for wideband systems. Vogler and Hoffmeyer

proposed a so-called wideband model which is applicable to both narrow and wide bandwidth

systems (Vogler and Hoffmeyer, 1988, 1990, 1992).

The derivation of the Vogler and Hoffmeyer (V&H) wideband model came from empirical

data using high-resolution probe measurement systems (Wagner and Goldstein, 1985; Basler et

al., 1987). The measurement campaigns were undertaken in three locations: high, mid and low

latitudes. The analytic form of the channel impulse response h(r,t) is the sum of each skywave

path h"(r,t).
h(r,t):lhn(r,t) (2'21)

The channel impulse response at the ,'n o; hrþ,t)is determined by three factors shown
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in Equation 2.22.

hn(r,t): ,[ffi¡n*(r,t){rn(r,t) (2.22)

where Pr(r) is the delay power profile, Dn(r,ú) is the deterministic phase function, and i[r(r,ú)

is the stochastic modulating function'

The delay poïver profile Prr(r) describes the variation of the impulse response as a function of

time delay. FYom experimental data, the shape of. P"(r) is concluded to range from symmetrical

Gaussian to the skew shape, the latter shown in Figure 2.5. The delay values of ry and rL ate

defined at the normalised threshold level á¿¿. The delay power profile is defined by:

p(r) : ¡"a(tn ztl-z) (2.23)

z : r-rt 
e.24)Tc-Tl

where ,4 is the normalised power at r", e is the shape parameter and r¿ is the point in delay

that P(r¿) : g.

Power

Atn

A

I

TL Tc TU Delay

Figure 2.5: Delay power profile P"(r)

The consideration of delay pov¡er profile in the wideband model is in contrast to the Wat-

terson channel where the \Matterson model assumes negligible delay spread, i.e. Pn(r) can be

described as a delta function. On the CSF plot, each mode of propagation will be just a slice of

Doppler spectrum in the delay axis.

The deterministic phase function Dn(r,ú) illustrates the relationship between time delay

and Doppler shift. It is given by:

Dn(r,t) : 6j2nlip-tb(r-r"))t Q'25)

b - lo - lo, e.26)Tc-TL

where /¿ is the Doppler shift at r", b is rate of change of Doppler shift with respect to r, and

lo" is the DopPler shift at r¿'
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A linear dependence is assumed in the V&H wideband model. Other types of relationships

can be applied to the model in the term described in Section 2.3. According to observations

on equatorial ionograms collected in Thailand, a quadratic relationship (e'S' gull-wing shape)

may be appropriate on some occasions. Figure 2.6 illustrates an example of a vertical-incidence

Doppler ionogram recorded in Thailand. The conventional ionogram on the left indicates spread-

F condition close to midnight. The maximum delay spread measured at the -3 dB point is

observed to be 0.3 ms. The CSF corresponding to a frequency of. 4.5 MHz is displayed on the

right contour plot. The relationship between time delay and Doppler frequency of the first-hop

F layer is described in terms of a quadratic function with the wings spread from -2 to 2 Hz

Doppler frequency.

Finally, a stochastic modulating function ún(r,t) introduces randomness due to the con-

0 5 10
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stantly changing nature of the ionosphere. This function results in a Doppler spread in the

received signal. Two spread distribution shapes are considered: Lorentzian and Gaussian shapes'

2.8 Other Developmer¡.t of HF Channel Models and Channel

Simulators

Since the development of the Watterson model, several models based on it have been proposed.

The non-Gaussian dispersive channel was developed by Burley and Darnell (1997). The im-

plementation of the channel simulation utilised transform techniques instead of using a Hilbert

transformer to generate in-phase and quadrature-phase components, with the complex envelope

giving a Rayleigh distribution. An assumption of Gaussian noise in the Watterson model was

extended to non-Gaussian noise and narrowband interference.

A simplified version of the V&H wideband model was developed for designing HF modems

at high data rates and to assist in calculating the performance of communication systems ana-

Iytically (Leconte and Testard, 1997). The model is similar to the V&H model except that the

delay profile is restricted to a Gaussian shape. The delay profiIe term used in the V&H model

is too complex to analytically calculate modem performance.

Due to the fact that the V&H model is derived by finding the best fit to empirical data,

it lacks physical insight. A phase diffraction method (PDM) provides another means of taking

into account structural effects of the ionosphere and represents the channel in terms of the

CSF (Nickisch, 1992). Lacaze (1993) applied a Gaussian random delay for modelling the HF

channel simila¡ to the Watterson model. This approach provides a physical interpretation of the

variations in the ionospheric channel but still needs validation and comparison with experiments.

More information on HF channel modelling, characterisation and other related topics can be

found in the work of Cannon et al. (2002).

Another idea for channel simulation techniques which has been realised for some time is

the channel recorder and reproducer. The cha¡acteristics of the channel are recorded and can

be reproduced for later simulation (Giles and Willoughby, 1994; Giles and Preiss, 2000). The

recorded channel data is interpolated and filtered for smoothing and noise reduction purposes.

This technique gives an absolute measure of the channel and can be used as an alternative to

the analytic approach. It also provides a more accurate result as there are no assumptions

involved. The only problem in using the channel recorder-reproducer is the lack of a standard

set of HF channel conditions for system performance comparisons. However, as the capability
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of modern computers has increased, this problem will soon be resolved. A large database of

different ionospheric conditions could be processed with small processing time. However, as this

present study concentrates on the applications of the channel model for HF modem performance

evaluation, the channel recorder and replay simulator will not be discussed further in this context'

2.9 Implementation of the 'Watterson Model

As described in Section 2.6, the channel is modelled as a tapped delay line with adjustable

spacing between each tap. Based on the CCIR recommendations, the characteristics of each tap

gain function G¿(¿) follows the values described in Tâble 2.1. The delay line comprises two taps

with tap gain functions G1(ú) and, G2(t). The delay line structure based on the CCIR multipath

fading channels is shown in Figure 2.7. Frach tap gain function represents both ordinary and

extraordinary magneto-ionic components with equal Doppler shifts. As they are assumed to be

unresolvable, they appeax as one component.

,(¿)

dr(¿)

'(¿)

"(t)

Figure 2.7: Delay line structure of the Watterson model based on the CCIR fading channels

The implementation of the CCIR fading channel is illustrated in Figure 2.8. The i¿h tap gain

function G¿:t,z(t) is generated by the following procedures. Firstly, a complex white Gaussian

random process Clt¡ ir generated and converted to the frequency domain via the discrete Fourier

transform (DFT). Since ê(t) is a white Gaussian process, the function C1/¡ titt have a white

power spectrum. To accomplish the spectral shaping, G(¡) it multiplied by a filter H(/) with a

Gaussian spectrum. The Doppler spread is incorporated into the filter by setting the standard

deviation (o) of each Gaussian-shaped pov¡er spectrum equal to the Doppler spread half width

Tapped Delay Line

Gz(t)

XX
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ø (Doppler spread : 2o). The shape of the filter can be described as:

lfr(/)|'? : le-Í'to"y lto'

29

(2.27)

êr¿l GU) G(r)

(Complex Gaussian
Process)

Figure 2.8: Implementation block diagram of tap gain function G¿(ú) (Watterson model)

The tap gain function G(ú) is the inverse Discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) of G(/). Since

the tap gain functio" G(Ð is sampled at a low rate (e.g. 20Hz), it needs to be up-sampled to

meet a required bandwidth similar to that of the transmitted signal s(ú) at baseband (sampling

rate ) 6000 Hz for 3 kHz bandwidth systems). Then, G(t) is normalised giving equal mean

attenuation at each tap gain function G¿=t,z(t).

Finally, the transmitted signal s(Í), shown in Figure 2.7, is passed to a delay line and is

modulated by the tap gain function G¿:t,z(t). The sum of the output of both taps yields the

received signal before the addition of Gaussian noise n,(ú). The received signal r(ú) is again

normalised for proper signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) calculation.

z.tO Implementation of the Vogler and Hoffmeyer Wideband

Model

This section deals with the simulation of the CCIR fading channels by using the V&H wideband

model. Channel parameters will be redefined based on Tb,ble 2.1. The function h(r,t) for the

CCIR channels can be obtained from Equation2.2l. The Fourier transform oIh(r,Ú) with respect

to r gives the channel transfer function H(l,t) which will be used in the modem performance

evaluation system. The original software implementation written in C language was developed

by Sutherland (1998). It provides a graphical verification of the V&H wideband model in terms

of the CSF. In order to simulate the HF channel, several parameters must be defined. The V&H

model defines the cha.racteristics of the channel by eleven parameters: 1) path distance D, 2)

ca¡rier frequency /", 3) penetration frequency fo,, 4) layer thickness ø, 5) Iayer height ho, 6)

normalised mar<imum amplitude á, 7) partial delay ø", 8) mean delay ø", 9) Doppler spread

(Ð

Up-sample orma,lized

H

IDFT
Ra¡rdom
Number

Clenerator
DFT
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half width o¿, 10) Doppler shift at the maximum amplitude /' and 11) Doppler shift at the

lower end of delay spread /"¿.

Parameters A, o", or, 2op, /r, and ls¡, can be measured from a CSF. These palameters

are illustrated in Figures 2.5 and 2.9. The amplitude,4 is the normalised maximum amplitude

at r". The partial delay o" is the rise time from r¿ to reach the marcimum amplitude A at r"

(o" : ," - rL). The mean delay ø" is the delay spread (o, : ru - rL) measured between -3

dB points. Doppler spread half width op is a Doppler spread measured at the same amplitude

level. Doppler shift /, is the Doppler frequency at r" and /'¿ is the Doppler frequency at r¡'

When /' equals /"¿, the CSF is symmetrical with respect to Doppler axis.

Time Delay

oT

Ta

lC

u-'ì-'
-3 dB
-2 dB
-1 dB

0dB

oc

J
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Doppler

Í 
",1 "t'
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Figure 2.9: An example of channel scattering function and relevant parameters used in the V&H
wideband model

The values of fp, o, and å6 can be obtained directly from a model such as the International

Reference lonosphere (IRJ) model (Bilitza, 2001) or from an actual ionogram with a calculation

of true height profile (electron density profile). A program such as the POlynomial ANalysis

(POLAN) (Titheridge, 1979) applies a true height analysis to the VI ionogram h'(/) trace

in order to calculate o and. hs. In this stud¡ the IRI model was employed to obtain those

pa,rameters.
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2.10.1 Example 1

The first example aims to demonstrate the accuracy of the model. The characteristics of the

channel are calculated and compared with those observed from the simulated results' The

simulation of the CCIR channel will be shown in Example 2. An example of the assumed

channel parameters is shown in Tâble 2.2. Five additional parameters are also included. The

number of time samples and sampling intervals specify the length of the simulated channel in

time and its resolution. These values are important because they also determine the resolution

of Doppler frequency on a CSF plot. If the sampling interval is set too high, aliasing effects

are introduced in the Doppler axis. The normalised receiver threshold sets a threshold level

for measuring other parameters shown in Figure 2.9. In this context, the half po\ryer point (-

B dB) is set for measuring delay and Doppler spreads. The number of skywave components

is also indicated as the program generates the impulse response of each ionospheric layer and

superimposes them to form the HF channel. The random number seed is used to initialise the

random number generator seed.

Path D
(k*)

l"
(MHz)

le
(MHz)

o
(k*)

hs
(k*)

A oT
(¡¿s)

oc oD I'
(H,

fst
(Hr)

1 672 6.6 13 30 300 1 160 80 0.05 -0.25 -0.25

2 672 6.6 13 30 500 1 160 80 0.05 0.25 0.25

Tbble 2.2: Example of 2-skywave path input parameters required by the V&H model

Additional input parameters a¡e:

1. number of time samples N": 512

2. sampling interval Aú (in ps): 100000 (0.1 s)

3. normalised receiver threshold A¡¡: 0-5 (-4¿¿ is shown in Figure 2'5)

4. number of skywave paths No: 2

5. random number seed N"""¿: 1

In this example, the path distance D is set to 612 km and carrier frequency /" to 6.6

MHz. Two components have equal amplitude, equal Doppler spread half width of 0'05 Hz and

equal delay spread of 160 ps. The first component has -0.25 Hz Doppler shift while the second

component has 0.25 Hz Doppler shift. The pre-calculation is based on the criteria described in
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Section 2.4. This calculation takes into account a Doppler spread halfwidth of 0.05 Hz on each

component. Since, the maximum difierence between two Doppler components is approximately

0.6 Hz ((/", + 0.05) - (/", - 0.05) : 0.6 Hz), the fading period is expected to be 1.67 seconds

and fading rate of 0.6 Hz. The fading bandwidth is calculated to be 951.29 Hz assuming flat

earth, flat ionosphere and the reflections occur at 300 km and 500 km.

rcz :2863.67 ¡rs and r"r : 3916.64 Ps

-1
Doppler (Hz)

-9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -t

Figure 2.10: A contour plot representing a channel scattering function corresponding to param-

eters described in Table 2.2 (Example 1)

The simulated CSF describing the delay-Doppler relationship is shown in Figure 2.10' The

simulated CSF shows two skywave components with a differential time delay (measured between

their peaks) of 1.14 ms. Each component displays a Doppler spread of 0.1 Hz. Figures 2.11

and. 2.I2 illustrate the simulated fading channel in the time and frequency domain using the

V&H model. In Figure 2.I1, the fading rate is measured to be 0.5 Hz, corresponding to 25

crossings over 50 second at a -5 dB threshold. In the frequency domain, Figure 2.12 shows a

coherence bandwidth of 900 Hz. In general, the simulated channel shows good agreement with

the pre-calculated values based on Equations 2'72 and 2-t3.
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Fbding Rate : 25 fades/50 seconds
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Figure 2.11: Amplitude va¡iation in the time domain at lc - 6.6 MHz (produced by the Vogler

and Hoffmeyer wideband model) (Example 1)

Coherence Bandwidth (A/)" : 900 Hz
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Figure 2.L2: Amplitude variation in the frequency domain at ú : 0 (produced by the Vogler and

Hoffmeyer wideband model) (Example 1)
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2.10.2 Example 2: Simulation of the CCIR-Good Channel Using the V&H

Model

This example describes parameters used in the simulation of the CCIR fading channel. To

simulate such channels using the wideband model, the input parameters have to be chosen

to provide the comparable characteristics to those specified by CCIR recommendations' One

distinct characteristic of the wideband model is that the model produces at least a small delay

spread while the delay profile assumed in the Watterson model is simply the delta function'

In this example, the input parameters follow the CCIR-Good channel with some modifications.

The delay spread is assigned to be 160 ps for both components. Both components have equal

amplitude, no Doppler shift and equal Doppler spread half width of 0.05 Hz. Parameters used

in the V&H model for simulating CCIR-Good channel are shown in Table 2.3 and the resulting

simulated CSF is shown in Figure 2.L3. The contour plot shows two skywave components

with delay and Doppler spread (at -5 dB points) close to 170 ¡^rs and 0.1 Hz. Because of the

randomness in the CSF contour plot, it is difrcult to measure these two parameters at the -3 dB

level. However, the values at -5 dB levels indicate that the simulated CSF corresponds closely

to that expected based on the input parameters.

Path D
(k-)

l"
(MHz)

le
(MHz)

o
(k*)

hs
(km)

A or
(p.)

oc oD
(Hr)

l"
(Hr)

I 't'(Hr)

1 612 7.0 L3 30 300 1 160 80 0.05 0.0 0.0

2 612 7.0 13 30 400 1 160 80 0.05 0.0 0.0

Tâble 2.3: Channel parameters for simulating CCIR-Good channel (using the V&H model)

Additional input parameters a¡e:

1. number of time samples N": 512

2. sampling interval Aú (in ¡rs): 200000 (0.2 s)

3. normalised receiver threshold A¿¡rz 0.5

4. number of skywave paths No: 2

5. random number seed ÀI"r"¿: L
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rcz : 3363.76 ¡"rs and r¡:2862.37 P's
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Figure 2.13: A contour plot representing a channel scattering function corresponding to param-

eters described in Table 2.3 (CCIR-Good) (Example 2)

2.It Results

Figure 2.14 illustrates the fading characteristics of the channel generated by the Watterson

model assuming the CCIR-Good channel parameters. In terms of the fading rate where the

threshold is set at -15 dB, the fading is observed to be I fades per 100 seconds suggesting a

Doppler spread of 0.09 Hz. The average fading period is 9.1 seconds. The highest fading depth

is Bb dB observed at t :84 s and the phase derivative is measured to be up to 9.5 rad/s.

Figures 2.L5 and 2.16 show the fading characteristics in the time and frequency domains

produced by the V&H wideband model. Several parameters were calculated from the simulated

CSF and the amplitude fading plots in both flgures. The differential time delay, measured from

the peak, between the two components shown in Figure 2.13 was measured to be 0.501 ms

(r"z - îc1). The fading rate calculated from Figure 2.15 is 21 fades per 100 seconds resulting in

an average fading period of 4.64 seconds. The ma¡cimum fading depth is -27 dB at t :85 s and

the phase derivative was of up to 13 rad/s. In the frequency domain illustrated in Figure 2.16,

an average coherence bandwidth (A/)" of 1996 Hz was observed with the maximum phase

derivative o122 nd,fkHz. The value of the coherence bandwidth (A/)" closely agrees with the

L902 Hz (1 + 0.501 Hz) calculated value.
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Fb,ding Rate : 9 fades/100 seconds
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Figure 2.14r Simulated CCIR-Good fading characteristics (using the \Matterson model)
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Figure 2.1'5: Simulated CCIR-Good fading characteristics at lc:7 MHz (using the vogler and

Hoffmeyer wideband model) (Example 2)
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Coherence Bandwidth (A/)" : 1996 Hz
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Figure 2.L6: Simulated CCIR-Good fading characteristics at t : 0 (using the Vogler and

Hoffmeyer wideband model) (Example 2)

The two results obtained from the Watterson model and the V&H wideband model were

compared to investigate differences in the channel cha,racteristics in the time domain. In terms

of fading rate, the V&H wideband model provides relatively higher values than those produced

by the 'Watterson model. The cause of this outcome is discussed in the next section.

2.L2 Discussion

To investigate the fading characteristics of the simulated channel, the Watterson model and the

V&H wideband model were implemented for propagation conditions as described by the CCIR-

Good channel. Generally, the fading characteristics of the V&H and the \Matterson models are

comparable in terms of fading depth and the rate of change in phase values. However, the V&H

wideband model tends to produce higher fading rates than those of the Watterson model. These

results are clearly caused by the small spread in both Doppler and group delay illustrated in

Figure 2.13. It is important to note that the V&H model assumes non-zero time spread, while

the Watterson model produces discrete (zero group-delay spread) components at each tap. In

this simulation, the delay spread was assumed to be 160 ps. At low speed data transmission (for
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example at 75 bps) this spread would be insignificant as each symbol is much longer than the

delay spread. However, medium- to high-speed systems are likely to be affected when the symbol

period is near the delay spread. These additional components can be realised as additional tap

gain functions in the Watterson model. However, each tap gain function will need to be defined

whictr adds more complexity to the model.

Another difference between these two models is the assumption of the shape of the Doppler

spectrum. The wideband model implemented in this thesis assumes a Lorentzian shape while

the Watterson model assumes a Gaussian shape.

Due to the randomness, it is impossible to generate exact copies of the amplitude variation

in the time domain. With each different implementation, the result is expected to be slightly dif-

ferent. Considering only the Watterson model, it has been found that different simulators based

on the Watterson model provide different results due to the variation of channel specifications

(Furman and Nieto, 2001). As a result, Furman and Nieto recommended tighter definitions for

HF channel simulators (".S. by specifying the sampling rate for each tap gain function).

Typically, the Watterson model can be applied to the transmitted signal only in the time

domain while the wideband model generates channels in both the time and frequency domains'

In this thesis, the transfer function of the channel is utilised for modem performance evaluation

due to its computational efficiency. According to the results, the measured coherence bandwidth

agrees with the predicted values. However, the channel transfer function H(l,t) is a function of

frequency and time variables. The setting of these two variables affects the resolutions in delay

and Doppler frequency. As shown in Figure 2.16, the peak of phase derivatives appears to be

truncated. In this case, the frequency interval is 722 Hz corresponding to 4096 delay samples

with a delay interval Ar of 2 ps. As a result, the resolution of the CSF and the transfer function

must be sacrificed either in the frequency or time domains to give a better resolution in the

delay or Doppler domains, respectively.

2.Lg Conclusion

In this chapter, a review of several HF channel models is discussed. The definition of several

functions and terms are established for evaluating the simulated channel. The Watterson model

has been widely used for HF modem performance evaluation for several decades, even though

it was based on a small sample of on-air data, undertaken on a mid-latitude path and is not

suitable for aII types of channel conditions, such as spread-F. The limitation of the Watterson
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model is mainly related to being restricted to nar¡owband situations. The V&H wideband model

offers a wider range of propagation conditions which represents the channel behaviour in different

locations ranging from low to high latitudes. Even though the wideband model is capable of

simulating a variety of channel conditions, the drawback is that it is mathematically intractable

for calculating the performance of HF communication systems. However, its application would

be sufrcient for simulating channels based on measured CSF, i.e. on the availability of Doppler

ionograms.

The investigation undertaken in this chapter illustrates the ability of the wideband model

to be more representative than the Watterson model. Furthermore, it provides an advantage in

comparing the results with the measured data. In Chapter 6, the V&H model will be imple-

mented in the HF modem performance evaluation system which is based on the availability of

vertical-incidence Doppler ionograms.
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Chapter 3

Characteristics of Selected HF

Modems

3.1 Introduction

An HF data modem acts as an interface between digital and analog systems. The modem has

usually been designed to achieve two main tasks. The first task is an ability to cope with the

problems inherent to the HF channel, for instance intersymbol interference and fading. An

increase in the transmitted po\Mer alone cannot overcome such problems. F\rrthermore' even

though the characteristics of the HF channel enable HF users to communicate over a long

distances via skywave propagation, they may also receive other undesired signals such as noise

and interference, both from other locations or those generated locally. The second requirement of

HF modems is an ability to offer the highest possible data rate for transmission. Because of the

time-varying effects of the ionospheric medium, both of these tasks may not be easily achieved.

However, in modern data modems, data can generally be transmitted and received at higher

speed and with more reliability than has previously been possible. AII of these improvements

are a result of effectively designed HF modem waveforms and coding schemes.

This chapter discusses the concepts and approaches of achieving reliable HF communications

by employing HF data modems. The objective is to understand the effectiveness and implemen-

tation of several modem waveforms under various channel propagation conditions. The content

includes some selected HF modem waveforms employed during the on-air experiment in Thai-

land, which will be described in the next chapter. These waveforms can be divided into two

classes: low-speed and medium- to high-speed HF modem waveforms. The first class includes

40
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frequency shift keyed (FSK) and chirp waveforms. The second class comprises the MIL-STD-

1gg-1104 serial tone and advanced pa,rallel-tone modem \{¡aveforms.

3.2 FSK'Waveform

The frequency shift keyed (FSK) waveform incorporates a degree of frequency diversity to deal

with distortion introduced by the channel. For binary FSK, two frequencies (mark and space

frequencies) are employed and represent the transmitted data '1' and '0' respectively. The

separation between mark and space frequencies can be varied. The standard FSK for telegraph

operation which complies with MIL-STD-188-1104 (1991), employs wide-shift (850 Hz) where

the mark and space frequencies are at 1575 and 2425 Hz. Analytically, signalling tones in binary

FSK, s¡(ú) and s1(ú), are described as:

s¡(ú) : Adi2r(l'+Ío)t

sl(¿) : Aéi2Í(Í"+Í1)t

for 0

for L

(3.1)

(3.2)

where ,4 is the amplitude, /, is the modulating frequency, /r and /¡ are mark and space fre-

quencies, respectively.

An example of a modulated FSK waveform at 75 bits/s is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The

plot shows two data bits '0' and '1' with symbol period of 13.33 ms.
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Figure 3.1: An example of modulated FSK waveform

The demodulation scheme for a FSK waveform is shown in Figure 3.2. Non-coherent detec-
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tion at the receiver is used and the received signal is cross-correlated with the reference signals

(ca(ú) and ø1(t)) of arbitrary phase where øi(t) and ri(ú) are the complex conjugates of r1(ú)

and ø2(ú). Two integrate-and-dump circuits are employed. Two envelope detectors are used

to find the magnitude of the correlation with each reference signal. The decision device then

decides whether the output is '0' or '1' by comparing the outputs of the two envelope detectors'

0i(¿)
T = 13.33ms

r(t) Output Data
Sequence

Figure 3.2: FSK Demodulation Scheme

The MIL-STD-188-1104 FSK waveform does not employ any coding scheme, resulting in

high BER during disturbed conditions. The approaches to the improvement on FSK systems

have been widely studied (Pierce, 1958; Ferguson, 1968; Chadwick and Springett, 1970)' Gott

et al. (1g7g) incorporated multiple tone FSK (MFSK) with a frequency allocation scheme and

error control coding to improve the performance of FSK systems. This MFSK system employed

L5 subchannels in a 2.7 kftz band which resulted in 1.0 pairs of 850 Hz wide frequency shift tones.

An evaluation of the error rate of the 10 FSK signals was performed simultaneously to select

the best frequency allocation. Error control coding was added to give further improvement.

For applications to highly disturbed channels, Giles (2001) has designed a FSK modem which

withstands extremely large Doppler spread and delay spread, 40 Hz and 12 ms respectively' The

wide-shift MFSK scheme employs Gaussian transmit pulses with a Gaussian correlator receiver'

The nine correlators are placed around the location of the expected signal in the frequency and

time domains. Because of the overlap between the signal and each correlator, small signals can

be detected under poor conditions. This results in a large improvement under highly disturbed

conditions compared to the basic MFSK scheme. Another method involves the use of space

diversity to improve the performance of FSK modems. However, the main emphasis of this

thesis will be on the simulation of HF modem waveforms related to the on-air trials held in

Thailand.
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3.3 Chirp'Waveform

The chirp or Flequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) waveform is a sinusoid swept

from 300 to 3000 Hz. This technique utilises frequency diversity which efficiently uses the

whole 2700 Hz bandwidth. The chirp waveform employs binary differential phase shift keying

(BDPSK) and operates at 75 bits/s. Its long symbol period enables the system to withstand

large intersymbol interference. The chirp signal s(t) can be described by Equation 3.3.

s(ú) : ¡¿(ant2 +2n fotrÔ) (3.3)

ft- ha: /r-to

where .4 is the amplitude of the signal, a is the frequency sïveep rate, /s is the initial sweep

frequency at time ú6, fi is the final sv/eep frequency at time ú1 and / is an initial phase' An

example of the chirp waveform is illustrated in Figure 3'3.
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Figure 3.3: An example of modulated chirp Waveform

For a BDPSK scheme, the encoder introduces a L80o phase shift when the input message

is '1' and 0o phase shift when input is '0'. The encoder, decoder and demodulator are different

from the FSK modem. The demodulator employs only one correlator with a delay unit and

a phase comparator. The chirp demodulator is shown in Figure 3.4. The complex conjugate

of the received signal r*(ú) is cross-correlated with the reference signal r(ú) and the output is

then sampled for each symbol interval. This gives the phase difference between the received and

reference signal. The result is delayed by one period to be compared to the next symbol. If the

phase difference is between 90o and 270o, the output is '1', otherwise, the output is '0'.
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r,(t)

?:13.33 ms

r* (t) Output Data
Sequence

Figure 3.4: Chirp Demodulation Scheme

The DSTO-designed chirp modem processes the received signal in both the frequency and

time domains for each symbol in order to deal with interference problems (Scholz et al', 1993)

as shown in Figure 3.5. The detection process at the receiver is based on the estimation of

distortion and noise and interference at each time and frequency segment (,k and l) respectively'

This is illustrated in Figure 3.6. The modem processing of the received signal in the frequency

domain can be represented as the Fourier tansform (FT) of the complex received signal r:

r : s(ø)*h+n(O) (3.4)

R : Fls(n) * lzl + N(o) (3.5)

z : Fls(r) x hl (3'6)

where

s is the transmitted waveform corresponding to the transmitted data r

/¿ is the channel impulse response

n,(0) is the noise and interference

,R is the FT of the received signal

.F[.] denotes the FT process

* denotes convolution process

The estimated value â is calculated at the detection unit. The unit requires an estimation

of noise variance for each time and frequency segment õfl¿ and, distortion 2.'tt. expression of

this process is described as:

â:arsmin,iiZ.WrçW.^#^ +",gôfl¿ (B.z)

h-l l-I m-L

Various studies of the chirp waveform and its application to digital communications have

been reported (Gott and Karia, 1974; Karia, 1974; Sepehri and Gott, 1982). In low-speed
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Figure 3.b: Fbequency and time representation of DSTO chirp signal (Scholz et al., 1993)
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Figure 3.6; DSTO chirp detection process (Scholz et al., 1993)
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systems, the chirp waveform provides better performance than FSK in multipath fading channels

because of the BDPSK modulation scheme. However, the use of the entire 2700 Hz band

exposes it to in-band interference, causing poorer performance in high interference environments.

Darbyshire and Gott (1992) include the use of a excision filter to remove na¡rowband interference.

3.4 Serial 'Waveform

The fundamental problem of high-speed data transmission is intersymbol interference. As the

data rate increases, the symbol period decreases; hence, the waveform is affected significantly by

intersymbol interference. The serial or single-tone modem employs equalisation techniques to

correct distortion caused by multipath. The distortion is measured by transmitting a training

sequence to obtain an estimate of the channel impulse response. The tap gains on the delay unit

are then adjusted to mitigate the effects of the intersymbol interference.

The MIL-STD-188-1104 serial modem represents a mature version of serial data transmis-

sion schemes. The serial modem utilises M-ary phase shift keying (PSK) on a single tone to

achieve a high data rate. The carrier tone is at 1800 Hz. The modem accepts serial binary data

up to 2400 bps and converts this data to an 8-ary PSK modulated signal. A convolutional code

with a constraint length of 7 is employed. The transmission of the serial waveform is divided

into four phases: synchronisation preamble phase, data phase, end-of-message (EOM) phase

and coder and interleaver flush phase. Three choices of interleaver length: 0'0, 0.6 and 4'8

s, are available. During the preamble pha,se, the training sequence is transmitted to estimate

the distortion. This estimation continues during the data phase in which the unknown data is

sent along with known data for training purposes. This adaptive scheme is very effective in a

multipath fading environment.

A useful work by Pennington (1939) gives a review of ea,rly modem implementation tech-

niques for medium speed data transmissions over the HF channel. Some techniques are still in

use and some others have led to more advanced tectrniques implemented in modern commer-

cial HF data modems. In his work, Pennington examined two modulation schemes: serial and

parallel-tone. It was concluded that the serial tone exhibited superior performance relative to

that of the parallel-tone (L6-tone) format. An update of Pennington's study was conducted by

Cook (1gg5) in which more advanced high data rate modem waveforms were included. The

performance of these advanced modem waveforms, particularly of parallel-tone format, will be

discussed in the next section'
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3.5 Parallel Tone 'Waveform

Before the advent of the serial tone modems, high-speed HF radio transmission Ìv¿lfl achieved

by sending a low data rate at a number of frequencies in pa,rallel (Doelz et al., 1957; Mosier

and Clabaugh, 1958). A high overall data rate can then be accomplished through frequency

multiplexing. The early form of parallel tone modem is known as Kineplex and employs 16

frequency tones. Because the symbol period is relatively large compared with the delay spread,

only a small part of each symbol is a^ffected by multipath. A guardband is usually applied to

the beginning of each symbol to minimise such overlap.

The standard parallel tone modems described by MIL-STD-188-1104 comprise L6 and 39

frequency tone modems. For the L6-tone modem, each data tone operates at 75 bps giving

a long symbol period of 13.33 ms thereby avoiding the need of an equaliser. The modulator

accepts serial binary data and converts this to 16-parallel serial data for modulating the 16

frequency tones. Each tone is separated by 110 Hz. Depending on the data rate, the type

of modulation scheme can be varied. At low and medium data rates (75, 300 and 600 bps),

each data tone employs BDPSK. At high data rates (1200 and 2400 bps), each data tone is

difierentially four-phase modulated (QDPSK). The modem also employs a separate 17úh tone for

Doppler correction. Each symbol interval includes a 4.24 ms guard time to prevent overlapping

of multipath signals. No error control coding is employed for the 16-tone format.

The 3g-tone modem employs 39 frequency tones with a 40úh unmodulated tone for Doppler

correction. The frequency separation between each tone is 52.25 Hz. The modulator accepts a

serial data stream and applies forward error corïection (FEC) coding with a shortened Reed-

Solomon (15,11) block code and interleaving. The data stream is then converted to a QDPSK

data signal. This modem exhibits a superior performance over the 16-tone modem due to the

use of FEC codes.

The performances of parallel-tone and serial modems were investigated by Cook (1995)

with a CCIR-good channel conditions. The serial modem exhibited a better performance at

high signal-to-noise ratios (SNR) than the parallel-tone formats. This result confirmed the

finding by Pennington (1989). However, the 16-tone appeared to perform better at low SNRs as

the error correction schemes of the other modems failed to perform. A study by Gill (1998) has

also revealed that the high performance of the serial format is mainly due to the equalisation

scheme. Slight differences in performance between parallel-tone and uncoded serial tone modems

were observed. He concluded that there was nothing special about the serial format and this
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conclusion led to the development of a parallel-tone scheme incorporating specially designed

error control codes. \Mith the low complexity of the parallel-tone modem, the addition of error

correction and detection scheme is not as difficult to implement as the equaliser scheme employed

in the serial format.

The development of enhanced-parallel tone (EPT) waveforms has been undertaken at the

Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO). The DSTO-developed 16-

tone modem or Enhanced Parallel-Tone at LOw rate (EPTLO) employs Tlellis-Coded Modula-

tion (TCM), resulting in a better performance at 2400 bits/s mode than the MIL-STD-188-1004

serial modem. The Enhanced Parallel-Tone at HIgh rate (EPTHI) employs 52 tones with TCM'

providing a very high data rate of 4800 bps. The modem also gives a better performance than

the single-tone modem (Cook, 1995). With the 52-tone modem, an automatic repeat-request

(,{RQ) scheme can be employed to provide more reliable communications. The data stream is

sent in blocks and any data blocks subject to error are retransmitted until error-free performance

is achieved. However, this scheme requires a full-duplex system. The EPTLO and EPTHI are

now proprietary BAE SYSTEMS designs. The actual implementation of these waveforms was

not available during the writing of this thesis.

3.6 Results

The software implementation of HF modem waveforms has been undertaken to test their validity

for application in the proposed BER estimation system. In this section, only two low-speed

waveforms were implemented due to implementation details being readily available and the

greater complexity of other waveforms. The low complexity of the implemented waveforms

should assist in determining the cause of errors over the simulated channel. The two waveforms

are FSK and chirp. The implementation of the chirp waveform is different from that of the

HF data modem employed in the on-air trials. Due to the use of proprietary software used in

the BAE SYSTEMS modem, the chirp modem implementation is based on the adaptive chirp

waveform described by Derbyshire and Gott (1992). Since the simulations were undertaken

und.er Rayleigh fading channel with Gaussian noise and no interference, the chirp modem can

be thought of as incorporating only a correlation demodulator with no excision fiIter to remove

narrowband interference. Neither modem employs error coding or error correction schemes'

The sampling rate of both signalling rvaveforms was 9000 Hz which is higher than the Nyquist

sampling rate. This resulted in 120 samples per symbol at a data rate of 75 bits/s. Each signal
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wa,s 50-s long on each run and a Monte Carlo simulation was used with 100 iterations giving

a total of 375000 bits of data and a minimum non-zero BER of 2.7e-6 (or minimum BER : 0

corresponds to zero erroÌs in 375000 bits). A pseudo-random number generator having a uniform

distribution was used to generate 3750 random data values corresponding to a 50-s long data

sequence. To achieve the BER estimation, the ratio of the average signal energy per bit to the

noise power spectral density (E¡/N") was calculated to generate noise at the desired level. The

advantage of using Eu/No is that the performance of radio equipment can be compared wiih

theoretical results and other published works. For the discrete input signalling waveform r[n],

the average energy (d.r) is calculated by:

r N-l
¿,,: i Ð*'l"l (3'8)

rL=u

where N is the number of samPles'

Additive white Gaussian noise wa,s assumed in both simulations (FSK and chirp) to deter-

mine the BER at a tange of E6/Ne levels. Complex additive white Gaussian noise has zero mean

and variance ø2, which can be varied according to the specified level of Eu/No at each run and

can be calculated as:

N
E6

(3.e)
E¡/No
No

(3.10)

The validation of the FSK and chirp software implementation is achieved by assuming

A\ /GN and Rayleigh fading channels and comparing the results with the theoretical performance

where the probabilities of errors (P") of FSK and BDPSK (chirp) systems are as follows (Maslin,

1e87):

Pe: å *o (- +fr) for non-coherent FSK (3.11)

- 1 / þl for BDPSK and chirp (3'12)Pe: i""p(-rro,/

where fr is signal energy per bit per noise per unit bandwidth'

Over a slow Rayleigh fading channel, the implementations were undertaken using the CCIR

Rayleigh fading channel which is specified as a single mode with a Doppler spread of L Hz. The

probabilities of error are expressed as (Maslin, 1987):

Pe: for non-coherent FSK (3.13)

o

o2
2

Pe- for BDPSK and chirp (3.14)
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The results for FSK and chirp are displayed in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Good agreement was

found between the theoretical and simulated values of P". However, slight differences in P"

values are observed at high Eu/No for the fading channels. This is caused by a relatively small

number of error events in the simulation. Generally, the results confirm that the modulation and

demodulation schemes of the FSK and chirp modems adopted in this thesis operate correctly.

The two modem waveforms will be tested using the BER estimation technique which is the basis

of Chapter 6.

3.7 Conclusion

The performance of data communications via the ionosphere is restricted significantly by mul-

tipath propagation. Typically, HF modem performance can be improved by employing low

data rate transmissions with standard waveforms such as FSK' However, such low data rates

often provide an unacceptably low data rate transfer and are usually not of practical use. The

serial-tone and parallel-tone HF modems have been improved and are included in MIL-STD-

188-1104 waveforms. Recently, more advanced chirp and parallel-tone modems developed by

DSTO have shown superior performance over standard waveforms, as will be demonstrated in

the next chapter.

In this chapter, the chief characteristics of the three recently developed DSTO waveforms

(chirp, EPTLO and EPTHI), along with two standard rraveforms (FSK and serial) have been

reviewed. A software implementation of the FSK and chirp waveforms has been developed and

validated, the latter by demonstrating similar performance to that calculated theoretically. The

lack of availability of some modem waveforms and the complexities of implementation techniques

have limited the assessment to the FSK and chirp waveforms.
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Chapter 4

On-air HF Modem Experiment

4.L Introduction

Whilst HF radio offers many advantages to its users, it sufiers from problems such as co-channel

interference and signal degradation and outages due to wide ranging environmental factors.

Modern Digital Signal Processing (DSP) technology does o er an ability to use HF modem

waveforms that provide some immunity to these traditional problems. As a result, several new

modem waveforms have been introduced over the past decade (Scholz et al., 1993; Giles, 1994;

Gill et al., 1995; Furman, 1997).

Much of the testing of these waveforms has been undertaken on HF channel simulators which

offer the considerable advantage of repeatability from test to test. Thus, it is possible to note

quantitative changes in the bit error rate (BER) as modem parameters are varied, something

that is often not feasible when undertaking on-air testing. Ultimately, however, it is necessa,ry

to perform on-air testing of the modem waveforms to determine their actual performance over

the range of environmental conditions likely to be experienced in practice, many of which may

not have been taken into account during simulation testing.

In this chapter, on-air HF modem trials conducted in Thailand over 3 months are discussed.

The performance of five HF modem waveforms and their dependence on signal-to-noise ratio

is investigated in terms of the probability of achieving synchronisation, synchronisation time

and BER. Additional analysis was undertaken to assess the probability of achieving error-free

blocks, which defines the pattern of errors occurring during the transmission. The main aim is

to determine data throughput achievable on HF skywave links in equatorial F regions'

52
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4.2 Review of HF Modem Experiment in Thailand

The on-air experiment described in this chapter is a part of the Royal Thai Navy (RTN) HF

communication system modernisation project. The project involves the upgrade of the existing

analogue HF communication systems to a digital communication system based on the use of

modern HF data modems. Tb investigate and optimise the performance of HF modems operating

under actual equatorial ionospheric conditions, particularly those subject to magnetic equator

activity close to the communication skywave path, the on-air trials were undertaken from the

equinox month of September 1999 to November 1999. The monthly T-indices range from 89, 92

and 123 respectively.

Experimental data was collected on a simplex test link operating between Songkhla and

Sattahip, Thailand. More details of the test system are given in Section 4.3. The commercial

ARI\4-9401 HF modems (GEC-Marconi, 1997) were employed during the trials. The modems

are capable of generating a variety of standard waveforms such as US MIL-STD-188-1104 and

NAIO standard waveforms, and more advanced modem waveforms recently developed by the

Australian Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO). Five HF modem waveforms

were selected for the trials, one aim being to establish relative performances. The performance

of these modems was analysed in three categories:

1. Probability of achieving synchronisation

2. Synchronisation time

3. Bit error rate

The analyses presented here cover the measurements made from September 20, 1999 to November

4, 1999. The aim is to investigate the performance of HF modems operating under actual

equatorial ionospheric conditions, particularly those subject to geomagnetic activity close to the

transmission path.

4.3 Description of the Test SYstem

The on-air trials were carried out on a 612-km south-north path iu Thailand. The transmitter

subsystem was located at a Naval base in Songkhla (lat 7.19oN, lon 100'60oE) and the receiver

subsystem was situated in Sattahip (lat 12.70oN, lon 100.65'E). The local time (LT) is 7 hours

ahead of the Universal time (UT). At this range, only skywave propagation was expected during
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the trials. Figure 4.L shows the transmission path (Songkhla-to-Sattahip) of HF modem trials

and the netrvork of three ionosondes operated by the RIN. Details of the ionosonde network are

given in Tb,ble 4.1. At Bangkok, a DSTO-developed ionosonde is running under receiver mode,

receiving transmission from a synchronised ionosonde at Songkhla. A KEL IPS-71 ionosonde

employed at Sattahip is capable of operating under active vertical-incidence sounding and ver-

tical Doppler sounding modes, as well as in a passive Flequency Modulated Continuous Wave

(FMCW) receive-only mode.

160N
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Ê
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Figure 4.1: RIIN Ionosonde Network and On-air Experiment Tbansmission Paths

Location Equipment Mode of Operation

Bangkok 100. DSTO Rx (FMCW)

Songkhla (7.19"N 100.61"E DSTO ionosonde Tx (FMC\M)

Sattahip (12.70"N 100.65'E) KEL AEROSPACE
IPS-71

Rx (FMcw)
VI sounding (pulsed)
Doppler sounding (pulsed)

Table 4.1: Configuration of the ionosonde network

The communications transmission path of the HF modem experiment is the same path as

that used for the oblique-incidence (OI) ionospheric sounding. The ionosonde network gives the

advantage of identifying ionospheric propagation conditions at the times close to those of the

HF modem trials. The analysis of the ensuing ionospheric sounding data is discussed in the next

chapter.
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4.3.L TÌansmitter Subsystem

Figure 4.2 shows the installation configuration of the transmitter subsystem located at Songkhla.

The ARM-9401 HF modem was connected to a SunAir HF transceiver, each under computer

control. The Automatic Measurement System (AMS) software was developed by Ebor Comput-

ing as specially designed control and measurement software for the modem trials. The window

version of the AMS software (WAMS) was installed at a dedicated computer to control the

communication equipment at Songkhla. This was achieved by running â program with a preset

sequence of the modem and HF transceiver. The WAMS software at Songkhla was in turn

configurable remotely typically from either the Sattahip receiver site or RTN headquarters in

Bangkok via the Public Switching Telephone Network (PSTN). The HF transmitter output (500

Watts for this test) was fed to a 2O-meter-high conical monopole antenna.

HF Conical Monopole

PSTN

(Public Swichting

Telephone Network)

Figure 4.2: Tlansmitter Subsystem Installation Configuration

4.3.2 Receiver Subsystem

As shown in Figure 4.3, the equipment at Sattahip was set up as a receiver subsystem. A delta

antenna was used for reception; its output was fed into a Ma¡coni receiver and its audio output

.ryås processed by the ARM-9401 modem. The AMS (a DOS version), which is used to facilitate

real-time data logging, u¡as installed in the control computer.

4.3.3 ARM-9401 HF Adaptive Radio Modem

The ARM-9401 was utilised in the trials to provide both US military standa¡d waveforms and

new advanced waveforms developed by DSTO. Two basic waveforms: FSK and Serial (or Single-

tone) and three new advanced modem waveforms: highly robust chirp waveform, the Enhanced

Parallel Tone Low Rate (EPTLO) and the Enhanced Parallel Tbne High Rate (EPTHI) were
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HF Delta Antenna

Figure 4.3: Receiver Subsystem Installation Confguration

trialled. Details of these rvaveforms are discussed in Chapter 3. The ARM-9401 offers many

options of baud rate and interleaver setting. The trials employed five waveforms at various data

rates and interleaver lengths which are detailed in Section 4'4.

4.4 Procedures

lable 4.2 shows a list of modem waveforms including chirp, FSK, serial, EPTLO and EPTHI, and

relevant parameters used in phase L (from September 20-27, 1999) and phase 2 (from September

28, 1999 - November 4, 1999) of the HF modem experiment. The wide-shift FSK waveform

(WFSK) was employed and will be referenced interchangeably with the term FSK. The general

characteristics of these waveforms are described in the GEC-Marconi ARIVI-9401 installation

manual (1997). In the second phase of the trials, some waveform settings were changed. The

chirp waveform was operated at 75 bps with short interleaving. The FSK was set at a higher

data rate of 300 bps and the EPTHI interleaver setting was changed to medium length (to give

an interleave period comparable with those for the serial and EPTLO waveforms). The serial

and EPTLO waveforms operate under the same setting during both phases.

The transmitted data generated by the HF modem at Songkhla was in the form of a 512-bit

pseudo-random code. A measu¡ement cycle of five waveforms and two operating frequencies in

each 3Q-minute period was adopted. The operating frequency was changed every 15 minutes to

ensure a wide range of ionospheric propagation conditions and to provide additional operating

frequencies below the Maximum Observed FYequency (MOF) if the propagation on the first

frequency channel was not supported by the ionosphere. Thirteen frequencies ranging from

4.520 MHz up to 15.616 MHz were allocated for this experiment. The list of the frequency

allocations is shown in Tb,ble 4.3. The assigned frequencies should provide enough coverage of



Tlial
Period

Sequence
No.

'Waveforms Data Rate Interleaver
Setting

Duration

20 Sep - 26 Sep

27Sep-4Nov
1 6 75 None

Short (5.973 s)

L00 s

20 Sep - 27 Sep

28Sep-4Nov
2r7 FSK 75

300

None 115 s

20Sep-4Nov 3,8 Serial 600 Long (9.6 s) 150 s

20Sep-4Nov 4r9 EPTLO 600 Long (10 s) 155 s

20 Sep - 26 Sep

27Sep-4Nov
5,10 EPTHI 600 Long (21 s)

Medium (10.667 s)

170 s

CHAPTER 4. ON-AIR HF MODEM EXPERIMENT

Table 4.2: List of modem waveforms and relevant settings (Phase 1 and 2)

most possible propagation conditions. A frequency for each 15-minute interval was assigned

using Advanced Stand Alone Prediction System (ASAPS) based sofrhware. This software is

available on the internet from the Australian IPS Radio and Space Services website. During the

first L$-minute transmission, the HF modem at Sattahip generated â sequence of five waveforms

at the frequency closest to the ASAPS-recommended optimum working frequency (OWF). Then,

another sequence of five waveforms was transmitted at the second best allocated frequency' The

data was collected for 24 hours a day. Figure 4.4 illustrates a transmission schedule for HF

modem trials consisting of the first and second 15-minute sequences and the transmit-received

schedule of ionospheric sounding at vertical-incidence (Doppler transmission) and at oblique-

incidence (Fbequency Modulated Continuous Wave, FMC\ /) modes'

Channel Flequency (kHz Channel FÌequency I kH,z

7 4520 8 11090

2 5740 I 72340

3 7865 10 13012

4 8905 11 14732

5 9804 12 1.4392

6 10016 13 15616

7 10605

Table 4.3: Frequency Allocation for HF Modem Tlials

At the receiver subsystem, information relating to the received signal of each waveform was

saved into a log file for later analysis. This information includes:

1. Number of valid bits

2. Number of unsynchronised bits

57

3. Number of error bits
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I
20 25 30

Time (l\4inutes)

IPS-71 Tmnsnlt Schedule

06:0O 06:15 13:00 13:15 21:00 21r15 28:00 28:15

HF Modem Transmlt Schedule

(ntû O2tlO

FMCW (Or)

üt25 08100

Pulse/Doppler (VI)

I 1:05 13:55 15r40 17:30

FMCW (Or)

2O:23 23rm

Pulse/Doppler (VI)

26tOS 28:55

02155 05:10 08:15 10:50

4a 3 5 ó

1?:55 20:10

7 I

23r15 25:50

9 10Seq. No.

Figure 4.4: Tïansmit Schedule for HF Modem T[ials and lonosonde Network

4. Signal level in dBm

This data was recorded every 5 seconds of the transmission period. The numbers of valid bits and

unsynchronised bits determines the synchronisation time which is the time to initially achieve

synchronisation. The numbers of valid bits and error bits shows the number of errors and the

time they occurred during the transmission. Signal levels indicated the signal level every 5-

second period. At the end of the transmission of each waveform, the transmitter was turned off'

allowing the receiver to measure ambient RF noise levels. The noise levels were used to calculate

the median signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) or7 more specifically, the (signal { noise * interference)

to (noise * interference) ratio, (S+N+Ð/(N*I). This measurement technique has a limitation,

particularly at low-SNR and highly variable interference environments for reasons which relate

to the time taken to measure the signal level (the 2- to 3-minute BER measurement period) and

that over which the (N+I) level is measured (typically 10-L5 seconds).

Firstl¡ in a low SNR environment, the 'signal level' (actually S+N+I) measurements will

be heavily influenced by the (N+I) levels, thereby significantly reducing the accuracy of the

ensuing SNR measurements at levels below about 10 dB (and certainly below 5 dB). The high

variability of (N+I) levels in south-east (S.E.) Asia makes it virtually impossible to quantify

this degradation in accuracy without resorting to considerably more sophisticated techniques'

Secondly, in a high interference environment, both the (S+N*I) and (N+I) measurements

will be degraded in accuracy by any time variability in the (N+I) levels. For example' a press-

to-talk radio interference which occupies the same channel as the HF modem signal may not

be detected during the 10- to 15-second (N+I) measurement, Ieading to an unrealistically low

SNR measurement. Apart from noting that the magnitude of this effect is likely to vary from
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daytime (a time of relatively low interference levels) to nighttime (when interference levels are

much higher), more sophisticated SNR measurements (e.g. by examining the audio spectrum

of the HF modem channel) are required to address this deficiency. Separate analyses have been

undertaken of the daylight and nighttime measurements in order to at least qualitatively examine

its importance.

4.5 Results

The HF modem trial data from September 20, 1999 to November 4, 1999 were compiled and

analysed. Histograms representing the number of measurements analysed for all waveforms and

SNR intervals are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. As the performance of HF modems was analysed

in terms of median and decile values, the amount of data available for assessment will influence

the accuracy of the results. Hence, the modem performance must be carefully interpreted along

with its histogram.

As illustrated in Figure 4.5, the numbers of serial and EPTLO measurements are much

larger than those for the remaining waveforms due to the longer measurement periods from

September 20 to November 4, 1999 over which the modem parameters (e.g. data rate and

interleaver lengths) were retained for these waveforms. For the serial waveforms, the amount of

data was slightly less than that of the EPTLO due to a modem softwa¡e fault relating to the

serial waveform implementation which was subsequently corrected on 26 September L999. Thus,

a number of early measurements were disregarded, as shown in Tbble 4.4. The period of invalid

data ranges from 20 to 25 September 1999. The fault in the serial modem rvas identifled in the

processing of the received modem data which showed no received signal. This data was then

excluded from the modem trial database.

'Waveforms Sequence No. Data Time

Serial 3,8
3,8

20 September 1999

21 September 1999

1800-2300

0000-1156

Serial 8 23-25 September 1999 0000-2400

Tbble 4.4: Invalid serial data which was disregarded in the HF modem performance analysis

Another characteristic of histograms shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 is the large number of

measurements of WFSK at 0-dB SNR. This suggests that there might be noise and interference

which existed only during the WFSK modem transmission'

Histograms separating the number of measurements for daytime and nighttime are shown in
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Figures 4.7 arrd 4.8. It is clearly seen that the distributions of nighttime data are not as uniform

as those of daytime data. The nighttime histograms are more concentrated at high SNR values.

This is a consequence of the higher nighttime signal levels due to the absence of the D layer.

The three performance measutes of the HF modems are assessed by their dependency on

the SNR level. Due to a wide range of measured SNR levels during the experiment, the analyses

involve an aggregation of SNR levels at 5 dB intervals. For example, SNR levels between 7.5 dB

and 12.5 dB are aggregated in the 10 dB SNR bin.

The HF modem performance is measured in terms of the following parameters:

1. The probability of achieving synchronisation

2. The median and decile synchronisation times

3. The median and decile bit error rate (BERs)

The aim is to produce comparative results between the standard and the more advanced wave-

forms in low-speed class (FSK and chirp) and medium- to high-speed class (serial, EPTHI and

EPTLO). F\rrthermore, day and night time comparisons were also made to investigate modem

performance during high levels of noise and interference at night, and during highly disturbed

conditions such as equatorial spread-F.

An additional study has been included to investigate the pattern of errors which arise

during the transmission. This has been investigated in terms of probability of achieving error-

free blocks. The comparison between error-free blocks and BER calculations will be discussed,

as their results provide different interpretations of how errors have occurred'

4.6.L The Probability of Achieving Synchronisation

The probability of achieving synchronisation parameter indicates the ability to establish synchro-

nisation for each modem waveform. Once the transmitting and receiving modem synchronise,

the two remaining HF modem performance parameters can be determined. Figure 4.9 and 4.10

show the dependence of this parameter on SNR for the five modem waveforms during phase

L and phase 2 trials. The comparison between daytime and nighttime results are displayed in

Figures 4.I7 and.4.72.

As shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.L0, the chirp waveform required a SNR greater than 2'5 dB

to achieve good to excellent synchronisation. Once short interleaving was applied, the combined

64
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day-night probability of achieving synchronisation decreased, but is still at acceptable levels with

probabilities higher than 90% for all SNRs. The separated day-night results show that, at night

(Figure 4.11), its performance was compaxable to daytime performance with a slight degradation

below 7.5 dB. With short interleaving (Figure 4.12), the chirp waveform synchronised u/ell during

both daytime and nighttime.

The FSK waveforms at 75 bps and 300 bps (Figure 4.9 and 4.10) exhibited high proba-

bilities of achieving synchronisation, greater than 80% at all SNR values. Its performance was

comparable to the performance of the chirp waveform when SNRs exceed 2.5 dB.

In Figure 4.9, the synchronisation probabilities of the serial waveform are less than 80%

at SNRs below 7.5 dB and a¡e approximately 90% at SNRs above 7.5 dB. The day and night

results (Figure 4.11) show that the degradation is mainly caused by nighttime performance as

the probabilities reach 100% at SNRs exceeding 12.5 dB during daytime. A large difference

between the two daytirne and nighttime results can be observed at SNRs between 2-5 and 72'5

dB.

The EPTLO exhibits excellent performance when SNRs exceed 7.5 dB. This is the best

performance exhibited in the medium-speed waveforms (Figure 4.9). At night (Figure 4.11),

the probability of achieving synchronisation is comparable with the daytime performance. This

feature is only observed on EPTLO and the chirp with short interleaving (Figure 4.12).

The synchronisation probabilities of EPTHI with long and medium interleaving (Figures 4.9

and 4.10) are also high as shown in the 100% synchronisation probabilities at SNRs higher than

7.5 dB. The probabilities are higher than that of the serial waveform and slightly lower than

that of the EPTLO. Their performance at daytime and nighttime (Figures 4.11 and 4.12) were

relatively similar with only small differences observed.

In summary, the chirp and WFSK (wide-shift FSK) exhibited comparable synchronisation

probability performance and showed higher probabilities than those observed for the 600 bps

serial and the EPT waveforms. The waveforms at 600 bps required a higher SNR, typically 7.5 to

12.5 dB, to achieve 100% synchronisation probabilities. Among waveforms at 600 bps, EPTLO

exhibited the best performance while EPTHI performed better than the serial modem waveform.

As shown in Figure 4.1L and Figure 4.12, at night, all modem waveforms except EPTLO and

chirp with short interleaving experienced some difficulties in achieving synchronisation, possibly

due to the higher variability of interference levels or alternatively due to more complex skywave

propagation conditions at night. Comparisons between the probabilities of achieving synchro-

nisation at daytime and nighttime suggest that the new advanced chirp is relatively similar to
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FSK while EPTLO outperformed the MIL-STD-188-1104 serial and EPTHI modem waveforms.

4.6.2 Synchronisation Time

The synchronisation time is a measure of the time interval from the start of the transmission

until the time when the synchronisation is established. An attempt to synchronise beyond 100

seconds for the chirp and FSK and 150 seconds for the serial, EPTLO and EPTHI waveforms

were considered as a failure to achieve synchronisation. The median and decile synchronisation

times were calculated as times for which the probability of achieving synchronisation were 50%

(median), 10% (lower-decile) and g0% (upper-decile). Figures 4.13 to 4.18 display these results.

As shown in Figures 4.13 and 4.I4, the median synchronisation times are 5 seconds for

the chirp without interleaving and 5-15 seconds for that with short interleaving. The decile

synchronisation times are illustrated in Figures 4.15 and 4.16. With no interleaving, the uPper-

decile synchronisation times are similar to the median values for SNR values exceeding 12.5

dB. The upper-deciles remain close to the median values at lower SNRs for the chirp without

interleaving and at all SNRs for the chirp with short interleaving, except at SNRs below 2'5 dB.

By disregarding synchronisation times at SNR levels below 2.5 dB, the synchronisation times

for the chirp waveform do not change noticeably from day to night (Figure 4.17). With short

interleaving, small increases in the decile-values can be observed during nighttime (Figure 4.18)'

Similar to the chirp, the FSK waveform at 75 bps and 300 bps also achieved synchronisation

within 5 seconds (Figures 4.13 and 4.14). The decile values remained close to the median values

for combined day-night results (Figures 4.15 and 4.16). The individual daytime and nighttime

synchronisation time remained unchanged during these periods (Figures 4.17 and 4.18). In

summary, the FSK waveform exhibits excellent synchronisation performance at all times of the

day and night.

The median synchronisation time of the serial waveform is typically 20 seconds for SNR

Ievels below 22.5 dB.Interestingly, the serial waveform exhibited a peculiar characteristic at

high SNR values (long synchronisation time at SNR values exceeding 22.5 dB) which needs

to be examined. The decile values range from 18 to 60 seconds for SNR values larger than

7.5 dB (Figure 4.15). The day and night performances (Figure 4.I7) are comparable, having

synchronisation times below 50 seconds when the SNR exceeded 12.5 dB. An assessment of the

modem data indicates that the data in November contributes to this long synchronisation time

at high SNR levels and only affects the serial modem waveform. If the November data is ignored,

these anomalous results disappear and the median time to achieve synchronisation decreases to
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20 seconds which is similar to those at the SNR levels below 22.5 dB. F\rrther investigation

revealed that all these anomalous results were obtained at a specific frequency of 8.905 MHz

(frequency channel 4) which was employed during most of the trial periods. There is therefore

a distinct possibility that the apparently high synchronisation times that were observed at high

SNRs were actually caused by the presence of intermittent co-channel interference at 8.905 MHz

during November, and that the SNR measurement technique failed to detect its presence.

Ttre EPTLO achieved synchronisation quickly (within 10 seconds). There is no high up-

per decile exhibited at SNRs higher than 7.5 dB. During daytime and nighttime, the same

characteristic is observed with no variation in the decile value for SNRs higher than 12.5 dB'

The EPTHI showed the longest synchronisation time compared to the rest of the waveforms.

The synchronisation time of 25 seconds is observed for the EPTHI with long interleaving and 10-

15 seconds for medium interleaving. Moreover, the upper-decile synchronisation time for EPTHI

wa,s very high reaching 80 seconds for long interleaving and 60 seconds for medium interleaving.

Both daytime and nighttime results (Figures 4.77 and 4.18) displayed greater variability in the

decile values than either the serial or EPTLO waveforms'

In this category, the median synchronisation time is not representative, as its decile values

show the variability that might be experienced. The upper-decile synchronisation times of the

chirp, FSK and EPTLO illustrated in Figure 4.15 were relatively close to the median value

(for SNR values exceeding 5 dB), a most desirable feature. In contrast, the serial and EPTHI

u¡aveforms exhibited higher upper-decile values of 40 seconds and 70-80 seconds, respectively.

The synchronisation times for the chirp, FSK and EPTLO waveforms do not change noticeably

from day to night wheu there is a greater variability in the levels of co-channel interference.

For the serial and EPTHI waveforms, a slightly higher synchronisation time is secondary to the

reduced probability of achieving synchronisation with the serial and EPTHI waveforms at night.

The presumed cause will be discussed in section 4.6'
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4.5.3 Bit Error Rate

Finally, the performances of HF modems was measured based on the relationship between the

median and decile BER and SNR. The BER performance is a typical measure for determining

HF modem performance. In this analysis, because of the logarithmic scale used, an error rate

of 10-6 actually indicates error-free data during the transmission period.

The BER performances of the chirp with no interleaving and short interleaving is shown

in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, respectively. The chirp modem waveform with no interleaving re-

quires a SNR greater than 12.5 dB to achieve error-free transmission. With short interleaving

(Figure 4.20), error-free performance is obtained at SNR values above 17.5 dB. However, the

upper-decile BERs of both chirp waveforms (Figures 4.2I and 4.22) are very high for all SNR

values, the BERs ranging from 10-6 to 10-1. The daytime and nighttime results display in-

significant differences for the two interleaver settings.

The FSK exhibited a poor BER performance of approximately 10-3 and 10-1 at all SNR

values for 75 and 300 bps modes, respectively. The decile BERs displayed in Figures 4.27 and

4.22 showed little improvement as the lower-deciles indicate error-free performance at only 20

and 35 dB SNR levels and typically only fall to values around L0-a for SNR levels greater than 15

dB in the 75 bps mode and 10-3 for the 300 bps mode. At night (Figure 4.23), more significant

degradation to the median BER was observed than during daytime for all SNRs while at 300

bps (Figure 4.24),lhe median BER was unacceptably high for SNRs below 22'5 dB-

The serial waveform showed error-free performance for SNR levels greater than 7.5 dB. As

illustrated in Figure 4.19, there is no variation in the decile values when SNR exceeds 17.5 dB.

During daytime, the serial waveform achieved error-free performance when the SNR was greater

than 7.5 dB. At night, the upper-decile BER is similar to the median for SNR values above 22'5

dB.

The EPTLO performed excellently when the SNR exceeded 7.5 dB. The decile BER dis-

played high variability at SNRs below 22.5 dF.. The day and night BER performance was again

outstanding, with small difference between the BERs at SNR values above 22-5 dB.

The median BER for the EPTHI was 10-6 (i.e. error-free) at SNRs above 2'5 dB when

employing long interleaving. With medium interleaving, error-free performance was achieved at

SNR values greater than 7.5 dB. Figure 4.21 shows high upper-decile values at all SNRs. The

EPTHI with medium interleaving exhibited better decile performance with an upper-decile BER

values similar to the median values at 20, 30 and 35 dB. The comparison between daytime and
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nighttime (Figure 4.23) displays significant degradation in the BER at night. Such results do

not appear in Figure 4.24 where day and night BERs are generally similar.

In summary, as shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, the EPTHI waveform at 600 bps demon-

strated an excellent performance, in terms of the median BER, by providing no errors at a SNR

greater than 2.5 dB. Its performance at high SNR levels is similar to those of the serial and

EPTLO waveforms. In contrast, the chirp waveform requires a SNR greater than 12.5 dB to

achieve error-free transmission. The FSK waveform exhibited the poorest performance at all

SNR values, probably due to the lack of an error-correction scheme. Thus, the three 600 bps

waveforms maintained at least a 5 dB advantage over the chirp waveform at 75 bps. At 300

bps, the WFSK performed poorer than that for the 75 bps data rate. The calculated median

and decile BER5 and their dependence on SNR, illustrated in Figure 4.21 and 4.22, displayed

high variability for the low rate waveforms. The upper-decile BER for the chirp waveform is

particularly high for all SNR values, while the serial and EPTLO showed the least va'riability

between upper and lower decile BER values at moderate to high SNR levels.

For the comparisons between the BER dependencies during the day and at night shown

in Figures 4.23 and 4.24, surprisingly, the two low-speed waveforms showed a relatively greater

degradation in their median BER values from day to night, with the FSK waveform being

particularly affected by the channel conditions at night. In the case of the waveforms at 600

bps, there tryas a much smaller degradation from day to night in the median BER; the upper-

decile BER showed only moderate degradation at middle-range SNR values (10-15 dB) for the

serial and EPTLO u¡aveforms and for all SNRs in the case of the EPTHI waveform'
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4.6 Discussion

The HF modem trials conducted in Thailand were directed to an investigation of the performance

of digital data HF modem waveforms in the equatorial ionospheric environment. The trials were

undertaken under the HF communication system modernisation project of the Royal Thai Navy

which aims to upgrade the HF analog system to digital. With the new digital system, the

operation will be mainly for two applications:

o To deliver data and messages which may require either low-, medium- or high-speed data

modem waveforms, and

o To employ digital voice which requires medium to high-speed modem waveforms

In the first application, the importance and urgency of the message determine the required

data rate to be used. Low priority messages can be sent employing low-speed waveforms as the

integrity of the messages is more important and transmission delay can be tolerated. However,

when delivering a message at high-speed, the modem featuring interleaving should provide error-

free transmission if the interleaver length is longer than the intersymbol interference period.

In the second application, the digital voice must be transmitted in real time to make con-

versation more intelligible. In this case, medium- to high-speed data at 2400 bps or above with

error-control coding is required to ensure high quality and error-free performance.

In the on-air HF modem trials, five modem waveforms were empþed to investigate per-

formance via low- and medium-speed modem waveforms. These waveforms include low-speed

75 bps chirp, 75 bps and 300 bps FSK, and medium-speed 600 bps serial, EPTLO and EPTHI'

The performance of modem waveforms are classified in terms of:

o Probability of achieving synchronisation

¡ Synchronisation time

o Bit error rate

In the low-speed class, the FSK waveform exhibits excellent performance in achieving synchro-

nisation and achieving it within a short period of approximately 5 seconds. Its median syn-

chronisation time does not change noticeably from day to night when there is high va,riability

in the levels of co-channel interference. This is clearly due to low complexity yet an efiective

modulation scheme employing wide-shift binary FSK. However, the median BER performance
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is quite poor ranging from 10-2 to 10-3 for all SNR levels, the poorest of the five waveforms

employed. The cause is presumably the lack of an error correction scheme. The outstanding

performance of FSK is shown in its ability to synchronise quickly and effectively. Its advantage

may be realised by employing this waveform to establish synchronisation before changing to

other waveforms which exhibit lower BER performance'

For the chirp waveform, its median performance in the first two categories was nearly iden-

tical to FSK. However, the median BER performance was far more impressive with a median

BER values of 10-6 (i.e. error-free performance) for SNR levels greater than 12.5 dB. The only

weakness is the high variability of its decile values shown in Figures 4.27 and 4.24. The BER

distribution of the chirp showed significantly high BER tails as evidenced by the relatively high

upper-decile BERs. Typically, the chirp waveform is very effective under multipath propaga-

tion conditions ¿ñ its symbol period is large. In addition, interference can be removed through

the use of excision filters. This leaves only one problem regarding the absence of a Doppler

frequency correction scheme to be investigated. FÏequency shifts arising from differences in fre-

quency standards at the transmit and receive sites are assumed to be the main cause of this

poor performance observed on the chirp waveforms. As described by Clarke (2003b)' the inac-

curacy of the frequency standard units contributes to shifts in frequency causing errors during

the demodulation of the received chirp signal.

For the medium-speed class, the EPTLO outperformed the MIL-STD-188-1104 serial wave-

form and EPTHI with regard to the probability of achieving synchronisation. The EPTLO

waveform also achieved synchronisation within a short time of L0 seconds. This is due to the

long interleaving (10 seconds in length) employed by the EPTLO waveform. The serial and

EPTHI waveforms showed longer median synchronisation times (typically greater than 20 and

25 seconds) which are also at least partly caused by the interleaver settings. As a result, it

cannot be concluded that EPTLO gives the best performance in this category. However, the

decile values shown in Figures 4.15 and 4.17 proved that the EPTLO will be the favoured choice

due to an absence of decile-tails at SNR values greater than 7.5 dB.

In summary, the chirp and EPTLO exhibit superior performance with respect to the prob-

ability of achieving synchronisation. This outstanding performance was maintained during the

nighttime as well as the daytime. The synchronisation time of both waveforms did not show

any variation in decile values during both periods. With regard to BER performance, the chirp

and EPTHI waveforms displayed the lowest median BERs in their classes. However, the chirp

and EPTHI are somewhat unreliable as their decile BERs rose appreciably over all SNR values'
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As a result, the EPTLO has proved to be superior in the medium-speed class while the chirp is

clearly preferable in the low-speed type.

4.6.L Probability of Achieving Error-Flee Blocks

In HF radio communication, multipath fading, noise and interference a,re inherent in the channel.

Noise is often being impulsive in nature causing errors to occur in bursts during the transmission.

Such error bursts are also associated with multipath-induced fading. The BER performance

analysis assumes uniformly distributed errors, which does not give a true representation of the

pattern of errors. The error pattern can be defined by assessing the characteristics of the data

(Brayer, 1968). The error pattern, which is non-random or periodic, posed more problems

because its characteristics cannot be accurately modelled. In this thesis, a parameter called

the probability of achieving error-free blocks (P"¡) is introduced in this section, as it is more

representative in defining the error pattern.

The example shown in Figure 4.25 is used to explain the concept of the distribution of errors

and P"¡. The serial data stream of 50 bits was transmitted and the receiver divided the received

data into 10 blocks each containing 5 bits. In cases (a) and (c), errors occur in groups in the

same block while, in the cases (b) and (d), errors distribute more evenly in the first five blocks

and ten blocks respectively. The calculation of BER and P"¡ and their results are shown in

Tb,ble 4.5. The BER is the average error while P"¡ is calculated as:

Total number of data blocks - Number of data blocks with errors
PeÍ

Total number of data blocks
Nu-N"

N6
(4.1)

Cases (a) and (b) have the same BER of 0.1 and cases (c) and (d) have a BER of 0.2'

However, all cases show different P.¡ values. The P"¡ of case (a) is the highest as errors are

clustered in one block, while the P"¡ of. case (d) is the lowest as errors occurred evenly in all

blocks. Thus, higher values of P"¡ indicates a higher probability that e¡rors occurred in bursts.

Case BER Probability of achieving error-free block
(¡üb - Àt)i^rô

a 5/50 : 0.1 10-1)/10 :0.9
b 5/50 : 0.1 10-5)/10 : 0.5

c 10150 :0.2 (10-2 L0 : 0.8

d 10150 :0.2 I 10-10 /10 : 0.0

TâbIe 4.5: Comparison between BER and probability of achieving error-free blocks

The analysis in this section investigates blocks of data and determines the total number of
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Errors
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Numbe¡ of Total Enors = 5
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Number of Total E¡rors = 5

(b)

Enors

Blocks

Enors

Block #

Enors Number of Total Enors = 10

(d)

Blocks

Figure 4.25: Examples of the uniform and non-uniform distribution of errors

data blocks with errors. The median probabilities of achieving error-free blocks are illustrated in

Figures 4.26 and 4.27. The analysis was undertaken on separated SNR values for the purpose of

comparing the BER performances. It was shown that errors tend to occur in bursts in all modem

\A¡aveforms except the FSK waveform, as indicated by high P"¡ values at SNRs greater than 7.5

dB for waveforms other than FSK. It is important to note that the FSK does not employ any

error correction scheme while the rest of the waveforms utilised some forms of error correction

coding. At low SNRs (below 7.5 dB), all waveforms experienced more uniformly distributed

errors.

, , , N N r , iumberofrotarEnors=l'

As illustrated in Figures 4.28 and 4.29, the decile values of Pef suggest that the FSK is

likely to have at least small errors throughout its transmission while other waveforms appeared

to be able to correct errors leaving large numbers of error-free blocks (as shown by high P"¡).

The results agree with the BER performance of the FSK waveform which is extremely poor

at all SNR values. Figures 4.30 and 4.31 show that highest incidence of errors in the FSK

system came from nighttime data while daytime measurement contains more burst errors then

nighttime data. However, at 300 bps, the difierence between daytime and nighttime values of

P"¡ is relatively small.

In summary, the outstanding performance of the chirp, serial, EPTLO and EPTHI wave-

forms may result primarily from their use of interleaving and error control coding. Thus, errors
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are distributed more uniformly in time, leaving small errors to be corrected by the error control

code. In the case ofthe chirp waveform without interleaving, the adaptive interference rejection

scheme might play a major role in removing impulsive noise and narrowband interference while

FSK, which does not have any error correction or interference rejection scheme, is prone to all

types of noise and interference.

4.7 Conclusion

An on-air experiment was conducted in Thailand in order to investigate the performance of five

HF modems operating in actual propagation conditions in equatorial regions. The modem wave-

forms comprise both US military standard waveforms (FSK and serial) and advanced waveforms

developed by DSTO (chirp, EPTLO and EPTHI) and the trials aimed to establish comparisons

between low- and medium-speed versions of these waveforms. The comparison was based on

three performance-evaluation categories namely: the probability of achieving synchronisation,

synchronisation time and bit error rate. In general, the advanced HF modem waveforms de-

veloped by DSTO showed fa¡ better performance than the military standard types on most

occasions. The chirp and the EPTLO modem waveforms, in particularT gave outstanding per-

formance both during daytime and nighttime. In addition, a fourth parameter was introduced

to characterise the pattern of errors during the transmission and it is consequently shown that

error bursts are of concerned in degrading the modern HF modem rvaveforms investigated in

these on-air trials. The finding in this chapter leads to the conclusion that modern HF modem

waveforms provide effective and reliable performance in equatorial regions. As a result, the

characterisation and optimisation of modem performance was chosen to be studied in terms of

the need to match modem parameter settings (e.g. modulation scheme, interleaving or data

rate) to the channel characteristics. This discussion wiII be presented further in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5

Analysis of Conventional and

Doppler lonograms

5.1- Introduction

An ionogram is a useful means of studying the properties of the ionosphere and skywave prop-

agation conditions in the ionosphere. A conventional ionogram describes the variation of group

delay with radiowave frequency. An instrument called an ionosonde acquires ionogram data by

transmitting a sequence of short energy pulses over a range of frequencies and measuring the

propagation time between the transmitted and received pulse. Hence, ionospheric conditions

can be observed. The use of ionograms is dependent on the application. For example, HF com-

municators would use an ionogram to determine the optimum operating frequency. On the other

hand, researchers may require more advanced equipment to suit a specific task. With modern

ionosondes, different types of sounding techniques are employed to measure more information,

such as the Doppler frequencyshift and spread, phase and angle ofarrival ofthe received skywave

signal.

The conventional sounding system can be monostatic (vertical-incidence, VI) or bistatic

(oblique-incidence, OI). However, it is most common that ionospheric data will be recorded

at vertical incidence. For skywave HF communications, this form of data does not provide

the most useful description of ionospheric propagation conditions (e.g. maximum observed

frequency, MOF) between communication circuits. In order to obtain such information, OI

sounding systems either for fixed point-to.point or fixed to mobile station with self-embedded

sounding systems are an option. Another option is the use of the range-conversion technique,
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or also known as equivalent frequency transformation technique, which transform an ionogram

observed at VI or OI to that between other communication links.

In this chapter, we examine the applicability of the range-conversion technique in the equa-

torial ionosphere where large horizontal gradients associated with the Appleton anomaly are

known to exist (Fejer, 1931). The range-conversion technique is also applied to Doppler fre-

quency as measured in a Doppler ionogram. The implementation and reconstruction of the

channel scattering function (CSF) are investigated. The accuracy and limitation of these tech-

niques are also discussed.

5.2 Ionospheric Sounding Network

Ionogram data described in this thesis was acquired by a commercial KEL IPS-71 ionosonde situ-

ated in Sattahip (lat 12.70"N, lon 100.65o8), Thailand. The ionosonde is part of the ionospheric

sounding network operated by the Royal Thai Navy (RTN). The details of the RTN ionosonde

network were discussed in Chapter 4. The KEL IPS-71 ionosonde has been in operation since

early L999. The KEL IPS-71 ionosonde is capable of operating in oblique-incidence sounding

(OIS), vertical-incidence sounding (VIS) and Doppler modes. The details of each sounding mode

are shown in Table 5.1

Mode ors VIS Doppler

Type cw pulsed
7 frequency

Interleaved pulses

Flequency 2-25 MHz 1.6-15 MHz 1.6-15 MHz

Ftequency Step 250 kHz 50 kHz 1-00 kHz

Height/Group delay
Range

0-5 ms 75-840 km 75-840 km

Doppler Resolution 0.1.562 Hz

Tb,ble 5.1: Configurations of the KEL IPS-71 lonosonde

The Doppler sounding mode operates only at VI. It produces a Doppler ionogram which

includes a conventional ionogram (group delay versus frequency) together with a Doppler-delay

spectrum, also called the Channel Scattering Function (CSF), at each frequency' Figure 5.1

illustrates an example of a Doppler ionogram collected on September 23, 1999 at 1333 hours,

local time. The selected frequency was 10 MHz. As shown, the propagation conditions are

benign with small Doppler spread and a Doppler shift close to zero. Such conditions are often

experienced during the day.
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The range-conversion technique involves the equivalent frequency transformation or range-

conversion from vertical-incidence (VI) to oblique-incidence (OI) ionograms. The aim is to de-

duce channel characteristics on an oblique path, such as the communication path from Songkhla

to Sattahip described in Chapter 4. The analysis technique can also be applied to OI ionograms

where there may be no requirement for frequency transformation (if the sounding and commu-

nications path are identical). However, unlike VI sounding, absolute time is very important for

OI sounding in which synchronisation between transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) ionosondes must

be maintained throughout the acquisition period.

This chapter examines the technique for transforming VI-to-OI equivalent frequency and

Doppler frequency. It also reviews the application and limitation of these techuiques. Examples

of observed and calculated Maximum Observable Flequencies (MOFs) are presented and the

accurå,cy of the technique is discussed.
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5.3 Conventional Ionogram Analysis

Conventional ionograms (both VI and OI ionograms) typically serve HF communicators as a

means of monitoring ionosphe¡ic conditions and of selecting the optimum operating frequency.

The characteristics of the channel are described through an ionogram in terms of frequency,

group delay or virtual height, and amplitude of the received signal. A network of ionosondes

around the world has been collecting ionospheric data to map the global ionosphere' However,

the data has been sporadic due to difficulties in locating sounders in some areas such as the

vast oceanic regions. In an attempt to utilise available ionospheric data for use in remote or

inaccessible regions, range-conversion techniques have been reported (Nielson and Hagn, 1964;

Lynn, 1993; Lynn and KeIIy, 1993). By using such techniques, the ionograms obtained from

either a VI or OI sounding system can be transformed or range-converted to other corresponding

ionograms representing other skywave paths at different path lengths'

In this analysis, ionogram data was collected on two paths:

o an OI sounding system from Songkhla to Sattahip

o a VI sounding system at Sattahip

The results of conventional ionogram analysis in this section give a comparison between Songkhla-

to-Sattahip maximum observed frequency (MOF(612)sost) and range-converted VI Sattahip

ionograms to a comparable 612-km path (MOF(612)s,rs,r). The latter ionograms represent

ionospheric conditions at a location approximately 300 km north of those for the former SoSh

path.

The aim in this section is to examine the applicability of the ionogram range-conversion tech-

niques for application in the equatorial ionosphere where large horizontal gradients associated

with the Appleton anomaly are likely to influence the accuracy of such techniques'

5.3.1 Ionogram Range-Conversion Techniques

The ionogram range-conversion techniques refer to methods for transforming an ionogram recorded

on one path to ionograms representing paths of difierent lengths. They require information on

the variation in absolute group delay (or virtual height) with radiowave frequency. The rela-

tionship between VI and OI ionograms is illustrated in Figure 5.2 (adapted from Davies (1996)).

The point of maximum frequency or critical frequency /" (e.S. point e) on the VI ionogram will

not, in general, correspond to the MOF at point bt on the OI ionogram.
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The range transformation technique has been studied to find the relationship between the

frequencies of radiowaves propagating vertically and obliquely. Several techniques describe the

transformation, including the secant law, Breit and T\rve's theorem, Martin's equivalent path

theorem and modified secant law. In this section, an ionogram range-conversion technique

applies the modified secant law of oblique propagation shown in Equation 5.1. TWhen the distance

between a transmitter and a receiver exceeds L200 km, the flat earth approximation becomes

invalid; and the curvature of the earth must be included. In addition, the k-factor is introduced

as a cortection factor for the curvature of a thin ionosphere.

fo¡: la¿le secþ (5.1)

where

/¿ is the frequency at oblique-incidence

/o¿ is the equivalent frequency at vertical-incidence

/ is the angle of incidence as shown in Figure 5'3

For simplicity, assumptions have been made that 1) there is no effect of the earth's magnetic

field, 2) possible horizontal gradients are ignored, and 3) there is no rapid change in the refractive

index.

By using the modified secant law with the inclusion of the curvature of the earth and the

ionosphere, the relationship between frequency at VI and OI is represented in Equation 5.2' The

derivation of this transformation equation is described in Appendix A.
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where

/o¿ is the frequency at vertical-incidence

/o¿ is the frequency at oblique-incidence

&o¿ is the /t-factor at oblique-incidence

¿ is the radius of the earth which is approximately 6367.6 km

/z'o¿ is the virtual height at oblique-incidence

P¿ is the group path length as sho\Arn in Figure 5'3

0o¿ is an angle related to the path length d shown in Figure 5.3

With respect to Figure 5.2, the frequency f¿ and the virtual height hlo¿ can be obtained

directly from the actual VI ionograms collected at Sattahip. Each ionogram pixel or each
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data point (for example at point a in Figure 5.2) corresponds to an amplitude, an operating

frequency and a group delay or virtual height. In the transformation process, all ionogram pixels

are converted to equivalent-obliquè-incidence ionogram pixels at 612-km range' corresponding to

the path distance from Songkhla to Sattahip. Multihop propagation via either the E or F layers

are ignored as the transformation equations (Equation 5.2) are derived on the assumption of

single hop propagation. The horizontal gradient effect can be taken into account using a method

described by Lynn (1993) which will be discussed in Section 5.6. The range-conversion technique

is capable of transforming ionograms at any path length to the other of different path length

(".e. from VI-to.OI, OI-to.VI or OI-to-OI) within the efiective path distance. The effective

path distance is the distance over which the structure of the ionosphere remains stable and it

is assumed that it would apply to the 306-km distance from Sattahip to the Songkhla-Sattahip

midpoint. In this thesis, only range-conversions of VI-to-OI ionograms are undertaken due to

the requirement of absolute group delay measurement (e.g. the use of GPS) at oblique-incidence.

Based on the observations of OI ionograms recorded by the KEL IPS-71, these ionograms do not

satisfy this requirement. Figure 5.4 displays an example of a VI ionogram collected at Sattahip

and the rarge-converted to 612-km ionogram using the ra,nge-conversion technique'
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6.4 Results and Validation of Range-Conversion Technique

104

The range transformation technique was applied to a set of selected VI ionogram data. Data from

the follorving dates were chosen: September 20r 2I,23r 24, 27,29 aud 30, 1999. For comparison,

Songkhla-to-Sattahip (SoSh) OI ionograms were obtained at the time close to the acquisition of

Sattahipto-Sattahip (ShSh) VI ionograms. There \ryas a seven-minute time difference between

VI and OI ionospheric sounding; VI ionograms were recorded at 13, 28, 43 and 58 minutes in each

hour and OI ionograms v¡ere recorded at 06, 27, 36 and SL minutes. During this seven-minute

period, small errors are expected, especially during the sunrise period when rapid changes in

the electron density profiles occur.

In this thesis, the times of sunrise and sunset are calculated using a program provided by

U.S. Naval Observator¡ Astronomical Application Departmentl. The observation point is the

midpoint between Songkhla and Sattahip (Iat 10"N, lon 1-00oE). The ground sunrise and sunset

times from 19 September to 1 November l-999 are shown in Tb,ble 5.2. At F-layer heights, the

sunrise time is approximately 30 minutes before the ground sunrise times'

Date Sunrise (LT Sunset LÎ )

L9lo9lse 06:09 18:18

20loslee 06:09 18:18

2ll0eles 06:09 18:17

22l0eles 06:09 18:17

2sloeles 06:09 18:16

24l0elee 06:09 18:15

2sloslee 06:09 18:15

26l0slee 06:09 18:14

27l09lse 06:09 18:13

28l0elss 06:09 18: L3

2sl}slee 06:09 18:12

sol}else 06:09 I8tI2
orlrolse 06:09 L8:1 1

Tâble 5.2: Ground sunrise and sunset times for selected dates

The first example of the comparisons between the range-converted VI-to-OI (i.e' 0-km to

612-km range) ionograms and the actual OI ionograms observed on the Songkhla-Sattahip path

is shown in Figure 5.5. Figures 5.5(a) and (b) show a VI ionogram recorded at 1728 LT and

a range-converted (to 612-km) ionogram, respectively. Figure 5.5(c) is the actual Songkhla-

Sattahip OI ionogram recorded 7 minutes earlier. As illustrated in Figures 5.5(b) and (c), the

ionosphere is benign showing small delay spread. The vertical traces observed on the Songkhla-

t http ://www.aa.usno.navy. mil f data f docs/RS-OneDay.html
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Sattahip ionogram indicate narrowband interference at several frequencies. The MOF of the

range-converted ionogram MOF(612)snsn is slightly greater than that actually observed on the

OI ionogram (MOF(612)sosä). This is expected (ignoring the seven-minute time difference)

dut to the location of the mid-point reflection of Songkhla-Sattahip path which is closer to

the magnetic equator than the VI sounding system shown in Figure 4.1. The latter cause is a

consequence of the equatorial anomaly (discussed in Section 5.5) which results in a north-south

gradient in the maximum electron density, with minimum levels at the magnetic equator'

The second example (Figure 5.6) was taken from a nighttime VI ionogram at 2358 LT and

an OI ionogram at 2351 LT. One interesting feature that can be observed in Figure 5.6(c) is the

range spread-F which is evident from 3 to 9.5 MHz. This phenomenon is commonly observed at

night in the equatorial regions. However, the VI ionogram (Figure 5.6(a)) shows minor evidence

of range spread-F only on the second-hop F2 trace. However, agreement in MOF(F2) values

occurs even though the Songkhla-Sattahip OI ionogram is range spread whilst the Sattahip-

Sattahip VI ionogram, which is more distant from the magnetic equator, shows little evidence

of spread-F. This example demonstrates one of the limitations of applying the range-conversion

technique to the VI ionogram. The assumption of stationarity of the ionosphere over the 306-

km distance from Sattahip to the Sattahip-Songkhla midpoint is shown to be invalid in this

instance for determining actual propagation conditions. However, the estimation of MOF(F2)

was accurate on this occasion.

Figure 5.7 displays a comparison between a range-converted ionogram and OI ionogram at

0558 and 0551 LT respectively. At pre-dawn, the MOF(F2) decreases to its lowest value and

increases again after sunrise when electron production begins. This is evident in Figure 5.7(c)

where the available frequency band is very limited (3 to 4.S MHz) at 0551 LT. At 0558, sig-

nificant differences between the range-converted VI ionogram and the actual OI ionogram are

apparent (Figure 5.7(b) and (c)). This is due to the time differences between VI and OI sound-

ing, especially near sunrise. The MOF(F2) is expected to increase swiftly within minutes and

therefore, some differences between MOF(F2) are expected during this period.

The last example of a VI-to-OI ionogram range-transfo¡mation is shown in Figure 5.8. Both

ionograms were collected at a time close to midday (1058 and 1051 LT). A large separation

between the o and x ray traces (Figure 5.8(c)) is observed, suggesting the presence of a medium-

scale travelling ionospheric disturbance (TID). The range-transformation, which is assumed to

apply only to the o-ray, appears to be invalid here since the agreement is better for the x-rays.

The next result (Figures 5.9) is a comparison between manually scaled MOFs (Songkhla-
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Sattahip) and range-converted Sattahip VI-to-OI MOFs. The frequency difference between the

two MOFs (AMOF : MOF6ss.rved - MOF"anse-converted) (Figure 5.10) is plotted over several

days. As shown in Figure 5.10, the range-converted MOFs deduced from the Sattahip VI path

are generally greater than the observed MOFs for the Songkhla-Sattahip OI path due to the

north-south gradient to be reexamined in Section 5.6. The transformation technique shows a

relatively high degree of accuracy with a standard deviation of frequency difference of 0.9892

MHz over 7-day period. Figure 5.10 also shows large values of AMOF from 1700 to 2000 UT

(0000-0300 LT) for 23 and 30 September 1999. By disregarding this portion, the standard

deviation decreases to 0.7277 MHz. Other statistical analysis values are given in Tâble 5.3.

AMOF
(7-day Analysis)
(MHz)

AMOF
exclude 1700-2000 UT)
(MHz)

Deviation 0.9892 0.7277

Mean -0.5618 -0.4043

Tbble 5.3: Statistical analysis of the difference in MOF (AMOF) during 7-day period

As illustrated in Figure 5.10, excellent agreement was found with AMOF less than *1 MHz

during the daytime from 0400 to 1000 UT. However, larger differences in MOFs are observed

from 0000 to 0400 UT. It is speculated that the equatorial electrojet commencing after sunrise

may cause these errors as the MOF increases (due to solar-induced production of ionisation)

and decreases suddenly (due to the onset of the electrojet) during this period (Figure 5.9).

To support this argument, magnetometer data showing total geomagnetic field intensity (F) is

given in Figures 5.11 and 5.12. Data from Alibag and Phuthuy are chosen, as no such data was

available for Thailand. The locations of these observatories are given in Table 5.4. As shown

in Figures 5.11 and 5.12, the intensity is observed to increase at 0400 UT and 0300 UT for

Alibag and Phuthuy, respectively indicating the onset of the electrojet. These correspond to the

decrease in MOFs shown in Figure 5.9.

Observatories Geographic
LAT LON LAT LON
18.63 72.87 9.9 145.8

Phuthuy, Vietnam 21.03 105.95 70.4 177.8

Table 5.4: Locations of selected observatorres
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5.5 Effects of the Equatorial Anomaly on the Range-Conversion

Technique

The objective of this section is to investigate the horizontal gradient in equatorial regions and

its effect on the range-conversion technique. Because the range-conversion technique assumes a

symmetrical ionosphere, the horizontal gradient will cause an inaccuracy in the calculated MOFs.

As mentioned ea¡lier in Section 5.4, the equatorial electrojet may occur at low latitudes both

after sunrise and sunset. This will introduce a north-south gradient in the F2-layer maximum

electron density. In order to measure the gradient, a network of ionosondes is required to measure

the height of the F2-layer along the communication path. The RTN ionosonde network described

in Chapter 4 employs only one ionosonde capable of operating in the VI mode and this is not

sufficient for this purpose. As a result, this section investigates the ionospheric distortion by

using ASAPS software.

In equatorial regions, the interaction between the eastward electric field and the geomagnetic

field causes an upward drift of the ionised particles in the F2 region. The plasma then moves

downward to the lower altitudes, but is forced to move in the direction of the magnetic field

lines. Hence, the plasma is transported and distributed both north and south causing high

concentrations at geomagnetic latitudes of approximately *20o. The resulting anomaly is called

the "fountain efiect" (Hanson and Moffett, 1966) or the "electromagnetic E x B drift". As a

result, the ionospheric layer is distorted giving rise to an asymmetric ionosphere with a north-

south gradient during its occurrence.

In this section, the ionospheric distortion caused by the equatorial anomaly (Appleton

anomaly) is investigated through the use of ASAPS software. A series of height variations

of the ionospheric F2 layer as a function of geographic latitudes is shown in Figure 5.13. The

layer height is plotted along 100.6oE longitude from OoN to 14oN and coincides with the longi-

tude of the skywave path of HF modem trials. Sattahip and Songkhla latitudes are 7.91o and

L2.70oN respectively. The plots are shown at 4-hour intervals of Universal Time. The Universal

Time is seven hours behind local time at these longitudes. It can be seen that at 0000 UT (0700

LT), the ionospheric layer is flat; an assumption of propagation via a symmetrical ionosphere is

therefore correct. However, the height of the ionospheric layers starts to increase after sunrise.

At 0400UT, the north-south gradient is more evident with the height around 680 km at 2o

geographic latitude. The cause is expected to be due to the E x B drift, lifting the layer height

at locations near the magnetic equator. The gradient remains strong at 0800 UT and sta¡ts to
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decrease at 1200 UT.

The effect of the equatorial anomaly is also demonstrated in Figure 5.14 which illustrates the

variation of frequencies at vertical-incidence /, as a function of latitude. Because the frequency

at vertical-incidence or critical frequency (/r) it proportional to the electron density at the

reflection point, the range-conversion technique will be valid only ifthe electron density profiles

are uniform over the calculated point.

At 0400 UT, the critical frequencies along the path were equal while the layer height dis-

played a large north-south gradient, implying the existence of the equatorial anomaly. As the

plasma is transported along the magnetic field lines after the events occurred, the electron

density at 15o-20o latitudes will be more intense than at the magnetic equator, hence, /, will

increase. This result can be observed at 0800 UT when the gradient can still be observed but

l, at L4'N latitude shows a higher values than that at lower latitudes.

Figure 5.15 shows the MOF for a 612-km path assuming the reflection point (i.e. the

midpoint) is above each latitude. The values of MOF vary in the same manner as the /r. These

results suggest that the MOF values could also be used to correct the effect of the north-south

gradient as well as the /, values. Finally, Figure 5.16 illustrates the changes in M(d) as a

function of latitudes. The M-factor is the ratio between the oblique frequency (at path length

d) and the vertical frequency. It is a function ofreflection height (h') and the path distance d. In

general, M(d) decreases as the height increases so it can also be used to estimate the frequency

at other locations.

Since the range-conversion technique ¿ßsumes the reflection of the signal via a symmetrical

ionospheric layer, the result will be inaccurate when the equatorial gradient is present. The

typical ways of determining the propagation path is by using ray tracing techniques (Kelso,

L964; Nielson, 1-968; Davies and Rush, 1985a; Davies and Rush, 1985b). However, a knowledge

of the electron density profile at the reflection point is required. The effect of the horizontal

gradient can also be mitigated using a method described by Lynn and Kelly (1993) which is

discussed in the next section.

5.6 Gradient Correction

As the equatorial anomaly causes a horizontal gradient in the F2-layer maximum electron den-

sity, the assumption of a symmetrical ionosphere is no longer valid. The effect of this event

can be observed through the MOF plots of Songkhla-Sattahip ionograms (observed) and range-
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converted to a 612-km ionogram (calculated). Typically, a decorrelation between observed and

calculated MOF values wiII be seen during such an event. An attempt to correct this decorre-

Iation by applying the gradient correction factor (GCF) to the range-converted MOFs will be

investigated here. The GCF is defined as a ratio of critical frequency f oF2 at Songkhla-Sattahip

mid path and f oF2 at Sattahip 
r

GCF¡, : #ÊeêL (5.3)
J usnsn

This ratio can be obtained by using channel propagation prediction software such as ION-

CAR ASAPS, etc., or using scaled f oF2 val:ues from recorded ionograms. With the ASAPS

program, the calculated GCF is based on a monthly median value supplied by the program and

it might not be suitable for day-to-day predictions in equatorial regions.

Apa,rt from considering the gradient correction factor as a function of critical frequency

(/r), the GCF is investigated based on its dependence on the ma,)dmum observable frequency

(MOF) for a 612-km path whose path midpoints are at Sattahip and the Songkhla-Sattahip

mid path and the M-factor (M(d,)) at the same locations as the MOF. In a similar fashion to

Equation 5.3, we define:

GCF¡a1¿¡ :

GCFryror :

M(d)sosn
M (d) snsn
MOFsos¿

(5.4)

(5.5)
MOFs¿s¿

5.6.1 Results and Discussion

Figures 5.17 and 5.18 compare the measured MOF(F2)s for the Songkhla-Sattahip path and

those measured from range-converting to 612-km Sattahip VI ionograms expressed as MOF(612)sos¿

and MOF(672)snsn, respectively. The range-converted frequencies have been corrected by gra-

dient correction factors based on "fu, M(d) and MOF, these three parameters being ASAPS-

predicted values. The MOFs are presented as monthly median values calculated over September

and October, the period when the modem trials were conducted. During the two months of

observation, the solar activity was considered to be moderate with the median sunspot numbers

(SSN) of 102.3 and 107.8, respectively (T-indices: 89 and 92). The records of solar activity

were obtained from the IPS Radio and Space Service website and the monthly median values

for 12-month period are shown in Tb,ble 5.5

Figure 5.L9 and 5.20 illustrate the frequency error term (aMoF : MOFsos¡ - MOFS¡5¡)

(in a similar manner to that described in Section 5.4). Other statistical parameters such as the
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(a) No ASAPS Gradient Corection - October, 1999
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(a) No ASAPS Gradient Correction - September, 1999
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Figure 5.L9: Fbequency difference between actual monthly median MOF and applied-GCF range-

converted to 612 monthly median MOF (September, 1999 ionograms)
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(a) No ASAPS Gradient Correction - October, 1999
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Figure 5.20: trÌequency difference between actual monthly median MOF and applied-GCF range-

converted to 612 monthly median MOF (October, 1999 ionograms)
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Month Jan Feb Mar Apt Mar Jun Jul Arrg Sep Oct Nov Dec

SSN 82.6 84.6 83.8 85.5 90.5 93.1 94.3 97.5 102.3 107.8 111.0 111.1

Tb,ble 5.5: Monthly median sunspot numbers in 1999

correlation coe cient (r), mean (MOF) and standard deviation (std(MOF)) are calculated and

shown in Th,bles 5.6 and 5.7. The correlation coefficient r is calculated by Equation 5.6.

nD r¿a¿ - ri A¿ (5.6)

nDn? - (Drù2 nÐa? - (Daù2

September October
r STD Mean r STD Mean

No ASAPS GC 0.9358 1.3375 -0.9583 0.9088 1.0579 -1.1304

ASAPS GC - l, 0.9260 1.2302 -0.5519 0.8819 1.7772 -7.0472

ASAPS GC - M(d, 0.9105 1.3396 -0.6019 0.9005 1.0686 -1.0914

ASAPS GC - MOF 0.924r I.2429 -0.4946 0.8738 1. 1881 -1.0000

Tb,ble 5.6: Statistical values of a comparison between MOF(612)s,sn and MOF(612)5¿5¡'

September October
T STD Mean r STD Mean

No ASAPS GC 0.9598 1,.2017 -0.7833 0.9433 0.8610 -0.8838

ASAPS GC - /, 0.9706 0.8351 -0.3083 0.9316 0.8983 -0.7480

ASAPS GC - M(d) 0.9587 0.9155 -0.3292 0.9474 0.8336 -0.8280

ASAPS GC - MOF 0.9724 0.7881 -0.2233 0.9292 0.8818 -0.6889

Tâble 5.7: Statistical values of a comparison between MOF(612)sosn and MOF(6L2)s¿s¿ (ex-

clude 1800 UT for September and 1600-1800 UT for October)

Figure 5.17(a) shows the comparison between MOFs at the mid-path and the range-converted

MOFs without GCF applied. Noticeable decorrelation can be observed from 0100 UT to 1800

UT (the latter MOF being the larger) and from 2000 UT to 2100 UT in September (the latter

now being smaller). During October (Figure 5.17), small to large decorrelation is present from

0000 UT to 1900 UT with the difference being pronounced from 1200 UT to 1800 UT.

When GCF¡, is applied to calculated MOFs, the September results show relatively good

agreement from 0000 UT to 0800 UT and 1100 UT to 1700 UT (Figure 5.19). In October,

higher correlations are shown between 0400 UT and 1000 UT. However, large di-flerences are

still present at 1800 UT in September and from 1200 UT to 1900 UT in October. According

to TãbIe 5.6, improvement has been made in September as the standard deviation decreases

from 1.3375 to L2302 Hz. Similar results were obtained when using the GCF based on MOF
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(Figures 5.17(d), 5.18(d), 5.19)(d) and 5.20(d). In terms of M(d), the corrected MOF still shows

large decorrelation after the GCF¡a1¿¡ is applied. In summar¡ the GCF as a function of /o and

MOF tends to give a better improvement than that based on M(d). It is suggested that the

ASAPS values of /, and MOF are the more important factors in determining the GCF rather

than the ASAPS-defined variation in layer height alone described by the M-factor'

FYom previous results, it is shown that ASAPS could be used as a means to assist range-

transformation. F\rrther assessment has been made to investigate the accuracy of the values

predicted by ASAPS. Figures 5.21 to 5.24, show comparisons between monthly median values

of observed and ASAPS-predicted values, as well as the difierence between ASAPS-predicted

and observed values. Plotted in each figure are: (a) observed Sattahip VI maximum frequencies

and ASAPS-predicted MOFs, (b) range-converted to 612-km MOF values based on Sattahip VI

ionograms and (c) observed and ASAPS-predicted Songkhla-Sattahip OI MOFs for September

and October.

During daytime, observed MOF(O)s¿s¿ is less than that of ASAPS-predicted values in

September but is greater from 0000 UT to 0200 UT in October. For comparisons between

the critical frequencies at Sattahip (Figures 5.21(a) and 5.22(a)), the ASAPS-predicted MOF

displayed a high correlation in October (r : 0.9299 as shown in Tãble 5.8) but less in September

(r : 0.8479) when large differences \ryele observed between 1400 UT to 1800 UT.

T Mean
October

I STD Mean

MOF ShSh 0.8479 1.3965 0.i687 0.9299 0.8699 0.7246

MOF 612 ShSh 0.7710 1.9691 0.1238 0.8896 r.t475 0.0179

MOFt 612) sos¡, 0.7567 1.6088 -0.3567 0.8295 1.2985 -0.9642

Table 5.8: Statistical analyses for a comparison between ASAPS-predicted MOFs and observed

MOFs

ember
r

October
T STD Mean

MOF(0)sns¿ 0.9717 0.6581 -0.4442 0.9572 0.7974 0.0352

MOF '612
shsh 0.9628 0.8131 -0.7516 0.9207 1.0114 -0.2148

MOF 612 .9o^91¿ 0.9182 0.9817 -0.s774 0.8840 7.2258 -1.1900

Tâble 5.9: Statistical analyses for a comparison between ASAPS-predicted MOFs and observed

MOFs (exclude 1400-1800 uT for september and 0000-0200 uT for october)

In Figures 5.21(b) and 5.22(b), the observed MOF values were taken from range-converted

VI ionograms recorded at Sattahip. In September (Figures 5.21(b) and 5.23), ASAPS predicted
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September,1999
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Figure 5.21: Comparison between ASAPS-based prediction MOF and observed MOF (Septem-

ber, 1OSO ionograms): Values compared are (a) MOF(0) (i.". /,) at Sattahip, (b) MOF(672) at

Sattahip, and (c) MOF(612) for the Songkhla-Sattahip midpoint
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October,1999
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Figure 5.22: Comparison between ASAPS-based prediction MOF and observed MOF (October,

1,999 ionograms): Values compared are (a) MOF(0) (i.e. fò ur Sattahip, (b) MOF(612) at

Sattahip, and (c) MOF(612) for the Songkhla-Sattahip midpoint
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(a) MOF(o).n"n September 1999
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Figure 5.23: Frequency difference between ASAPS-based prediction MOF and observed MOF

(Sõptember, 1999 ionograms): Values compared are (a) MOF(0) (i.e. lò at Sattahip, (b)

MOF(612) ar Sattahip, and (c) MoF(612) for the songkhla,sattahip midpoint
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(a) MOF(o).n.n October 1999
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Figure 5.24: Frequency difference between ASAPS-ba,sed prediction MOF and observed MOF

(October, 1999 ionogtams)' Values compa,red are (a) MOF(0) (i'e. lo) at Sattahip, (b)

MOF(612) at Sattahip, and (c) MoF(612) for the songkhla-sattahip midpoint
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MOFs higher than the values observed over the interval from 0200 UT to 0900 UT with a period

of small differences from 0000 to 0100 UT and 0900 to 1300 UT. In October 1999, this tendency

for ASAPS to overestimate (MOF(672)snsn) duringthe daytime extended from 1000 LT until

early evening (2000 LT).

The observed MOFs on the Songkhla-Sattahip path (Figures 5.21(c) and 5'22(c)) are lower

than the ASAPS-predicted MOFs during the interval from 0300 UT to 1200 UT in September

and from 0300 UT to 1800 UT in October. This feature is undesirable, as it results in a reduced

available band for HF skywave communications. Between 1400 UT and 1800 UT (2100-0100 LT)

in September, poor agreement is shown implying that ASAPS MOFs are severely underestimated

during this period. This nighttime increase in electron density (relative to that predicted by

ASAPS) was especially evident in September and may be the result of plasma transport either

from the topside layer or from another geographical region. Spread F occurence may also be a

factor. This feature is less pronounced in October, when the comparison shows better agreement

except between 1000 UT to 1800 UT (1700-0100 LT).

In summary, the application of the ASAPS program in equatorial regions requires more in-

vestigation. Based on the study, during the daytime, the relatively poor agreement between OI

observations and predictions (compared with significantly better agreement between VI observa-

tions and predictions) implies that the ionosphere is driven higher during the electrojet process

than that assumed by the theoretical models on which the ASAPS height data is based. In

October, the scale of disagreement is not as great as in September indicating monthly variations

in the ionosphere.

5.7 Doppler Ionogram AnalYsis

A Doppler ionogram refers to a conventional ionogram presented along with the channel scatter-

ing function (CSF). The CSF is the delay and Doppler spectrum of the channel at a particular

frequency. In modem performance evaluation, a CSF at oblique-incidence is a common input to

a channel simulator. Because ionograms are often collected at VI, the Doppler characteristics

of the chaunel at OI must be calculated. This requireme,nt is the subject of this section.

The range transformation technique described in this thesis is used to transform a VI iono-

gram to its equivalent oblique ionogram. It provides an estimation of MOF(F2) at other locations

within the effective range. The Doppler ionogram analysis described in this section is an exten-

sion of the range transformation technique from radiowave frequency to Doppler frequency' The
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aim is to investigate the application of this approach in transforming a VI Doppler ionogram

to an equivalent OI Doppler ionogram. This technique in turn provides a CSF for a 612-km

oblique path for channel simulation purposes. To date, the Doppler frequency transformation

has not yet been used for evaluating the performance of HF modems.

This section describes the derivation of the Doppler transformation technique and the tech-

nique is applied to actual data. The method's accuracy and limitations with regard to application

at low latitudes are also discussed.

6.7.1 Doppler Frequency TÌansformation Technique

Doppler frequency transformation is an extension of the range transformation technique de-

scribed in Section 5.3. A VI Doppler ionogram is similar to a conventional VI ionogram with

additional Doppler frequency information being available. Each ionogram pixel represents an

amplitude, group delay or virtual height, radiowave frequency and Doppler frequency. Doppler

frequency (/¿r) describes the time rate of change in the phase path P at the carrier frequency

(/").

,,:-+ # (5.7)

where c is the speed of light.

The Doppler frequency transformation approach applies several assumptions as follows:

o the radio signal is reflected via a thin ionospheric layer

o the secant theorem is obeyed

o the propagation at OI (at frequency Ía) and VI (at frequency /r¿) occur at the same

virtual height (å' is constant),

o only vertical movement of ionospheric layer with constant velocity occurs.

Equation 5.8 illustrates the relationship between Doppler shift at VI and at OI. The calcu-

lation is shown in detail in Appendix B.

Írpo, _2f_oi.a*h _acoso (5.s)
ln,, - fr¿ P

After radiowave frequency conversion (using the equivalent frequency transformation), the

range-converted to 612-km frequency will not have the same fixed frequency steps as that in the

original VI ionogram (100-kHz frequency step), but will be spread across a range of frequencies.
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In order to construct a CSF at a single frequency, the Doppler information relating to the pixels

or data points representing operating frequencies within a 10-kHz bin are assumed to belong to

one frequency.

The range-converted to 612-km Doppler ionogram is constructed at a chosen frequency. The

original resolution of the VI Doppler ionogram (or equivalently the CSF) is set at 0'1562 Hz'

The process of obtaining the Doppler ionograms involves using a FFT technique to calculate

the Doppler spectrum. The spectrum above the threshold level is collected and shows in the

Doppler-delay window. The drawback of this method is that those values below the threshold

are lost and cannot be used in the future, resulting in an incomplete CSF' FYom this point,

it is evident that the accuracy in the Doppler transformation process is crucial in accurately

determining the channel characteristics. After Doppler frequency transformation, the resolution

of the calculated OI Doppler ionogram will be approximately the original value of 0'7562 Hz-

For the purpose of determining delay spread and Doppler spread seen on the range-converted

ionogram, a $-point interpolation is applied to obtain Doppler frequency at a resolution of 0.032

Hz.

An example of a range-converted Doppler ionogram and the interpolated CSF are shown in

Figure 5.26. The VI Doppler ionogram (Figure 5.25) at 0013 hours LT on 24 September 1999

was range-converted to the 612-km OI ionogram shown in Figures 5.26. Figure 5'26(b) shows

the CSF corresponding to an operating frequency of 5.5 MHz. The frequency shift is observed

to be between 0.15 and 0.3 Hz. Flom both the unmagnified and magnified CSFs shown in

Figure 5.26(b) and (c), the delay and Doppler spread are difficult to measure from the lou¡

resolution point-by-point plot. The contour plot (Figure 5.26(d)) provides a better description

of the CSF in interpolated form. The delay and Doppler spread are now measured from the

CSF by calculating the spread at the threshold level below the peak amplitude' These values

\A¡ere me&sured to be 40 ¡^rs and 0'35 Hz (based on a -3 dB threshold).

Another example of a range-converted Doppler ionogram is illustrated in Figure 5-27- In

this example, a contour plot of the interpolated CSF shown in Figure 5.27(d) exhibits two main

peaks at the Doppler shifts of 0 Hz and -0.3 Hz. These two components are not clearly seen in the

actual CSFs shown in Figures 5.27(b) and (c). Therefore, the interpolation technique provides

the advantage of identifying certain features which are not clearly observed in an actual Doppler

ionogram.
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Figure 5.25: An example of VI Doppler Ionogram and its 5-point interpolated contour plot

(a) actual VI ionogram - Date: 24 Sep 1999, Time: 0013 tT, (b) channel scattering function

corresponding to an operating frequency of 5.5 MHz, (c) magnified channel scattering function

illustrating measured data points, (d) 5-point interpolated contour plot of previous channel

scattering function (b)

I
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Fþure 5.26: An exa,rnple of rangeconverted Doppler lonogram and its 5-point interpolated

.ooto* plot (a) rangeconverted to 612-km ionogram - Date: 24 Sep 1999, Time: 0013 tT, (b)

channel scattering function corresponding to an operating frequency of 5.5 MHz, (c) magnified

channel scattering function illustrating measured data points, (d) 5-point interpolated contour

plot of channel scattering function (b)

o

I
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Figure 5.27: An example of range-converted Doppler lonogram ¿nd its 5-poiut interpolated

"uoto* 
plot (a) range-converted to 612-km ionogram - Date: 24 Sep 1999, Time: 1643 I'iT' (b)

channel scattering function corresponding to an operating frequency of 8.0 MHz, (c) magnified

channel scattering function illustrating measu¡ed data points, (d) 5-point interpolated contour

plot of channel scattering function (b)
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5.8 Conclusion

The range transformation technique when applied to low latitude VI ionograms provides fairly

accurate results considering that a time difference between ionospheric sounding is involved. The

standard deviation of the difference between the range-converted MOF (based on VI soundings)

and the observed OI MOF (based on a sounding path whose midpath is 306 km south of the VI

sounder) is 1.3375 and 1.0579 MHz from two months of observations. The transformation is less

accurate during nighttime (errors of up to 6 MHz as shown in Figure 5.10)' During transition

periods, care must be ta,ken and the gradient effect must be corrected. It is recommended that

the GCF based on /, provides further improvement to the range.converted MOF. The current

analysis has been implemented with a short-range circuit in Thailand. The investigation of this

technique applied to a longer link may provide further validation of this technique.

The Doppler frequency transformation was implemented under several assumptions due to

the lack of certain information such as the angle of arrival of the signal. Generall¡ the range

transformation technique has worked well for conventional ionograms, and it is on this basis that

a claim is made that it should also work well for Doppler ionograms, provided the ionosphere is

not disturbed by spread-F irregularities which may have limited geographical extent.



Chapter 6

CSF-Based BER Estimation Method

(BEREM)

6.1 Introduction

In digital communication systems, a typical measure of HF modem performance characteristics

is the bit error rate (BER), normally expressed as a function of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

BER is usually obtained by the use of HF channel simulators during the HF modem design

and performance evaluation process. The baseband transmitted signal generated by a modem

is passed into a channel simulator, which in turn produces a baseband output signal compris-

ing multipath components, each with user-defined propagation parameters (e.g. group-delay,

Doppler shift and Doppler spread). Finally, the receiving modem processes the HF-simulator

output signal and calculates the BER'

The most common HF channel simulator (CCIR, 1986a; 1986b) recommended by the In-

ternational Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR) applies the Watterson model (Watterson et

al., 1970). The model has been widely used for narrowband applications but assumes a limited

set of propagation conditions. Its principal limitations are:

1. the assumption of discrete propagation modes having negligible groupdelay spreading and

Gaussian Doppler profiles and

2. A coherent bandwidth (the reciprocal of the group delay spread) which is often less than

a typical HF communications bandwidth during specific propagation conditions (Sec-

tion 2.6).

136
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Another new and promising HF channel simulation system employs the wideband HF propaga-

tion model and a new noise and interference model (Mastrangelo et al', 1997). The wideband

HF channel model overcomes the bandwidth restriction of the Watterson model and is capable

of simulating a much greater range of ionospheric channel conditions. As a result, the develop-

ment of the new BER estimation technique introduced in this thesis is based on the use of the

wideband model.

Conventional channel simulators such as those based on the Watterson model are typically

used in the laboratory where the characteristics of the channel are defined prior to an evaluation

process. This channel characterisation usually represents the channel only in a restricted sense.

For example, three standard HF channel conditions namely: Good, Moderate and Poor channels

(CCIR, 1g86a) are defined by only two parameters which are differential delay and Doppler

spread. These channels are used to cover most of the channel conditions experienced in practice'

For real-time applications, those parameters are not sufrcient to estimate the BER performance

of HF modems. Therefore, a further measurement of the channel characteristics is required' This

measurement is facilitated in this study by the availability of Doppler ionograms to provide a

more realistic characterisation of the skywave channel'

The main contribution made in this thesis is the design and implementation of the channel

scattering function (CSF)-based BER Estimation Method or BEREM. BEREM can be used as

an alternative to the conventional narrowband HF channel simulators and the new wideband

simulation system. The objectives of the development of the BER^EM system are:

o to enable an HF modem to be tested prior to an on-air test and

o to assist in real-time frequency management selection

The four major topics relating to the proposed BEREM have been discussed in Chapters 2 to

5. These four topics include 1) HF propagation modelling, 2) investigation and implementation

of HF modem waveforms, 3) performance of HF modems during on-air experiments and 4)

conventional and Doppler ionogram analyses.

In this chapter, the implementation of the CSF-based BEREM system is developed and de-

scribed. The simulated channel is generated in the BEREM system and is based on 125 Doppler

ionograms recorded over a two-day period. The BEREM system is tested on two low-speed

modem waveforms: Flequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMC\M) or chirp and Flequency

Shift Keyed (FSK). The BER results are validated using the on-air trials BER performance data

described in Chapter 4.
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6.2 Design and Implementation of the BER Estimation Method

The CSF-based BEREM involves four main subsystems intended for determining the estimated

BER performance of HF modems operating via oblique skywave paths whose midpaths are

within an approximately 306-km radius of the vertical-incidence (VI) sounding system. The

design of the BEREM system is aimed at real-time applications where an ionosonde network

exists. As illustrated in Figure 6.1, software implementation of the BER estimation technique

is divided into four main stages:

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Stage 4

Figure 6.1: Software implementation block diagram of the CSF-based BER estimation method

r Stage 1 - Doppler ionogram analysis system: The analysis of VI Doppler ionograms

involves the range transformation of VI Doppler ionograms in both radiowave frequency

and Doppler frequency. The input to the system is a VI Doppler ionogram. The ionogram

is range-converted to that ofa 612-km skywave path corresponding to Songkhla-to-Sattahip

communication circuit. The result is a range-converted CSF at a selected frequency.

o Stage 2 - \Mideband HF channel simulation system: The simulation system is based

on the Vogler and Hoffmeyer (V&H) wideband HF channel model. The simulation system

accepts the parameters describing the range-converted CSF and other related channel

parameters and produces a channel transfer function to be used for the modem performance

evaluation system.

o Stage g - HF modem performance evaluation system: The system generates the

HF modem lvaveforms and passes them through the simulated channel. The received

waveforms are processed to calculate the BER. Generally, Stages 2 and 3 can be considered

as a conventional channel simulation system which is connected to transmit and receive

HF modems.

o Stage 4 - BER result validation system: The BER verification and validation system

employs a database derived from the on-air HF modem trials conducted in Thailand in
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order to compaxe the simulated BER results with those observed in September 1999- For

real-time applications, this component can be neglected as it serves to validate the BEREM

system in this thesis. The outcome of the BEREM system is an estimate of the BER over

a selected skywave path. More details on each subsystem are described in the subsequent

section.

6.2.L Doppler Ionogram AnalYsis

The function of the Doppler ionogram analysis is to transform VI Doppler ionograms to equiv-

alent OI Doppler ionograms for the 612-km Songkhla-to-Sattahip skywave path' The cha¡ac-

teristics of the CSF are then measured and used in the HF channel simulation system to be

described in Section 6.2.2.

Figure 6.2 illustrates the implementation of the Doppler ionogram analysis system. The in-

put to the system is a VI Doppler ionogram collected at Sattahip, Thailand (12.70"N, 100'65"8).

A VI sounding system operates in Doppler mode on a 15-minute cycle at the end of each HF

modem data transmission. The Doppler ionogram has a swept carrier frequency with a 100-kHz

frequency increment and Doppler resolution of 0.1562 Hz. A total of 125 Doppler ionograms,

recorded on September 24 and 25, 1999, were analysed. The ionogram data and their corre-

sponding modem operating frequencies are shown in Figure 6.3. The analyses were undertaken

for both daytime (0700 LT to 1600 LT) and nighttime (1600 LT to 0700 LT). The daily T-indices

were 41 and 29, respectively. The 24-hour measurement period should ensure a wide range of

propagation conditions being observed and simulated in the channel simulation system' As

shown in Figure 6.3, the occurrence of spread-F is also observed during this period when a large

number of spread-F events appeared at nighttime. The blank area indicates missing ionogram

data.

With reference to Figure 6.2, the VI Doppler ionogram is firstly range-converted to a 672-

km OI Doppler ionogram using the range-conversion formulae for both frequency and Doppler

frequenc¡ described in Chapter 5, Appendix A and B. These formulae are expressed as the

following:
(a+h'o¿)-acos0o¿

Po¿

, 2lal
Iat: U ¡

where

/r¿ is the frequency at vertical-incidence

(6.1)
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Figure 6.2: Flow chart of Doppler ionogram analysis system (Stage 1)

/¿ is the frequency at oblique-incidence

/co¿ is the fr-factor at oblique-incidence

¿ is the radius of the earth which is approximately 6367.6 km

lz'o¿ is the virtual height at oblique-incidence

P¿ is the group path length as shown in Figure 5.3

0o¿ is an angle related to the path length d shown in Figure 5.3

VI Doppler ionogram

(100kHz carrier frequency step)

(0J562H2 Doppler resolution)

Range-converted

612-km OI

Doppler ionogram

&
collect CSF at

selected frequency

(within 10-kHz bin)

Interpolated

(5-poiat spline

interpolation)

Applv
IRI Model

or

Calculate channel pa.rameters

(delay/Doppler spread,

Doppler shift, rise time etc.)

(6.2)
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24 September 1999

10 15
(a) Time (LT)

25 September 1 999

20

10 15
(b) Time (LT)

Figure 6.3: Selected Doppler ionograms and occurrences of spread-F during measurement period

where

f o"u ls the Doppler frequencY at OI

ln,, is the Doppler frequencY at VI

lz is the virtual height (h: htou)

P is the group path (P : Po¿)

The resulting range-converted Doppler ionogram corresponds to the channel of the skywave

path used for HF modem transmissions. Examples of the range-conversion process are shown

in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. A VI Doppter ionogram at 0158 LT (Figure 6.4) and its range-converted

to 612-km OI ionogram (Figure 6.5) are illustrated. The operating frequency of the HF modem

at that time was 8.905 MHz. The original CSF at this frequency is presented in Figure 6.5(b)

with its magnified version (Figure 6.5(c))'

Because the ionogram pixels are rearranged according to the transformation technique iI-

lustrated in Equations 6.1 and 6.2, the range-converted ionogram will not have a uniform and
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Figure 6.4: An example of a VI Doppler ionogram recorded at Sattahip, Thailand; Date: 24

September 1999, Time: 0158 LT (Example 1)

Figure 6.5: An example of a range.converted to 612-km Doppler ionogram corresponding to

Figure 6.4; Date: 24 September L999, Time: 0158 LT (Example 1)
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discrete increments in radiowave frequency. As a result, the reconstruction of the OI CSF in-

volves an aggregation of ionogram pixels within a L0-kHz bin. All pixels within this range are

grouped as belonging to one radiowave frequency. The CSF at the modem operating frequency

is then selected to determine the channel parameters to be used for the simulation'

Due to the configuration of Doppler sounding, the resolution of the ensuing CSF is rela-

tively low (0.1562 Hz). As a result, the analysis technique applies 5-point interpolation to the

range-converted CSF to smooth the CSF's surface. After interpolation, a contour plot such as

that shown in Figure 6.5(d) is used to determine the characteristics of the channel in terms of

several parameters illustrated in TâbIe 6.1. These p¿ùrameters are 1) path distance D, 2) carrier

frequency /", 3) penetration frequency f ,, 4) layer thickness o, 5) layer height lzs, 6) normalised

maximum amplitude.4, 7) pa.rtial delay o", 8) mean delay o", 9) Doppler spread half width ø¿,

10) Doppler shift at the maximum amplitude /, and 11) Doppler shift at the lower end of delay

spread /"¿.

Path D
(k-)

Í"
(MHz)

le
(MHz) (k-)

hs

(k-)
A oT O¿ OD s

(Hu
lsr
(Hu)

1 612 8.905 1.5.4 50 226 1 30 1.4 0.10 0.01 0.01

2 612 8.905 L5.4 50 279 1 30 14 0.09 0.13 0.13

3 6t2 8.905 15.4 50 228 1 15 7 0.10 0.31 0.31

Tã,ble 6.1: Input parameters corresponding to the range-converted CSF shown in Figure 6.5.

Date: 24 September 1999, Time: 0158' (Example 1)

The last six parameters listed in Table 6.1 are obtained directly from the range-converted

CSFs and the details are described in Section 2.10. The layer thickness ø and layer height h¡ are

obtained using the International Reference Ionosphere (IRJ) model (Bilitza, 2001). The layer

thickness is defined as a thickness where the electron density decreases by a factor of 2' Another

option for d.etermining the layer thickness is the POlynomial Analysis (POLAN) or true height

analysis program (Titheridge, 1979). This program requires the measured ionogram and applies

a linear laminating analysis technique to produce a true height profile. The relationship between

the electron density as a function of altitude h, Iü(h) and the plasma frequency /;v(lr) can be

shown as:

743

/rv(h) :*rÆ
where

N(h) is the electron density as a function of real height (electrons per cm2)

(6.3)
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/r(h) is the plasma frequency as a function of real height (Hz)

e¡ is the permittivity of free space (8.854 x L0-12 farad/m)

rn" is the electron mass (9.107 x t0-31 kg)

e is the charge on the electron (-1.602 x 10-1e coulomb)

Flom knowledge of the electron density profiIe or plasma frequency the layer thickness can

be calculated.

6.2.2 Wideband Channel Simulation Implementation

Figure 6.6 illustrates the implementation of the channel simulation process (Stage 2)' The inputs

to the channel simulation system are defined by 11 parameters obtained from the range-converted

OI Doppler ionograms. The output of the model is a channel transfer function f1(/'¿)' The

derivation of the transfer function is described in Chapter 2 where the channel impulse response

of each propagation mode can be expressed as:

hn(r,t): t[e"¡¡on(r,t)ún(r,t) (6.4)

where P,r(r) is the delay power profile, Dn(r,t) is the deterministic phase function, and {t"(r,t)

is the stochastic modulating function.

Stage 1:

Doppler

Ionogram
Analysis

Measured Ío)

s(r, lo

Input parameters

H (l,t) H(Í,t)
To Stage 3

Yes L

No

Agree ?

CSFsCalculate
CSF

v&H
Wideba.nd

Model

Adjust
input

parameters

Figure 6.6: Block diagram of wideband channel simulation system (stage 2)
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The transfer function is the Fourier transform of the channel impulse response h(r, ú) with

respect to r and the simulated ,5(r, /a) is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function

of the channel impulse response Q¡rþ, At') and is shown as:

'* ón1r,at¡e-i2"lnat d\t (6.5)s(r,ln): J_*

The 
^9(r, /¿) is then compared with the range-converted 612-km CSF obtained in Stage 1 and

a decision is made on whether the main cha¡acteristics of the simulated CSF agree with the

range-converted CSF. These characteristics are measured in terms of Doppler spread, Doppler

shift at the peak amplitude and delay spread. If these parameters do not âgree, adjustment is

made to the input parameters to improve agreement. Once reasonable agreement between the

simulated CSF and the range-converted CSF is obtained, the channel transfer function H(l,t)

is passed to the HF modem performance evaluation system.

An example of a CSF (example L) derived from Table 6.1 is shown in Figure 6'7. As shown,

the spread of delay and Doppler spectrum is wider than expected. Adjustment was made

particularly on mean delay o, and Doppler spread half width o¿. Several input parameters are

then adjusted and given in Tb,ble 6.2. The CSF after an adjustment is shown in Figure 6.9.

Three skywave components are apparent with comparable frequency shifts, delay and Doppler

spread. It is concluded that the simulated CSF is in reasonable agreement with the range-

converted CSF. Hence, the I1(/, ú) will be used in the next stage. Another example (example 2)

is selected as a daytime example. The range-converted CSF and the simulated CSF are shown

in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. The pa,rameters used in the simulation are given in TãbIe 6'3.

Path D
(k-)

Í"
(MHz)

lp
(MHz)

o
(k-)

hs
(km)

A o1
(p')

oc
(p')

oD
(Hu)

I'
(Hu)

lst
(Hr)

1 6t2 8.905 r5.4 50 226 1 40 19 0.03 0.01 0.01

2 612 8.905 75.4 50 219 1 18 8 0.03 0.10 0.10

3 672 8.905 'J.5.4 50 228 1 20 I 0.03 0.30 0.30

Tâble 6.2: Input parameters required by the V&H model (second attempt to improve agreement

between CSFs) Date: 24 September L999, Time: 0158 LT. (Example 1)

6.2.3 HF Modem Performance Er¡aluation

Figure 6.12 shows a block diagram of the HF modem performance evaluation system. The

channel transfer function H(l,t) obtained in Section 6.2.2 is down-sampled to a sampling rate

typically corresponding to the transmitted signal s(ú) (e.g. 6000 Hz). The complex baseband
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Figure 6.7: Channel scattering function derived by parameters shown in Tb,ble 6.1 (before an

adþstment of input parameters); Date: 24 September 1999, Time: 0158 LT. (Example 1)

Path D
(km)

l"
(MHz)

le
(MHz)

o
(km)

hs
(k*)

A or
(ps)

O¿

(ps)
OD Í' 2

JsL
(Hz)

1 6L2 .605 17.4 30 445 1 45 27 0.1 -0.7 0.7

2 612 10.605 1r.4 30 454 1 40 19 0.1 -0.8 -0.8

3 612 10.605 17.4 30 480 0.6 90 44 0.1 -0.8 -0.8

Tb,ble 6.3: Input parameters required by the V&H model. Date: 24 September 1999, Time:

0913. (Example 2)

received signal r(t) is obtained through a convolution process which can be implemented in

either the frequency or time domain as expressed in Equations 6'6 and 6.7.

r(ú) 
: ')\,.1,li"r,,,^ 

lllì
where

* is the convolution process'

s(ú) and S(/) are the complex baseband transmitted signal and its Fourier transform.

h(r,t) and fl(/,t) are the channel impulse response and its Fourier transform with

respect to r.
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Date: 24109/99 Tlme: 0158 LT Operating Frequency:8.gosMHz
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Figure 6.8: Channel scattering function of a range-converted Doppler ionogram; Date: 24

September 1999, Time: 0158 LT. (Example 1)
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Figure 6.g: Channel scattering function corresponding to parameters given in Table 6.2 (after

an adjustment of input parameters); Date: 24 September 1999, Time: 0158 LT. (Example 1)
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Figure 6.L0: Channel scattering function of a range-converted Doppler ionogram; Date: 24

September 1999, Time: 0913 LT. (Example 2)
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Figure 6.11: Channel scattering function corresponding to parameters given in Table 6'3; Date:

24 September 1999, Time: 0913. (Example 2)
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F-11.) is the inverse Fourier transform operator

Stago 2r

Wideband
Channel

Simulation

749

H(l,t) n(t)

Tn (¿)
H +(f,t) To Stage 4

Figure 6.12: Block diagram of HF modem performance evaluation system (Stage 3)

In this simulation, the frequency domain implementation was chosen for its computational

efficiency. The frequency response to s(ú) is obtained by modulating the discrete Fourier trans-

form (DFT) S(/) of the transmitted signal s(ú) by the down-sampled channel transfer function

H{l,t). The received signal r(t) is then calculated by applying an inverse discrete Fourier

transform (IDFT) to the frequency response -R(/).

Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) is employed for the present simulation. However,

more realistic HF noise models could be utilised and this could be a subject of future research. In

the scope of this thesis, the simulation is restricted to AWGN model. The energy per bit per noise

power spectral density (Eu/N") for the simulation is determined by the median signal-to-noise

level measured during the HF modem trials. In the on-air trials, the measured signal-to-noise

ratio (S/N or SNR) is the ratio of the received signal power to noise plus interference power.

lwithout a more complex noise measurement technique, such as measuring the noise spectrum,

noise and interference cannot be identified separately. This is in contrast to the simulated BER

result which is a function of E6/No with no interference or impulsive-noise component. The

average BER is calculated over a period of 200 seconds. The minimum non-zero which can be

simulated is 6.6 x 10-5, corresponding to 1 error at a 75 bits/s data rate.

s*fu
Signal

modulator
(1s FSK @

75 bps'

J, :6kHz)

AWGN
generator

DFT

IDFT Detector Error
Detector

Signal

Demodu-
lator
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6.2.4 BER Result Validation

Figure 6.13 illustrates the validation technique for the BER estimation scheme (Stage 4)' The

simulated BER results are compared with on-air BER results. In order to compare on-air and

simulated BER results, an assumption is made that the measured median noise power contains

only white noise with no interference. The relationship between the measured SNR and E6/No

can be described by Equation 6.8'

Signal Power _ Eu . BW
Noise Power No R

where BW is the bandwidth in use and R is the data rate'

(6.8)

In a2.7 kHz bandwidth system with a baud rate of 75 bps, the simulated BER as a function

of E6/No should provide a simila¡ BER at a measured SNR 15.56 dB lower than E6/No (eg.

SNR: Eu/No - lologls 2+8q).

The implementation was carried out on conventional chirp and FSK HF waveforms. The

implementation of the chirp waveform here is different to that of the ARM-9401 HF modem.

Due to the use of proprietary software employed in the actual modem, which was not available

to the author, the chirp implementation is based on the waveform described by Derbyshire and

Gott (1gg2). Therefore, the results are expected to be difierent due to the different signal-

processing techniques. For the FSK waveform, the wide-shift FSK (ma,rk and space frequencies

at 1675 and,2425 as defined by MIL-STD-1S8-1104) are adopted. The accuracy of the technique

is determined by comparing the simulated BER (BER5) with the measured BER (BER¡a) as a

simulated to measured ratio (SMR).

Stage 3:

IIF modem

performance

evaluation

SNR

Simulated BER

Measured BER

BER

BER vs SNR

plot

compare

and

plot

Simulated BER

Measured BER

(on-air

measurement)

Figure 6.13: Flow chart of BER result validation (Stage 4)
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6.3 Results

Figures 6.14 to 6.17 illustrate the comparison between the measured and simulated BER values

for FSK and chirp modem waveforms over a 2-day period. Each BER value corresponds to

one 1$-minute period during which both VI Doppler ionogram and on-air modem results were

available. The VI Doppler ionograms were recorded at the end of the HF modem transmission

and have approximately a 1-0-minute time difference between the chirp and FSK transmissions.

Apart from the BER comparison, the BER performance is also presented in terms of median

BER over 5-dB SNR intervals.

Figure 6.14(a) shows the daytime BER and median BER results for the FSK modem. At

SNR levels greater than 30 dB, both measured and simulated results reach the BER of 10-a

which effectively indicates error-free performance. As the SNR decreases below 30 dB, the

measured BER increases while the simulated BERs remain at 1,0-4. In Figure 6.14(b), both the

individual SMR and the median SMR values approach unity as the SNR increases, in particular,

at SNR values greater than 10 dB. Low SMRs (indicating a simulated BER being significantly

smaller than the measured BER) are observed at SNRs below 0 dB. The possible causes of these

results is discussed in Section 6'4.

At nighttime, the BER results shown in Figure 6.t5(a)) look chaotic; the measured BER is

scattered over all BER values while the simulated results indicate that the modem should still

perform well at night. In Figure 6.15(b), the SMR and its median values are typically less than

unity with median values between L0-3 to 10-2'

For the chirp waveform (Figure 6.L6), similar results are observed during the daytime at

SNRs between 10 and 40 dB. The ensuing simulated and measured BERs appear to be well

correlated as seen by the relatively few individual SMR values less than 10-1 and the fact that

all median SMR values equal 1 for SNR levels greater than 10 dB. At night, the SMR values

shown in Figure 6.17, fall into the 10-2 to 100 region while the median values lie between 0'1

and unity at SNRs between 15 to 35 dB.

6.4 Discussion

The simulation results for the chirp and FSK waveforms show generally good agreement with

observation during the daytime. This result is expected since the propagation conditions are

mostly benign during the day at low latitudes. However, heavy clusters of SMRs below unity
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Figure 6.14: Comparison between mea,sured and simulated BER of FSK waveform (daytime

results). BERr'r and BER' denote individual BER measurements and simulations, respectively
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Figure 6.16: Comparison between measured and simulated BER of chirp waveform (daytime

results)
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show that the simulated BERs are often lower than the actual BERs. This indicates that a

simulated performance is better than that actually measured'

At night, no correlation between simulated and measured BERs was found for both FSK

and chirp modems and the results again show an underestimation of BERs by simulation relative

to that of the on-air experiment. The possible reasons for the nighttime difference include:

o greater ionospheric variability at night (e.g. spread-F) on the OI path but not at Sattahip

VI path and,

o a much higher incidence of interference of variable levels at night.

Firstl¡ the variability of the equatorial ionosphere is greatest at night, particularly under

extreme conditions such as spread-F. The investigation showed that the spread-F condition was

observed on the OI path but this feature did not appear on the Sattahip VI ionogram or is shown

only on the second-hop F trace. As the range-conversion technique ignores the second-hop F2

propagation, the range-converted ionogram remained benign without spread-F.

Secondly, there is higher level of noise and interference at night; much of it is the signal

from ,,press-to-talk" operations which may not have been captured by the relatively crude noise

measurement system. The effect of the inaccuracy in the noise measurements is evident ai SNRs

below 0 dB, as shown in Figures 6.14 to 6'17.

6.5 Conclusion

The CSF-based BER estimation technique provides a new means of characterising HF modem

performance both in the laboratory and in real-time applications. The proposed BEREM tech-

nique is more versatile than the conventional channel simulator as the former is based on the

use of CSF's derived from actual Doppler ionograms, rather than analytical functions having

limited applicability. The wideband model employed in the system has the advantage over

the Watterson model as it can simulate highly disturbed channel conditions without increasing

implementation complexity. The BEREM is also suitable for both narrowband and wideband

communication systems.

The proposed technique is based on the assumption that the results represent the perfor-

mance of HF mod.ems in a fading channel with additive white Gaussian noise while, in practice,

impulsive noise and narrowband interference wiII lead to a degradation in BER performance'
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The comparison between simulated (based on the BEREM technique) and measured BER re-

sults shows generally good agreement during daytime when the ionospheric is less disturbed

and lower level of noise and interference are experienced. At nighttime, the estimated BER

showed poorer agreement with measurements and improved characterisation of the noise and

interference is thought to be essential in obtaining more accurate simulation results.

The range-conversion technique also assumes stationarity of the ionosphere over a 306-km

radius from the VI sounder and over a l5-minute period, and these assumptions are questionable

under disturbed conditions, particularly at night. The finding stresses the importance of a

network of ionosondes to support HF communication systems. Based on the BEREM system,

an extrapolation can be made so long as the assumptions are valid over the communication path.

Otherwise, ionospheric sounding data from many locations should further improve the use of

BEREM. Furthermore, it is suggested that the Doppler frequency transformation technique may

require more parameters, such as the angle of arrival of the received signal, to more accurately

characterise the movement of ionospheric layers. Thus, direct OI Doppler ionograms without

range-conversion may also o er improved accuracy during the nighttime when high variability is

observed in the ionosphere. Due to the limitation of the RTN ionosonde network, these subjects

could be investigated in the future when such information is available.



Chapter 7

Recommendations on RTFM

Options

7.L Introduction

This chapter discusses several recommendations on real time frequency management (RíIFM)

options in equatorial regions. The recommendations on RiIFM are based on experimental studies

of the performance of HF modem operating under equatorial ionospheric conditions, analyses of

conventional and Doppler ionogram data, HF channel simulation and HF modem performance

evaluation, all of which are discussed in this thesis. Three aspects are recommended for assisting

the RjTFM techniques and to improve reliability of digital data HF modems. These three aspects

include:

1. A frequency management scheme which relies on,

(a) Propagation prediction softwa¡e such as the Advanced Stand Alone Predic-

tion System (ASAPS),

(b) A network of ionosondes, and

(c) Range-conversion techniques applied to the ionospheric data (e.g. vertical

or oblique ionograms and Doppler ionograms).

2. Noise and interference measurement system.

3. Channel characterisation system and modem performance evaluation systems.
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7.2 Flequency Management

The most basic approach in assuring the reliability of HF communication systems is frequency

management. Because the variation in the ionosphere is mainly solar dependent, the usable

frequency will change from hour to hour and from day to day. Hence, frequency planning is

necessary in order to adapt the HF communication systems to operate at the proper frequency.

One frequency management technique is the use of propagation prediction software such as the

ASAPS system. This prediction programs provide recommendations on a frequency that is us-

able from 50% (median maximum usable frequenc¡ MUF) to 90% (optimum working frequency

O\MF) of days. However, its application at low latitudes is still in doubt due to the lack to

existing ionospheric data particularly in south-east Asia. The prediction program was derived

from historical data collected sporadically around the world, with interpolation procedures and

data from theoretical models providing the final database. As a result, it is more appropriate

for long-term planning than day-today applications.

For real-time applications, the MUF between communication links should be obtained from

ionogram data. This technique offers an opportunity to operate at a higher frequency and it also

helps avoid large congestion near the recommended MUF. For example, in equatorial regions,

sporadic E can sometimes have an extended operating frequency up to the upper-end of the HF

band during the daylight hours. This offers the possibility of operating at a higher frequency

than that via the F-region. Without RTFM, a large portion of the HF band is left unused'

Another example of the inaccuracy of ASAPS is discussed in Chapter 5. The ASAPS program

sometimes underestimated the effect of the equatorial anomaly which causes the concentration

of electron densities at latitudes of approximately *20' north and south of the magnetic equator'

This underestimation of the effects of the equatorial electrojet, although only observed over a

two-month period, resulted in an overestimation by ASAPS of the MUF at locations close to

the magnetic equator.

As previously mentioned, the ionosonde network provides more advantages than the predic-

tion techniques in terms of determining the actual propagation conditions and MUF in real-time

applications. The use of a single ionosonde has a limitation as it only provides vertical-incidence

ionospheric data and has limited use for HF communications. A point-to-point communication

will be more effective if each station employs some form of self-embedded sounding system or

has an ionosonde station close by. A large network can also provide more advantages such as 1)

determining the correlation of ionospheric condition between different links, 2) estimating the

stability of the ionosphere, 3) allocating the best communication paths, and 4) rerouting the
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transmission over paths where less disturbances will be experienced.

Finally, it is suggested that HF communication systems should incorporate a range-conversion

process to select the best operating frequency for other links where no actual ionospheric data

is available. The assessment of the applicability of the ionogram r&nge-conversion technique for

use at low latitudes is discussed in Chapier 5. The result from the assessment shows that the

technique provides a generally accurate outcome which is comparable to the maximum observed

frequency (MOF) of the OI Songkhla-Sattahip path. However, the effect of the ho¡izontal gra-

dient could still be observed, and the use of a correction factor (such as the factors used in

Chapter 5) is advisable.

7.3 Noise and Interference Monitoring System

The next recommendation concerns the measurement of noise and interference. Noise and in-

terference measurements are considered as a part of channel evaluation techniques used for

frequency management (Maslin, 1937). There are several aspects that need to be addressed

regarding the requirements of such a system. Firstly, noise and interference are not typically

detected by ionospheric sounding systems at a specific frequency. Because, an ionosonde nor-

mally has a frequency step between 50 kHz and 250 kHz, narrowband interference will not be

observed. F\rrthermore, the Flequency Modulated Continuous \Mave (FMCW) technique for

oblique sounding would not receive random noise during the ionospheric sounding. As a result,

a separate measurement system for noise must be set up.

Secondly, even though noise and interference levels can be obtained through a model or

prediction software, it is often inaccurate in some areas where no proper studies have been un-

dertaken. Galactic and atmospheric noise levels can be estimated by using the method described

in the CCIR Report 322-1, (7964). However, man-made noise needs to be measured.

Thirdly, the noise and interference levels are required to accurately calculate a signal-to-

noise ratio (SNR). According to the study of HF modem performance described in Chapter 4,

the SNR is a dominant factor for determining modem performance in terms of the probability

of achieving synchronisation, synchronisation time and bit error rate (BER). The HF modem

trial results suggest that the new advanced HF modem waveforms and the US military standard

serial tone modem operate with near error-free performance if SNR levels exceeded 10 dB. Ii

was also reported by Clarke (2003b) who compared the dependency of modem performance on

other ionospheric parameters such as the ionogram group delay spread and the signal-to-clutter
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ratio (SCLR). His results showed that SNR is the primary parameter which correlated well with

the modem performance. However, further investigation on the effects of Doppler shift should

also be conducted. Hence, it is recommended that noise and interference measurement systems

should be used to allocate channels with the lowest noise and interference levels.

Finally, as demonstrated in Chapter 6, the simulated BERs were often underestimated by

the BER estimation technique. The cause is assumed to be at least partly caused by noise and

interference which cannot be modelled as a Gaussian noise process. Therefore, more parameters

must be included to accurately characterise the channel'

Apart from the employment of a direct noise and interference measurement system, other

solutions for such problems range from:

o the relocation of the communication system, especially of the receiving subsystem if it is

situated at a vulnerable location with high man-made noise levels, and

o the use of a directional (or null-steering) antenna for avoiding interference in a specific

directions

7.4 Channel Characterisation and Modem Performance Evalu-

ation System

The last recommendation involves the characterisation of the channel and estimation of modem

performance. The aim is to employ an existing ionosonde network for channel characterisation

purposes. A recommendation by Clarke (1980) suggested that the use of a pilot-tone sounder

would be more desirable than the use of oblique ionosondes to characterise Doppler effects' This

recommendation was based on the lack of Doppler measurement capability in the conventional

oblique sounding system. With modern ionosondes, more detailed characteristics of the received

signal, such as phase, Doppler shift and angle of arrival, can also be recorded. Unlike conven-

tional ionograms which record the received signal in terms of amplitude, frequency and group

delay, Doppler ionograms include additional Doppler frequency information for each data point

presented on an ionogram. The Doppler ionogram characteristics of the channel are investigated

for the modem performance evaluation in Chapter 6.

With Doppler ionograms, the channel behaviour can be monitored giving channel parameters

for channel simulation which are of considerably greater relevance than parameters derived solely

from conventional ionograms. The channel is then simulated using the V&H wideband model
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which proved to be applicable at low latitudes. The model can simulate several ionospheric

conditions often observed at low latitudes (e.g. spread-F). The performance evaluation then

estimates the BER for the recorded and range-converted channel obtained via a vertical sounding

system. The parameters of the modems can be adjusted to achieve the best performance for the

actual HF communication systems'

Furthermore, it is recommended that the channel characterisation technique should also

apply range-conversion techniques for both radio frequency and Doppler frequency. The study

described in Chapter 5 and 6 illustrates the potential of the range-conversion technique during

quiet conditions experienced during daylight hours. However, its use under nighttime conditions

still requires more study.

7.6 Summary

Recommendations on R|IFM options in equatorial regions are discussed. They are based on

the experimental studies throughout this research. The suggestions are concentrated on the

applications of RIFM to improve the performance of digital communication systems based on

the use of HF data modems. Three main approaches suggested are as follows:

(i) A frequency management approach

(ii) Noise and interference measurement system

(iii) Channel characterisation and modem performance evaluation system

A frequency management system is recommended to employ prediction software such as ASAPS

to provide long term frequency planning while a network of ionosondes is more suitable for

real-time application. An ionosonde network is important for validation of range-conversion

techniques and should be included in the RTFM systems. Since the range-conversion approach

requires a gradient correction factor when the assumption of a symmetrical ionosphere is no

longer valid (such as in equatorial regions), the ionosonde network should be used to verify the

calculated MOF.

The second recommendation is very important as it determines the required SNR levels to

achieve a desired BER. A noise and interference measurement system should be used to avoid

assigned frequency channels with high levels of noise and interference. This system is additional

to the ionosonde network.
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Finally, it is recommended that the RTFM should include a channel characterisation system

along with a modem performance evaluation system. The channel characterisation system could

employ the ionosonde network from which Doppler ionograms are obtained. The choice of

channel modem can be varied. According to the comparison between the Watterson and the

Vogler and Hoffmeyer wideband model, the latter is more useful since the Doppler ionogram

and channel scattering function (CSF) can be observed and compared with a simulated CSF.

The simulated channel should be used to estimate the BER performance of an HF modem so

that its parameters could be adjusted to achieve an acceptable BER.



Chapter I

Conclusion

8.1 Conclusion

This thesis has presented an implementation technique of the channel scattering function-based

Bit Error Rate Estimation Method (BEREM). The aim is to optimise the performance of HF

modems operating in equatorial regions. Skywave channels in equatorial regions a¡e often char-

acterised by targe delay spread and Doppler frequency spreads, especially during equatorial

spread-F periods. Another significant property is the rapid change in the electron deusity

caused by the Appleton anomaly (Hanson and Mofiet, 1966). This results in a north-south

gradient in the ionospheric layers and large spatial and temporal variations in plasma frequency

during its occurrence. In addition, the HF channel in the region is also characterised by highly

variable levels of noise and interference. This study concentrated on the improvement the HF

communications which are possible through the use of modern HF modems.

The thesis commenced with an assessment of the Watterson and the Vogler and Hoffmeyer

HF channel models. The Watterson model (Watterson et al., 1970) is recommended by ihe

CCIR as a basis for HF modem performance evaluation. The investigation in Chapter 2 showed

that the Vogler and Hoffmeyer (V&H) wideband model (Vogler and Hoffmeyer, 1993) rlras as

representative as the Watterson model, but capable of simulating a wider range of propagation

conditions. The channel characteristics in the wideband model are represented by the channel

scattering function (CSF) which can be obtained from Doppler ionograms. Because of this

convenience, the channel simulation system employed in the BEREM is based on the Vogler and

Hoffmeyer wideband model.

An investigation of the performance of HF modems operating in actual equatorial iono-
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spheric conditions was undertaken to assess the quality of standard and advanced DSTO-

developed HF modem waveforms described in Chapter 3. The on-air experiment was carried

out in Thailand for three months. The findings in Chapter 4 indicated that modern HF modems

developed by DSTO exhibited a superior performance in this region. Therefore, it was concluded

that future improvement in HF communication systems, particularly those using HF modems,

can be better achieved by a proper selection of the modem operating parameters (e.g. mod-

ulation scheme, data rate and interleaver setting) rather than specifically designing a new HF

modem.

The characteristics of the HF channel were studied through Doppler ionogram data col-

Iected in Thailand. Because the data was obtained using a vertical-incidence Doppler sounding

mode, it did not represent the characteristics of the channel over oblique-incidence communica-

tion circuits. The applicability of the range-conversion or equivalent frequency transformation

techniques in the equatorial ionosphere was examined in Chapter 5. The results illustrated that

the effect of the horizontal (north-south) gradient is dominant due to the Appleton anomaly.

However, this effect can be mitigated through the use of a gradient correction method. The

Doppler transformation technique is also introduced to produce Doppler ionograms for di-fferent

path lengths. The verification of this method was restricted by a lack of information regarding

the angle of arrival of the radiowave signal available in the Doppler ionograms and still needs

further verification by experimental data. Nevertheless, the Doppler transformation technique

was found to be appropriate for application during quiet conditions in equatorial regions as

discussed in Chapter 6.

Finally, the development of the proposed CSF-based BEREM is described in Chapter 6. Its

implementation is based on aII subjects described from Chapter 2 to 5. The BEREM accepts a

Doppler ionogram obtained at vertical-incidence and performs a range-transformation for both

radiowave frequency and Doppler frequency. Several channel transfer functions, each based on

a range-converted Doppler ionogram, are generated for the simulations which are based on the

Vogler and Hoffmeyer wideband model. The simulations resulted in estimated values of BER,

each estimate corresponding to the channel conditions which were described by a range-converted

Doppler ionograms. The technique provided accurate results at high signal-to-noise ratios for

daytime periods, demonstrating that the BEREM technique is capable of accurately simulating

the transmission of digital data via the skywave channel in equatorial regions. However, the

simulation technique was less reliable under disturbed propagation conditions, particularly dur-

ing nighttime. Two mechanisms were suggested for the nighttime discrepancy, one relating to

spatial variations in ionospheric disturbances (e.g. equatorial spread-F may be present close to
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the geomagnetic equator but not at more remote locations such as above Sattahip). The other

possible mechanism relates to nighttime radio noise levels and types and this is discussed in the

next paragraph. The new simulation method can be used as an alternative approach to using

traditional channel simulators. Because of the inclusion of the range-conversion technique, the

input parameters can be obtained from any path lengths within the effective correlation dis-

tance. In conclusion, as the modern HF modems show significant strength in operating in the

equatorial region, the new BEREM could be used to assist in optimising the performance of HF

modems.

8.2 Recommendations for Future Research

This thesis concentrates on the application of the CSF-based BEREM in equatorial regions.

An evaluation of HF modem performance is based mainly on channel simulation and range-

converted Doppler ionograms. The results showed that the simulations often underestimated

the BER performance (i.e. modem performance was inferior to that predicted) of HF modem

waveforms, particularly at night. One reason is presumably due to an assumption of additive

white Gaussian noise and no interference. An investigation by Lemmon and Behm (1991' 1993)

included wideband HF noise and interference to the Vogler and Hoffmeyer wideband channel

simulator. However, information on noise and interference for narrowband applications in south-

east Asia is limited. Recommendations for future research include the modelling and simulation

of ionospheric noise which is more representative of what is actually observed in Thailand.

The validation of the range transformation technique applied to vertical ionograms has not

been fully investigated. The transformations performed here assumed only vertical movement in

the ionosphere. It is suggested that a multiple antenna array should be employed for obtaining

the angle of arrival of the received signal. Ray tracing techniques can also be used, assuming that

the electron density profiIes at other locations are similar to that observed at vertical-incidence.

The process of finding the ray paths in the ionospheric layers with horizontal gradient has been

studied by Davies and Rush (1985a, 19S5b). However, the electron density profile around the

regions of interest must be known.

Validation of the Doppler frequency transformation could also be achieved by employing

ionosondes with a capability of operating in an oblique-incidence Doppler sounding mode. It

would be interesting to compare the range-converted Doppler ionograms with the actual oblique

Doppler ionograms. For the investigation dcscribed in this thesis, this could not be addressed
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because no oblique-incidence Doppler ionograms were available. Thus, the most effective ap-

proach would be employing a network of ionosondes, each with a Doppler sounding capability

to better characterise the channel along the transmission paths.



Appendix A

Calculation of Range Transformation

The range transformation technique is used to transform an ionogram obtained at one location

to its equivalent ionogram at a different path length. The original ionogram can be either from

vertical-incidence or oblique-incidence sounding. The range conversion technique applies several

assumptions as described:

¡ no effect from the earth's magnetic field is involved

o there are negligible horizontal gradients in electron density

o there is no rapid change in the refractive index

The range-conversion technique empþs a modified secant law which includes the effect of the

curved ionosphere by the introduction of a lç factor. The reflection occurs via a thin and sym-

metrical ionospheric layer. Figure 4.1 illustrates the skywave propagation via the ionosphere'

The layer height h' is assumed to be constant and the reflection of oblique and vertical

propagation occurs at the same height (h!r¿: h'o¿: h'). As shown in Figure 4.2, this technique

converts individual pixels with vertical-incidence coordinates poi(lo¿,ht) to oblique-incidence

coordinates po¿(f o¿, P).

In AOATx (Figure 4.1), the cosine rule is applied:

G)' 
: a2 i (a + ht)2 -2a(a* h') cosa (A'1)

Solving for the refl.ection height h from (ø-lht) + (o * h')2 -2acosl(a+ ht) la2 - #:O

Thus' 
arht-zacoso+@

2
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But,

cos2 0 - L: -sin2 0

Therefore,

168

(A.5)

a*ht:øcos0*

Because a * h' ) ¿ and acosï ( a, the plus sign is required.

Thus¿*ht:acos?* - a2 sir,.z 0

4.1 Calculatíon of f oz in terms of lot

This section describes the conversion from oblique-incidence at path length d1 to oblique-

incidence at path length d2. A pixel of coordinate p(fouPl) i" an OI ionogram for path length

d1, is converted to corresponding pixel of coordinate p(loz,P2) in an OI ionogram for path length

dz. By applying the modified secant law,

fa : klfosecþ1 (A..2)

loz: le2fosecþ2 (4.3)

where /tr and l$2 are the fr-factors of paths 1 and 2. Thus,

loz k2cosþ1 (A.4)
la klcosQ2

D2
'V - a2 sin2 0

(+) r (a + h')' - zPrt" + h') cos þ

Thus 
cos{: l+g+n)'-u,

P(a + ht)

Substitute ø, Ç from Equation A'1.

To calculate cos/1 and cos$2,

In AOATx,

a2:

2 a I ht)z - 2a(a -f ht) cos 0

ø*ht)cos@ :

2(a*h')-2acos9
P

Thus, cos ö, :'þüP@ and similarly, cosþ2 : a* - 2acos9z

(A.6)
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(A.7)

cos dl
cosþ2

Thus, substitute 
"# 

into Equation 4.4:

(a*h'-acosá1\P2
\a + h' - acosïr) Pr

loz kz l@ + h') - acos9ll P2

Í^: nrl@6""*r1o
If ray 2 is at vertical-incidence, loz : l, kz: L, 0z :0, Pz:2h' and the frequency at

vertical-incidence is represented as a function of 
"for 

and P1.

, folcosfr
Ju kt

',lot l(a t4-gJ91011'rlËl (A'8)



Appendix B

Calculation of Doppler Frequency

Transformation

Doppler frequency transformation is an extension of the range-conversion (or transformation)

technique. The range-conversion technique is applied to an ionogram in which each of its pixels

is a function of group delay r or virtual height h', and frequency /' In this section, the virtual

height å,t is represented a^s å to avoid any confusion with the derivative of ht . These pixels will

be transformed to the equivalent pixels in synthetic ionograms appropriate for other distances'

When considering transformation from an oblique ionogram, the actual path length is treated

as a phase path P. If the path is at vertical-incidence, P is twice the reflection height (P :2h)-

The Doppler transformation technique requires a Doppler ionogram which is a conventional

ionogram with Doppler frequency information. The implementation described in this thesis is

concerned. with transformation from a vertical-incidence (VI) Doppler ionogram to a synthesized

oblique-incidence oblique ionogram. Each of its pixels pui represents coordinates of vertical

frequency /s¿, group delay r or virtual height h and Doppler frequency /¿,u'

The Doppler frequency transformation approach applies several assumptions namely:

o the radio signal is reflected via a thin and symmetrical ionospheric layer

¡ the secant theorem is obeyed

o the propagations at OI (at frequency là and VI (at frequenry foù occur at the same

virtual height (å, is constant),

o only vertical movement of ionospheric layers with constant velocity occurs.
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Firstly, Doppler frequency I n,, is defined as a rate of change of phase path P at a frequency

/r¿ (Equation 8.1). At vertical-incidence, the phase path P is assumed to be twice the reflection

height h (Equation 8.2). Because the ionosphere is assumed to have only vertical movement, the

uniform velocity of the ionospheric layer (ur) can be defined as the rate of change of reflection

height l¿ and u2 is responsible for the observed Doppler frequency shift /¿r,u.

I
J Do¿

fo¿ dP (8.1)

(8.2)

c
f
Jax

dt
dzh

c

lu¿

c

lo¿

c
cfo,¿ (8.3)'üz

Ío¿

where c is the speed of light in free space, l¿ is the virtual height or height of reflection (h : ht

shown in Figure 4.1).

At oblique-incidence, the phase path P is as follows.

p2
'--4- - o2 +(o+h)'-2a(a*h)cos9o¿4 ''

By differentiating the above equation,

dt
dh.)_'dt

2u"

2

'++:2þ j-h)dh

dt
-dh- 2acos0oi6

Since ffi : u",

+:9*r*h-acosoo¿l
The corresponding Doppler frequency shift at oblique-incidence is,

lDo¿ : -f "¿ ' 
dP-'i'

cdt

and substitutingffi into Equation B'4:

I

" Jo¿Ino¡: -T
4u,
Po¿

la+h-acosîo¿l

Then, substituting u, froløa Equation 8.3.

- tu(+#)l'.!#þl

(8.4)

I non

htr+h-acosos¿)fp,o
(8.5)
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Thus, a VI Doppler ionogram pixel whose coordinates are p¿(to¿,h, f o*) is tra,nsformed to

an oblique-incidence (OI) Doppler ionogram pixel of coordinates pa(la,P,lo'u) where la, P

and f po, are determined by Equations 4.1, 4.7 and B'5 respectively'
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